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Abstract
of
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ON ISLAMOPHOBIA:
A MULTICULTURAL FRAMEWORK FOR SECONDARY PUBLIC SCHOOL
EDUCATORS
by
Amna Salameh

This project focuses on Islamophobia as a problem of society that affects
Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Prejudice and discrimination caused an increase of
hate crimes and xenophobia against Muslims and people that “look” Muslim. These
attitudes had influences on school sites, creating a significant rise in bullying against
Muslim students, along with stereotypes from teachers about the Muslim community.
This project resulted in the creation of a professional development curriculum that
explored how multicultural frameworks, along with culturally relevant and responsive
pedagogies, engage with issues surrounding Islamophobia and the teachers’
understanding of Islam. This professional development curriculum offers a
comprehensive training for educators on topics including understanding Islamophobia,
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biases in the classroom, the creation of inclusive environments, and building support
for their Muslim students.

_______________________, Committee Chair
Lisa William-White, Ph.D.

_______________________
Date
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
As a Muslim-American who chose to wear the headscarf, or hijab, as a symbol
of my faith, I can speak first- hand about the negative stereotypes people of my faith
experience. Many of these stereotypes include negative views of Muslim women and
their role in society. People think Muslim women are oppressed by their men,
uneducated, and play no role in society. Other negative stereotypes about Muslims
include this notion of Islam being a monolithic faith that is violent, and has no
common values with other cultures. Through my experiences, I have found that the
media and academic institutions play a significant role in shaping negative
stereotypes. While taking some political science classes in college, I observed my
professors at Louisiana State University taking very firm positions about Islam and the
Muslim world. For example, as an international study major, I had to take many
political science and history classes, and the views held by many of my professors
along with the curriculum demonstrated a lot of bias.
Professors in my political science classes repeatedly focused on terrorism
caused by Muslims, highlighting their terrorism without really discussing the political
motives behind their actions or even once mentioning that these actions are not
representative of the Muslim faith. I remember once, a tattooed Muslim girl tried
speaking up against another student’s negative comment about Muslims while
discussing the discourse on Islamic terrorism in a political science class, but the
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professor completely ignored the issue. The power the professor held and his views
made me feel unsafe and unwelcome to express my views. As a result of this and
other situations, I often felt unsafe to speak my mind, unheard, unimportant, and that
my classmates were not getting a fair education about Islam. This becomes more
important when looking at how history is often taught from a Eurocentric position.
Sometimes I felt like dropping out of these classes because I knew people were not
receiving any positive perceptions of Muslims. However, I valued my education and
insisted on not letting things get to me. I had the desire to change the perceptions of
students and educators of Muslims, and I felt that educators should positively
represent the students in their classroom. Having competent, multicultural educators
will make students feel welcome, safe and encourage their participation. To ensure
Muslim-American youth find safety in their faith and identity, it is important to find
ways to educate teachers and build an environment of tolerance and understanding
between Muslim and non-Muslims. An example of the effects of insecurities for
Muslim students is that of Lalla.
As a young Muslim student who wears the hijab, Lalla recounted how another
student approached her and started screaming: “Her father is bin Laden! She’s going
to blow up the school! Everybody run, this Jihad girl is going to kill us!” (Jandali,
2013, p. 21).
Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, increased Islamophobia has
targeted many innocent Muslims. Islamophobia is defined as “a hatred or fear of
Muslims or their politics or culture” (Islamophobia, 2016). The Islamophobia
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Research and Documentation Project (IRDP) provides another comprehensive
definition of Islamophobia as:
A contrived fear or prejudice fomented by the existing Eurocentric and
Orientalist global power structure. It is directed at a perceived or real Muslim
threat through the maintenance and extension of existing disparities in
economic, political, social and cultural relations while rationalizing the
necessity to deploy violence as a tool to achieve “civilizational rehab” of the
target communities (Muslim or otherwise). Islamophobia reintroduces and
reaffirms a global racial structure through which resource distribution
disparities are maintained and extended. (2009, para. 6)
On November 25, 2002, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) documented
481 hate crimes against Arabs and Muslims in America during 2001, an increase from
28 cases in 2000 (Saylor, 2014). The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
reported 1,717 incidents of backlash discrimination against Muslims from September
11, 2001, through February, 2002 (Saylor, 2014). Mosques have been vandalized 78
times in 2015, and Muslims have faced hate crimes that are five times higher than the
rate post 9/11 (Green Party of the United States, 2017). The literature suggests that
anti-Muslims sentiments date back to the 19th century and have steadily increased after
9/11 and have been at its peak since the recent Paris and San Bernardino terrorist
attacks. Some of the contributing factors that influenced these sentiments are: (a)
policies like the United and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools to
Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (USA PATRIOT Act) (Bonet, 2011) and (b) the
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mass media’s presentation of Muslims and academia’s focus on Islam and Muslims
when comparing the threats of Muslims to other threats in society (Kurzman, 2011).
These issues contributed to the anti-Muslim sentiments educators have that effect
Muslim students in public, secondary schools (Bonet, 2011; Jandali, 2013; Moore,
2006; Phelps, 2010; Zine, 2001).
In the wake of the September 11th terrorist attacks, a serious backlash occurred
and “within hours, an unprecedented rash of xenophobic incidents began-from low
harassment, ethnic slurs, broken windows and threatening calls to arson, beating, and
murders” (Eck, 2001, preface). The hostility was faced by Muslims, Sikhs, South
Asians, and to anyone who looked or seemed different (Eck, 2001). Aggressors
committing hate crimes did not distinguish between those who committed the terrorist
acts of September 11th and the everyday Arab non-citizens, Arab Americans and
Muslims that live throughout the United States. As the lines were blurred, and
American nationalism and Islamophobia were on the rise, racially charged crimes
against Arab Americans and Muslims found their way into schools. As a result, Arab
American and Muslim youth became targets of all types of abuse. Bonet (2011)
explains how policies like USA PATRIOT Act had especially affected Arab, Arab
American, and Muslim students as a result of them being overly targeted by
surveillance, securitization, investigation and gave various government agencies
access to school records without anyone’s permission even though they can attain
them from the federal government if necessary. Wingfield (2006) reports that after the
September 11 attacks, these students were labeled as “others”. Thus, viewing them as
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enemies that faced many forms of harassment and mockery, physical violence and
even death threats from students and teachers as well. One eye-opening story
occurred immediately in a school on September 11th, 2001 when an angry teacher
stormed into the principal’s office and demanded that all the Palestinian and Arab
students be rounded up. To this, the principal mockingly replied to the teacher, “And
would you like me to put targets on their back as well?” (Abu El-Haj, 2007, p. 303).
Teachers and school personnel were not able to or chose not to distinguish
between terrorists involved in the 9/11 attacks and their Muslim students. This
confusion caused their Muslims students to feel alienated and unsafe in school. In
order to identify the root cause and origins of some of these Islamophobic or
discriminatory behavior, one must look at the causes and contributing factors of
educator’s perceptions.
The roles of the media and schools’ curriculums in negatively portraying
Muslims and Islam have shaped the American public perception of Islam and
Muslims. The mainstream media has been a main contributor to Islamophobia in
America. An associate professor of religion, Todd Green and the author of The Fear
of Islam: An Introduction to Islamophobia in the West interviewed the director of
research at the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding (ISPU) reports
Many studies have shown that the mainstream media-CNN, Fox News,
MSNBC-portray Muslims and Islam negatively. One study showed that when
one looks at media content analysis, approximately 82 percent of portrayals of
Muslims and Islam in the US news media are negative (Green, 2014, para 4).
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Recently, the media helped shape support of anti-Muslim sentiments and
increased bigotry after then-presidential candidate, and current President, Donald J.
Trump called for a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States
(Tariq, 2015). Trump added that, Muslims should be required to wear personal ID’s
with them and some should be shot with bullets dipped in pig’s blood. According to a
poll by Pew Research Center in 2014, Republicans view Muslims more negatively
than any other religious group and view them significantly worse than do Democrats
(Lipka, 2015). Media outlets should be held accountable for their actions as a result of
the impact they have on society. Kurzman’s (2011) research suggests that Islamic
terrorism is magnified by the media and in fact does not present a threat as much as
other threats in society. Kurzman (2011) reports that in the U.S., 15,000 die as a result
of violence yearly, but this type of violence is never categorized as a form of
terrorism.
Curriculum has also helped shape negative perceptions of Muslims. Phelps
(2010) explains how only a handful of books are used to supplement students’
understanding of Muslim culture. Shabanu: Daughter of the Wind by Suzanne Fisher
Staples is an example of a book used with problematic representation of complex and
diverse Muslim communities (Staples, 1989). The award-winning book is about a 12
year old nomadic girl who marries a 50 year old in Pakistan to escape persecution.
The book is criticized for perpetuating stereotypes (Crocco, 2005). Founder of the
Council on Islamic Education (CIE), Shabbir Mansuri reports that the portrayal of
Muslims in social science books was problematic. He realized this when his sixth
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grade daughter pointed out a false description of Muslim prayer in her social science
book. “They said Bedouins slap their hands on the ground, get down on their knees,
they rub their faces in the sand, they call out on their God” (Siddiqui, 2016, para 4).
The media and curriculum’s portrayal of Muslims has caused a backlash on teachers’
and students’ perceptions of Muslims.
The interlinked issues occurring in the media, social life, and in school
curriculum contributes to anti-Muslim sentiments educators have that directly impact
Muslim students in public, secondary schools and their level of academic success in
school. The Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) released a report on biasbased bullying in 2012 in California that studied 500 students, ages 11-18. The CAIR
report found that one in five women reported being bullied because they wore an
Islamic headscarf (hijab) to school. Additionally, one in five youth reported they were
unsure of participating in classroom discussions in which Islam or Muslims are
discussed, and were unsure whether teachers respected their religion. “More than onethird of bullying victims surveyed indicated that reporting harassment incidents to
school administrators was not helpful” (Growing in Faith, 2012, para 2).
As a result of the increase in hate crimes and growing misconceptions toward
Muslims, I wanted to learn how scholarship on topics, such as multicultural education
and culturally relevant pedagogy, engage with producing professional development for
educators to counter Islamophobia and produce inclusive classrooms for Muslim
students. Producing the curriculum would help educators with their practices of
changing the public discourse on Islam, while reducing bullying and helping Muslim
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students feel welcome in the classroom. These steps can help educators act as agents
of change that can extend beyond the classroom.
Statement of the Purpose
Muslims constitute an estimated 1.6 billion, or 23%, of the world’s population,
making Islam the world’s second-largest religion (Desilver, 2013). While a minority
in America, the number of American-Muslims ranges between two million and ten
million (Phelps, 2010). This figure varies with different survey methods and sources,
making this demographic range a widely debated issue. According to a Pew Research
Center report (2011), approximately 2.35 million Muslims live in the United States.
The Muslim-American population is made up of various ethnic and racial
backgrounds. With a population of over one million, California Muslims make up the
largest Muslim-American population in the U.S. (Ramirez, O’Connell, & Zafar,
2004).
For many Americans, their perception of Muslims starts, and continues, with
what they are taught by various media sources and academic institutions. Much of the
information found in the media and secondary school curriculum continuously shows
biased views that create false stereotypes about Muslims (Kurzman, 2011; Moore,
2006; Phelps, 2010; Zine, 2001). A recent study by MediaTenor, an international
research center examined 2.6 million Western news stories from ten American, British
and German outlets, and found that the media’s coverage of Muslims was rarely
positive. Most coverage of Muslims was a source of violence, and rarely covered lives
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of normal Muslims or even mainstream religious Muslims leaders (Bridge Initiative
Team, 2015).
Bodenhausen and Richeson (as cited in Baumeister & Finkel, 2010) explained
the interlocked phenomenon of stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination.
Stereotypes can be defined as “a generalized belief about the characteristics of a
group, and stereotyping represents the process of attributing these characteristics to
particular individuals only because of their membership in the group” (p. 45). Studies
suggest that stereotypes have a negative impact on the academic performance of
individuals in marginalized groups (Steele & Aronson, 1995). As Muslim-Americans
continue to make up a larger number of students in public schools, the effects of
stereotyping and marginalization is increasingly important. Whether students suffer
from discrimination from educators or are being bullied by other students, MuslimAmericans find themselves subject to this bigotry (Bonet, 2011; Jandali, 2013). Zine
(2001) explained how biases teachers held about their Muslim students lowered their
expectation of their students, thus affecting their academic performance in school. As
the above-mentioned interlocking phenomenon explains, stereotypes can give rise to
prejudice; prejudice can lead to discrimination. To combat these issues, professional
development for educators and an appropriate curriculum in secondary schools
become increasingly important.
The solution to reducing stereotypes and misinformation about the faith and
culture of Muslims lies in informing educators about Islam by engaging them in
cultural diversity and teaching students about worldviews by having an appropriate
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curriculum to build tolerance (Jandali, 2013; Moore, 2006; Phelps, 2010). There is a
need for rich, diverse content in curriculum and effective teaching strategies for
inclusiveness. For example, one bias control strategy that has been shown to be
effective is to write about one’s experience after learning the life, feelings, thoughts
and experiences of another person (Todd, 2009). By performing these steps, educators
can help fulfill their obligation towards their students and communities by being
understanding, accepting, respecting and promoting positive interaction between
students, teachers, and the community as a whole.
Research Questions
Question 1: How does the academic literature on educator’s perceptions of
Islam inform the development of professional workshops for teacher training?
Question 2: In what ways does the scholarship on multicultural education and
culturally relevant pedagogy engage with issues surrounding Islamic culture and
teacher training?
The researcher hypothesizes that a professional development curriculum on
countering Islamophobia will help educators reduce their stereotypes about Muslim
students in and out of the classroom. Educators will develop a better understanding of
Islam and Muslims and recognize their own biases which affect their teaching in the
classrooms by gaining knowledge about the following: (a) an introduction to
Islamophobia, its sources, and impact on society, (b) developing a socio-cultural
consciousness, (c) common Muslim beliefs and misconceptions, (d) guidelines to
discussing religion in class, (e) solutions to bullying in school and developing a
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supportive school culture to diversity, (f) content integration and reducing prejudice in
the classroom. The curriculum will also discuss what resources educators can use to
create inclusive environments in the classroom and empowering students for social
justice matters. This project is intended to reduce biases educators have regarding
Muslim students experiences, and provide them with the appropriate materials to do
so, while enjoying an ongoing process of learning, and applying what they have
learned in their classrooms. This will enable them to reduce some stereotypes they
may have or their students may have, which will reduce bullying, but also help their
students become critical thinkers who will be agents of social change. This attitude of
creating democratic classrooms is important so that it can extend outside the
classroom.
Process and Procedures
The factors that will be observed for this project will be (a) literature on
multicultural education literature and culturally responsive and relevant pedagogy; (b)
federal and state legislation concerning teachers’ preparation; (c) challenges teachers
face when teaching diverse students; and, (d) requirements for effective professional
development. There are workshops that have been produced and conducted for
professional educators that have shown effective solutions for those in attendance.
Additionally, Islamophobia workshops are educational events that address the dangers
of anti-Islam discrimination across the general public. This curriculum can be directed
at various audiences, such as educators, law enforcement, and community leaders.
The studies that will be observed will discuss the experience of Muslim students in
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public schools, in addition to analyzing biases that educators have toward Islam and
Muslims. These are several variables that will be studied, including but not limited to
the demographics of Muslims in America, misconceptions about Muslims, and
methods of establishing tolerance in the classroom.
After the conclusion of this project, the researcher will be able to find ways of
instruction by using theoretical works that have been established by scholars of the
field. With this, the researcher can observe common themes that will allow her to
identify the structure necessary to design the project on professional development
program on Islamophobia for educators. By participating in this multicultural
educator training curricula created by the author, educators will be able to contribute
to building tolerance in the classroom and finding ways to improve school culture,
improve educators’ attitudes about Muslims, and help include inclusive content in the
curriculum to create supportive classrooms.
To accurately analyze the current educator perspectives on Islam and Muslims,
and provide appropriate curriculum and resources, the researcher must identify the
practices and challenges educators face when dealing with minority students and those
of multicultural backgrounds. The researcher will obtain this information by looking
at data from the Department of Education and secondary sources that educators use to
influence their perspectives. Some examples are curriculums used and existing
professional development programs on Islam and Muslim that are available for
teachers.
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To ensure equity in the classroom, the researcher will also look at how to
improve educator practices in the classroom by looking at how educators can apply
multicultural education instruction to guarantee an unbiased education. With
implementing this type of multicultural information, educators will examine their
biases in the classroom, develop an understanding of the Muslim faith, and be able to
better navigate the classroom by understanding their students better and helping them
fight prejudice outside of the classroom.
Research Limitations and Recommendations
This project has several research limitations. Primarily, the researcher will
bring their bias from their first-hand experiences of the issues they seek to correct.
While these experiences allow the researcher exposure to the societal problems that
exist, they also enable the researcher to be selective in the source of data and material
used. Secondly, there is a limited amount of resources and research done about the
results of curriculum conducting workshops on Islamic awareness for educators. As
such, the researcher must draw generalizations from the literature on multicultural
education workshops.
A project of this magnitude will provide educators with knowledge and skills
to implement in their classrooms. While the curriculum will be for the educators, this
project will hopefully lead to a curriculum for various subjects for students at all grade
levels. However, due to the time constraints of the researcher’s academic program,
the project will solely encompass teacher training. Also, time restrictions will prevent
a long-term analysis of how these effects altered the biases of the students and
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teachers. My recommendation for future research is to build on this project by
conducting a future study measuring the workshop by conducting a pre- and post
anticipation guide (see Appendices A and B).
Theoretical Basis for the Study
The theoretical framework I will be using will focus on the five dimensions of
multicultural education by James Banks, Sonia Nieto, and Grant and Sleeter, and
culturally relevant pedagogy by Gloria Ladson Billings and Geneva Gay. Banks
(1993) explains the aims of multicultural education, as being a reformation of schools
and other educational institutions so that students, both male and female from diverse
racial, ethnic, and social-class groups, will experience educational equality.
Theorists in the multicultural education field focus on how the complex
interaction of race, class, and gender influences education. However, researchers
agree on how multicultural education can be implemented successfully. Banks (1993)
defines his “five dimensions of multicultural education” that will help achieve this
goal: (a) content integration, (b) knowledge construction, (c) prejudice reduction, (d)
equity pedagogy, (e) and empowering school culture.
Banks and Banks (2004) explains the first dimension of multicultural
education of content integration as being the extent of content inclusion from other
cultures and ethnicities in the curriculum. The second level of multicultural education
is knowledge construction. Banks and Banks (2004) describes this as the way the
teacher educates students on critically critiquing the views cultures have and
understanding their implicit biases that shape their knowledge of others. The third
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level of multicultural education is prejudice reduction. This level describes the racial
attitudes students possess and describes lessons and activities students can use for
prejudice elimination. The fourth dimension of multicultural education is equity
pedagogy. This level relates to teachers modifying their strategies to their students’
diverse learning styles for academic achievement for all. The fifth, and final,
dimension examines empowering school culture and the social structure. This level
involves restructuring the school’s culture of relations between teachers and students
from ethnically and racially diverse backgrounds and making it a welcoming
environment for everyone. Banks advocates social justice by creating diverse
institutions that educate students to be critical thinkers who are socially engaged.
However, Banks does not deal with the issue of racism or “White” culture in his
theory. Ladson-Billings (1994) brings these issues up in her theory of developing
culturally relevant pedagogy and studying the asymmetrical power of relations
between teachers and students. She defines this theory as “a pedagogy that empowers
students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and politically by using cultural
references to impart knowledge, skills, and attitudes” (Ladson-Billings, 1994, p. 17).
She explains that in order for teachers to reach this goal of academic achievement for
all students, teachers must respect and care for their students’ cultures. Not looking at
them or their diverse cultures as the problem to their academic success, but as
contributors to it.
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Definition of Terms
Discrimination
Discrimination is a differential treatment of individuals, based on their
membership in a particular group. Such treatment can often be motivated by prejudice,
but it may also result from ethnocentric feelings that are devoid of animus (Baumeister
& Finkel, 2010, p. 343)
Islamophobia
Islamophobia is a contrived fear or prejudice fomented by the existing
Eurocentric and Orientalist global power structure. It is directed at a perceived or real
Muslim threat through the maintenance and extension of existing disparities in
economic, political, social and cultural relations while rationalizing the necessity to
deploy violence as a tool to achieve “civilizational rehab” of the target communities
(Muslim or otherwise). Islamophobia reintroduces and reaffirms a global racial
structure through which resource distribution disparities are maintained and extended
(Islamophobia Research and Documentation Project, 2009, para. 6).
Prejudice
Prejudice is dislike based on a faulty and inflexible generalization that is felt or
expresses, and it can be directed toward a group or a member of a group (Baumeister
& Finkel, 2010).
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Professional Development
Professional development is defined as “activities that develop an individual’s
skills, knowledge, expertise, and other characteristics as a teacher” (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2009, p. 49).
Stereotyping
Stereotyping is a fixed, over generalized belief about a particular group or class
of people (Cardwell, 2014).
Xenophobia
Xenophobia is a form of attitudinal, affective, and behavioral prejudice toward
immigrants and those perceived as foreign. (Yakushko, 2009, p. 43).
Organization of the Project
This project is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is the introduction
to the rationale for the professional development training for educators in public
schools. The second chapter is a review of relevant literature related to multicultural
education and culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy along with other
information related to the content and design for the curriculum. The third chapter
explains the methods and finding used to design the professional development
workshop. The fourth chapter includes the conclusions, in addition to
recommendations for further studies. The Appendices include the curriculum and
other material.
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Background of the Researcher
Amna Salameh earned her Bachelor’s degree from Louisiana State University
in 2010. She specialized in International Studies with a concentration in the Middle
East. She has a background in education, with classroom experience and community
outreach. Her passion is in building bridges between the Muslim she belongs to and
the local community-at-large to create cultural competence and support diversity.
With this workshop on Islamic professional development, she hopes to create a
positive image for Muslims and mutual understanding in order to create safer
environments at schools that can transcend outside of school too.
Assumptions
The researcher assumes that the best design for an Islamic professional
development workshop should include the following sections: (a) an introduction to
Islamic practices and culture, (b) biases and stereotypes educators and students have,
(c) bullying and inequity caused by students and teachers, (d) activity for educators to
study their own biases and stereotypes, and (e) learning how to deal with bias,
bullying, and creating safer school environments. At the conclusion of the workshop,
the researcher should distribute to educators resources they can use to supplement
their curriculum.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter includes an examination of literature supporting an effective
professional development program on countering Islamophobia in public schools.
This review begins with understanding the foundations of multicultural education,
culturally relevant, and responsive pedagogy. These foundations will build the basis
of this project in gaining an understanding of the different dimensions of multicultural
education to provide a foundation of core requirements needed to achieve a
multicultural learning environment for Muslim students at schools. The second part of
this review includes legislation regarding school needs for diversity training. The
third part discusses instructional challenges teachers face with inclusive environments.
The fourth part discusses the characteristics of professional development. Finally, the
last section includes some materials for educators countering bullying and improving
school environment.
Multicultural Education
James Banks
Banks (1993) explains the aims of multicultural education as being a
reformation of schools and other educational institutions so that students, both male
and female, from diverse racial, ethnic, and social-class groups, will experience
educational equality. Theorists in the field of multicultural education focus on how
the interaction of race, class, and gender influences education, and theorists focus of
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different areas in these complex interactions. However, there is a general agreement
amongst researchers on how multicultural education can be implemented successfully
(Banks, 1993). Banks (1993) defines his “five dimensions of multicultural education”
that will help achieve this goal: (a) content integration, (b) knowledge construction, (c)
equity pedagogy, (d) prejudice reduction, (e) and empowering school culture.
Banks and Banks (2004) explains the first dimension of multicultural
education of content integration as consisting the extent of content inclusion from
other cultures; meaning what teachers are using in terms of important information,
metrics, and variables to illustrate key concepts in their discipline. Many educators
believe that multicultural education is limited to social sciences and language arts.
However, Banks (1993) clarifies that multicultural education is not limited to these
fields or to content integration alone. He explains the historical problem of
multicultural education content integration as starting prior to World War II with the
misrepresented education of Black people, and then after World War II, this paved the
way for nationally and religiously diverse students.
Prior to World War II, separate Black schools in the south were White
controlled including curricula and textbooks (Banks, 1993). This led to schools
miseducating African Americans since the curricula only talked about European
civilizations (Banks, 1993). The non-inclusion of African American cultures and
civilizations had an effect on their self-esteem. Later on, scholars like Woodson
(Banks, 1993) and others worked to provide teaching materials and content integration
into the curriculum. This example set a precedent to include content in the curriculum
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for religiously and nationally, racially diverse students. This reduced prejudice,
discrimination, and created interracial understandings amongst students.
The second level of multicultural education is knowledge construction. Banks
and Banks (2004) describes this as the way the teacher educates students on critically
examining how to view other cultures and understand their implicit biases to shape
their understanding of others. This level helps students become critical thinkers.
Banks and Banks (2004) identifies four approaches to this level: contributions,
additive, transformation, and social action. In the first approach of looking at
contributions, the teacher focuses on heroes, holidays, and other aspects of the culture.
The second approach is an additive approach that concerns teachers adding more
information relating to ethnic content, adding themes and perspectives to the
curriculum without necessarily changing the structure of the curriculum. In the third
approach, transformation, teachers are helping students learn how knowledge is
constructed and the curriculum is changed to help students understand viewing
concepts and issues from the perspective of various ethnic and cultural groups. The
final approach of social action is the transformations approach, in which students are
enabled to take action on several social issues as a result of their new understanding.
An example of this would be helping students look at books like The Bell Curve that
suggest African American intellectual inferiority, and then allowing students examine
the writer’s assumptions (Herrnstein & Murray, 1996). This process allows students
to examine the knowledge construction process.
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The third dimension of multicultural education is prejudice reduction. Banks
(1993) describes this level as one that helps students reduce their prejudices by
developing democratic attitudes by (a) examining their racial attitudes and identities
and (b) looking at ways students can reduce their prejudices and racial attitudes.
Teachers of primary and secondary school should be aware that students come with all
kinds of prejudices. These prejudices can start with children as young as three years
old. Research also shows that both Black and White children internalize attitudes
towards the African American race. A study concluded that children “prefer white
(pinkish colored) stimulus objects, such as dolls and pictures, to brown dolls and
pictures, and to describe objects and people more positively than brown ones” (Banks,
1993, p. 24). Therefore, teachers should use interventions to reduce those prejudices
to transform them into positive interactions. These prejudicial interventions can take
different forms including the following: curricular intervention, reinforcement studies,
perceptual differentiation studies, and/or cooperative learning studies. Different
studies have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of curricular intervention,
and the results show that by using this method, students develop more positive racial
attitudes, but there is a lack of consistency in the effects of such studies.
Reinforcement studies are studies relating to reducing White bias by using positive
reinforcement when students describe Black objects positively. Perceptual
differentiation looks at training students to look at pictures of minority faces, watching
positive videos about them that allow them to make positive associations with, thus
shifting their negative attitudes. Another way to reduce prejudice is by ensuring
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contacts between students of a racial majority and students from minority
backgrounds. Cooperative learning methods also show very effective results in
reducing student prejudice, improving the minority academic achievement gap, and
developing better cross-cultural friendships.
The fourth dimension of multicultural education is equity pedagogy. This
level relates to teachers respecting students of all ethnicities and income levels. This
level also allows teachers to consider working on their strategies and learning styles
when of teaching students from ethnically and racially diverse backgrounds, allowing
them to focus on their strengths. For example, using different language styles and
cooperative learning methods to fit a diverse group of students and improving lowincome students’ achievement gap. This level is not limited to teaching strategies, but
it also works on strategies students need to participate in a democratic society that
contains ethnically diverse people.
The fifth, and final, dimension is empowering school culture and social
structure. This level involves the school’s culture and relations between teachers and
students from ethnically and racially diverse backgrounds. Schools must work to
reduce prejudice in the school by examining teacher attitudes toward minority
students. Studies show that students perform better when teachers have high
expectations of their students, and they are taught the skills needed to succeed
regardless of their backgrounds. In other words, the school and staff should be
empowering minority students instead of repeatedly contributing to the cycle of
rewarding White students, thus reproducing a White culture in school.
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Sonia Nieto
Nieto (2004) stresses the importance of multicultural education after
September 11, 2001 and debunks the idea of multicultural education being used as
superficial tool that is used to add more content to the curriculum, celebrate cultural
holidays, food festivals, and participating in sensitivity trainings, or solving all of the
educational problems faced in education (p. 345). The purpose of multicultural
education is to impact the students’ attitudes and behaviors in order to help them
counter racism and discrimination (Nieto, 2004, p. 345). Multicultural education also
counters structural conditions in schools, and improves learning conditions for
students (Nieto, 2004, p. 345). Nieto defines multicultural education in its
sociopolitical context where educators can look at the “interplay of societal and school
structures and contexts and how they influence learning” (2004, p. 346). Multicultural
education is a process of school reform that provides an education for students of all
backgrounds while embracing and supporting them (Nieto, 2004). This method of
education uses the diversity and pluralism that is represented in the educational setting
including “ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, gender”, and other
backgrounds (Nieto, 2004, p. 346). The ultimate goals of multicultural education
focuses on praxis to achieve a society that promotes social justice and democracy
(Nieto, 2004, p. 346).
Amongst other characteristics of multicultural education, Nieto highlights two
characteristics of multicultural education, including antiracist education and pervasive
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education (Nieto, 2004, p. 346). Antiracist education includes examining curriculum
and understanding that discrimination affects all people (Nieto, 2004, p. 347).
Many times, educators fear approaching controversial topics and oversimplify
some historical movements that discuss the revolutionary struggles of historic people
like Martin Luther King Jr. during the civil rights movement (Nieto, 2004). Instead of
educators approaching the topic of equality and discussing the sources of oppression
Dr. King and the African Americans faced during this time, teachers reduce the
subject to lighter topics like “I Have a Dream” speech (Nieto, 2004, p. 348). Students
leave knowing that Dr. King had a dream, while lacking the knowledge of the context
of life during that time in which African American faced inequality, institutionalized
oppression, and robbing people of their basic human rights that had affected their
well-being. This approach used by teachers does not allow for students to conceive
the reality that faced African Americans. An example of this regarding the Muslim
population can include educators becoming more knowledgeable and confident in
discussing the history of the Muslim experience in the United States during the
Atlantic Slave Trade. Some of the early Africans brought during the slave trade were
Muslims like Ayuba Suleiman Diallo, Job Ben Solomon, Abd Al-Rahman Bilali,
Omar Ibn Sayid, Yarrow Mamout, and many others who faced different experiences
when they came (Curtis, 2009). Some of the West African Muslims were forced to
convert to Christianity when brought to the new world, while others hid their faith
(Curtis, 2009). One of the most established organizations that offer multiple resources
for public schools is Islamic Network Groups (ING) “ING Educating For Cultural
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Literacy and Mutual Respect” (n.d.) provides curriculum titled Enslaved West African
Muslims. This curriculum and many others offered by ING are important lessons for
students to understand Muslim history in America and the context in which they lived.
Examining curriculum also includes teachers ensuring that books used in their
classes are free from prejudice and stereotypes (Nieto, 2004). An example of this
would be considering educators facing a lack of books discussing Muslim culture and
the problem of stereotypical narratives about Muslims in fictional books used to
supplement the curriculum. Phelps (2010) explains how only a handful of books are
used to supplement students’ understanding of Muslim culture, while others books like
Shabanu: Daughter of the Wind, by Suzanne Fisher Staples, portrays a problematic
representation of complex and diverse Muslim communities (Crocco, 2005).
The founder of Council on Islamic Education, Shabbir Mansuri (Siddiqui,
2016) has reported some history books used in many schools are problematic.
Mansuri’s mission is to work on the portrayal of Islam in history books (Siddiqui,
2016). Examining history books may be more complex, as Suzan Douglas suggests
that this is a result of the various history books used in schools, the standards required
in every school district, and the ongoing process of curriculum review in schools.
However, there are history books that have been reviewed and approved to meet the
NCSS standards (Beauchamp, Douglas, Haynes, & Mansuri, 2000). Curriculum plays
a pertinent role in shaping the negative perceptions of Muslims or else stereotypes are
only perpetuated through education. The Public Broadcasting Service, PBS website
(https://ca.pbslearningmedia.org) offers 650 results when searching the word Islam.
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The website offers curricula, video, and other resources that can be filtered by grade
level for teachers to use in the classroom.
Understanding that racism and discrimination affects all people involved is one
of the most important aspects of antiracist education. Many times, there is a
misunderstanding that stereotyping and prejudice only affect the minorities involved
in the process when it in fact it affects all people involved (Nieto, 2004).
Discrimination often creates a cycle of hatred that leads to avoidance that leads to
more discrimination. It creates a less democratic society because it brings more
misunderstanding in society. It creates fear of the unknown that can lead to
discrimination. This is the same circumstance that Muslims are facing when being
stereotyped as being dangerous because society identifies the hijab as a fundamentalist
label, as it represents Islam that embodies the meaning of sharing the same religion as
the perpetuators of 9/11 (Allen, 2010). This negative interpretation of Muslims is
viewed very negatively in a way that causes negative interpretations of Muslims that
Allen suggests,
Interpreting Islam and Muslims as anti-Western and anti-feminist,
incompatible and asymmetrically opposed to the ideas and values of the West,
fixed as being distinctly Other and different- that was in turn also being
supplemented and inflated by the meanings emerging from the volatile post9/11 climate, thus resulting in Muslim women becoming the primary targets
for retaliatory attack and abuse. (Allen, 2010, p. 148)
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Such negative and inaccurate views cause discrimination that leads to violent crimes
against humanity, affecting all people involved and not only Muslims. Nieto (2004)
explains that other characteristics of multicultural education include pervasive
education. This characteristic of multicultural education permeates all aspects of a
school’s culture including food served in the cafeteria, curriculum, employees at
school, and relationships between teachers and students and the community at large
(Nieto, 2004, p. 354). Multicultural education here means an outlook on how schools
are organized as a whole to require participation from teachers with their students and
the communities they are a part of. This aspect also includes discussing dangerous
topics in the curriculum that include pluralistic perspectives and planning for social
justice activities that call for critical pedagogy (Nieto, 2004, p. 355). An example of
this is when teachers visit the homes of their Muslim students to foster relationships
with the students and their families. The website Parent Teacher Home Visits
(http://www.pthvp.org) is an existing project that helps teachers navigate this process
with the goal of building relationships with students from diverse backgrounds and
bringing the cultures at home into the classroom to help their learning. An example of
teachers being part of their communities is visiting local mosques to understand what
the Muslim communities are facing and understand how to help counter Islamophobia.
Teachers can help prepare students by planning activities that call for critical
pedagogy and being prepared for social justice by having tools, such as Islamophobia
education pack to be used with Islamophobia DVD (Show Racism the Red Card,
2008). Another resource is lesson plan for 10-12 graders titled Islamophobia in the
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shadow of 9/11 (Karama Now, n.d.). The lesson allows students to recognize
Islamophobia in its various forms.
Grant and Sleeter
Grant and Sleeter (2007) have five approaches to multicultural education
including: (a) teaching the exceptional and culturally different; (b) human relations;
(c) single-group studies; (d) multicultural education; (e) education that is multicultural
and social reconstructionist. Each of the categories includes their own goals,
assumptions, and practices (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 7). While the theory includes
five approaches, the revision of this theory here will explore three of the approaches,
human relations, multicultural education, and social justice education.
Human relations focus on the establishment of nondiscriminatory interaction
among diverse students from various races, genders, classes, religions, and sexual
orientations (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 66). The goals of human relations are: respect
for oneself, and for others, positive student-student relationships, elimination of
stereotypes amongst students, respect for people from different countries, respect for
religious diversity, and other aspects of relations, both nationally and internationally
(Leistyna & McLaren, 2002, p. 66). Grant and Sleeter (2007) suggest that the human
relations can be best established by cooperative learning environments amongst
students and be supported by teachers frequently in the classroom. An example of this
is having students work in groups and read about important figures from different
backgrounds including Muslims. Each group is responsible for reading about their
character and identity they have received and share with the class when everyone is
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ready to report back. This allows students to explore diverse people and consider their
perspectives.
The second approach is multicultural education. This approach “encompasses
educational policies and practices that attempt to affirm cultural pluralism across
differences in gender, ability, class, race, sexuality, and so forth” (Leistyna &
McLaren, 2002, p. 12). This approach calls for a reform of the school environment to
support students’ equal opportunity and cultural pluralism for all students (Grant &
Sleeter, 2007, p. 177). This approach is similar to the human relations approach, but
also involves parent and community involvement and teachers learning about their
students (Leistyna & McLaren, 2002, p. 12). The goals of this approach include
promoting and understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity and understanding
social issues of power and privilege, promoting choices and inclusion for all students’
regardless of their needs (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 178). The goals of this approach
include community involvement in selecting school personnel, and curriculum
development (Leistyna & McLaren, 2002, p. 13). These goals are achieved by
curriculum change including multiple perspectives, home community involvement,
and teachers understanding the classroom.
Similar to other multicultural education theories, Grant and Sleeter (2007)
suggest exploring content of curriculums used in schools and engage in small group
activities (p. 182). The curriculum used in public schools portrays the dominant
culture instead of using diverse curricula that portrays other perspectives including
cultural groups, religious groups, lesbians, transgendered, bisexuals, indigenous
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people and other groups of people (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 179). Some materials
may include exploring biography of Malcolm X, Muhammed Ali, Yarrow Mamout,
and others and their experiences in America as Muslims. This can be done in many
ways, including exploring ING (n.d.) resources or reaching out to local community
members for help. Grant and Sleeter suggest cooperative learning as other scholars
have suggested is an effective way for students to get to know one another (Grant &
Sleeter, 2007, p. 182). Cooperative learning environments also allow for students to
draw on their commonalities and allow them to break stereotypes.
Home and community relationship includes building a partnership amongst
home, school, and community (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 183). This aspect
encourages teachers to participate in the community and introduce themselves to
parents and community members. This can be accomplished by home visits that seem
to be very effective to Muslim students, visiting their community organizations and
local mosques. This method also calls for recruiting parents for different policy or
planning committees. An example of this is when I was contacted by the Elk Grove
Unified School District to join their Equity Committee meetings and representing the
Muslim populations. This was effective, as I have had multiple opportunities to share
my insight and bring awareness to the situations Muslim students are facing in
schools. Another way of developing the home environment to the school is allowing
students to engage in extracurricular activities by using clubs, sports, and other talents
students have to take leadership roles. This allows students to be proud of their
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identity, debate, see different perspectives and a way to help Muslims students from
being bullied.
The final approach investigated by Grant and Sleeter (2007) is multicultural
and social justice education. “The term social justice refers to philosophical roots of
the approach- the belief that schools in a democracy can and should prepare citizens to
work actively and collectively on problems facing society” (Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p.
258). This approach identifies schools as social institutions that outside of the home
(Grant & Sleeter, 2007). The school plays a main role in shaping a child’s world. This
approach looks at social justice and freedom for all humans in school, outside school,
and on global levels. The goals of this approach include teaching students about
justice, and power to understand the complexity of the relationship between these
factors and help them take action to understand what goes on in the locally and
internationally, to question it and to affirm human worth and being active about it
(Grant & Sleeter, 2007, p. 260). An example of a curriculum that looks at systematic
oppression is Islamophobia Education Pack, which comes accompanied by an
informative DVD, which allows teachers to open up dialogues about certain truths and
critically questioning them (Show Racism the Red Card, 2008). Dialogue is an
important element in this, as well as not accepting perceptions that affect students
negatively. An example is not accepting Muslim stereotypes that shape students’
perceptions locally and internationally. Taking action by reading about Muslim
experiences historically and today, writing about it, and discussing what they could
have done in that situation. This step is difficult to accomplish with the lack of
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training teachers are getting about Muslims and Islamophobia and other matters
(Barack, 2010).
Culturally Relevant and Responsive Pedagogy
Ladson-Billings
Ladson-Billings (2013) explains how most scholars approach African
American students with the problem bring in their education process. Teachers try to
find a solution of a strategy they can put into place to fix this deficit (Ladson-Billings,
2013) their students have, instead of looking at their own strategies or attitudes
towards their students. In her study, she found that the most effective teachers were
experienced women that had transformative moments in their lives that made them
reassess their teaching methods. Several of the teachers pointed out being involved in
a civil rights movement. Additionally, these teachers held certain conceptions of
themselves and their students. The teachers strongly identified with the profession and
felt it was important to embrace the children in their classroom as learners, instead of
having pity for them. The teachers created a community of learners (Ladson-Billings,
2013) that did not include favoritism. They implemented collective responsibility and
collective reward system. Some of the examples of these teachers creating a
community of learning were involving students in camping trips or having them
referring to one another as family members.
The teachers were critical thinkers. They were flexible in their knowledge and
they did not accept information in the book just because it was there. They expected
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them to be careful about what information was in their books too. These eight
teachers taught three central things with different methodologies:
1. the teachers developed their students’ cultural competence and sociopolitical
awareness that was demonstrated in writing, speaking and other ways
2. they also focused on different perspectives as a part of the curriculum
3. they also compared that to mainstream culture.
Thus, making connections of in school experience and outside experiences. The
teachers would start off with big ideas like: Why do adults not like young culture?
Then, the students would have to answer that in different ways.
African American children are three times more likely to drop out as White
students and twice as likely to be suspended (Ladson-Billings, 2013). When students
feel more positive about their own culture and the majority culture and are not
alienated from their own cultural values, students are less likely to fail. When the
school culture sees acting White (Ladson-Billings, 2013) as being the best way to act
well in school, then students acting contrary to that is not welcome. However, when
schools support students to embrace their cultures as a part of the school experience,
students understand that academic excellence does not only serve white middle-class
students.
Ladson-Billings (2013) points out to the way teaching methods being as
important and affecting the way the curriculum is received. Pedagogical instruction
that many teachers of African American students receive from their teacher
preparation programs and administrators can lead to intellectual death, because they
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lack the knowledge of teaching in culturally relevant ways. There is a lot of literature
on how to increase academic performance amongst culturally, ethnically, racially, and
linguistically diverse students, and it is important for the teaching styles to resemble
that of the students when communicating, to demonstrate this type of instruction, the
Kamehameha education project demonstrated how Native Hawaiian students were not
achieving high academic results (Bartolome, 1994). Their actions in the class were
seen as disruptive because they were not taking turns when they talk. However, when
further observations were made, they found out that how they are used to receiving
information in their own culture and they speak simultaneously. This was just their
culturally preferred style of expression. When their interaction style was incorporated
in the class, they showed great academic improvement.
For 15 years, scholars have looked at ways of making the school culture
congruent to the students’ home culture (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Students often
experience a different culture at school than that experienced at home. These negative
effects can happen when students do not see their culture represented in the
curriculum, or by seeing it distorted. For example, students observe that all personnel
working are White, while janitor jobs are for Blacks. This also occurs when schools
are tracking students to the lowest level classes, then students can see that they are not
being treated equally, and the school fails to incentivize the students that their hard
work will lead to what is perceived as a successful career.
Ladson-Billings (2013) defines cultural relevant pedagogy as using the
student’s culture to maintain their identity and transcend the negative effects of the
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dominant culture. Culturally relevant pedagogy aims to assist students to develop a
relevant personality that matches with the home culture (Ladson-Billings, 2013).
Cultural relevant pedagogy empowers students by using cultural referents that are not
only used to building the cultures or explaining a dominant culture, but part of the
curriculum. An example of this is in a lesson in a U.S. History course in 5th grade by,
Conducting a discussion on bylaws, and articles of incorporation that were
used to organize a local church or African American civic association. Thus,
the students learn the significance of such documents in forming institutions
and shaping ideals while they also learn that their own people are institutionbuilders. This kind of moving between the two cultures lays the foundation for
a skill that the students will need in order to reach academic and cultural
success. (Ladson-Billings, 2013, p. 46)
Good teachers are comfortable helping their students with their education and
getting others involved as well, like their parents and community members (LadsonBillings, 2013). Culturally relevant teaching is how teachers view themselves and
others and they believe in everyone’s success (Ladson-Billings, 2013). Teachers see
themselves as part of a community and help their students make connections between
their local, national, cultural, and global identities (Ladson-Billings, 2013). How they
structure their social interactions (good relations that extend outside the classroom)
and they encourage them to be connected with other students as well (Ladson-Billings,
2013). By learning collaboratively, students are successful, as knowledge becomes
fluid and shared by students and teachers (Ladson-Billings, 2013). Teachers also
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critically examine curriculum and help their students learn by building bridges and
scaffolding for learning (Ladson-Billings, 2013).
Ladson-Billings (2013) points out that teachers as a result of U.S. history must
understand that racism is a part of the problem in schools and the disparities that exist.
When teachers dismiss the fact that they notice race and ethnicity, they are dismissing
a salient feature of the child that is not accounted for in their curricular instruction.
When a classroom is full of children with different needs that are not met, then
teachers are not seeing their students at all and are limited to meeting their educational
needs. Culturally relevant teachers possess high empathy for all students and
encourage them to be agents of change.
Teachers’ perceptions of African American students can interfere with the
teacher’s ability to be effective with them. Many studies have been made on teacher’s
expectation and the achievement gap, and Ladson-Billings (2013) gives a few
examples of the effects of teachers’ expectation attitudes. One example is the example
is about a teacher convinced that Black students need to be controlled at all times, so if
they act out in any way, she notices every movement, while Asian Americans can
have the same behavior, but she ignores them. The teacher in this case developed
societal categories in her mind that students fit into. These expectations not only lead
her to tell the African student what she believes about them, but she tells other
students in the class what they should believe about them too. Often times, these
attitudes go unchallenged. However, it is important to have teachers develop
communities that will extend outside of the classroom, and this can be accomplishes
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by promoting inclusive activities that encourage personal contact between students
and treat them like humans. When teachers treat their students as people, it creates
connections between them and their students. An example of this is asking students
about what they like, or sending them birthday cards. Teachers can also foster
relationships with their students and create culturally inclusive environments by
hanging up posters of their celebrities. All of these efforts make students feel like they
are part of collective effort for academic success and support the individual.
Ladson-Billings (2013) explains that knowledge has been culturally
constructed and there are many debates on western civilization and the educational
system concerning historical events that are set up as “us” verses “them”. For
advocates of multiculturalism the questions are “us” refers to whom? And
“barbarians” refers to whom? At the precollege level, states including New York and
California have struggles with tension between unity and diversity in developing
social studies curricula. In California, the unity view has succeeded, corrupting the
democratic process through which curriculum and textbook adoption takes place. In
New York, the diversity view has won, challenging the books because of historians’
criticism, these were labeled “extremist” and “demagogues”. Ladson-Billings (2013)
suggests that teachers determine the curriculum and encourage the use of books that
represent the students.
Geneva Gay
Gay’s (2000) definition of multicultural education is similar to culturally
relevant pedagogy, but one of the differences between culturally relevant pedagogy
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and culturally responsive teaching is that CRT is used early on to prepare teachers in
pre-service educational programs with the knowledge and skills in order to implement
this approach of teaching (Gay, 2000, p. 70). Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT)
is defined as “using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference,
and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters
more relevant to an effective for them. It teaches to and through the strengths of these
students” (Gay, 2000, p. 29). Some of the focuses of multicultural education
according to Gay (2000) suggest are classroom culture and communication in the
classroom, teacher attitudes toward diversity, the power of pedagogy through cultural
responsiveness and its practice, and diversity in curriculum content.
The concept of culturally responsive pedagogy and its features is education
provided to connect in-school learning to out-of-school living to socially, racially, and
ethnically diverse students (Gay, 2013, p. 49). The purpose of this method of teaching
is to promote educational equity, create a community among students and empower
students’ agency (Gay, 2013, p. 49). An example would be including information in
the curriculum that portrays the life of a Muslims to connect political conversations
taking place at home or at school and vice versa. This connection to home culture is
also beneficial for Muslim students see their selves represented in the curriculum
making schooling more relevant and effective. Cultural responsive pedagogy is
contingent on seeing cultural difference (marginalized students) as assets and
differences are valued and encouraging cooperative learning environments, this allows
for educators to improve relationships with students, parents, and communities (Gay,
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2013, p. 50). To achieve this goal, content curriculum, valuing other cultures, and
restructuring attitudes and beliefs teachers have is necessary (Gay, 2013, p. 54).
Perception and attitudes held by many teachers is important discussion when
discussing culturally responsive pedagogy (Gay, 2013, p. 56). Historically, a result of
some teachers’ racist and discriminatory attitudes toward their student led to a
resistance against change in teaching methods or trusting the validity of cultural
responsive teaching, while some claim the difficulty in implementing such teaching
methods (Gay, 2013). Gay (2000, p.23) points out to the dangers of teacher ignorance
about their students who are different from them. Gay (2000) states, “ignorance of
people different from ourselves often breeds negative attitudes, anxiety, fears, and the
seductive temptation to turn others into images of ourselves” (p. 25). She warns
teachers from silencing their students and creating educational inequity through their
cultural ignorance that can have a negative impact on their students’ experience (Gay,
2000, p. 25). An example of this is teachers looking at Muslim female students and
thinking there is not point of educating her if she will not do anything with her
schooling. The solution Gay (2013) offers mastering such techniques are time
consuming that overcome their anxieties and encourage exploration and
experimentation. Gay (2013, p. 65) also advises that teachers acquire knowledge
about the experiences, contribution, and institutions of students from ethnically,
racially, and culturally diverse backgrounds.
In summary, multicultural education, culturally relevant and responsive
pedagogy all focus on content integration in schools along with teachers’ attitudes
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toward their students’ cultures, and their overall attitudes in achieving social justice in
society. Many efforts were made by the National Council for Social Sciences (NCSS)
and the American Council of Education to distribute materials for teachers and
colleges to achieve this goal in regards to the Muslim faith. An example of this is in a
position statement in 1981 by the NCSS, stating the need for including the study about
religion in the social studies. The Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD), one of the nation’s leading educational leadership
organizations and the First Amendment Center published Taking Religion Seriously
Across the Curriculum to discuss the importance of receiving a good education for our
diverse society (Beauchamp et al., 2000, p. 11). The report was an effort by the First
Amendment Center and the Council on Islamic Education to discuss the coverage of
religion in national and state standards. The report also discusses a number of
problems and weaknesses in the treatment of religion in history and lack of study
about religion in some crucial areas of social studies (Beauchamp et al., 2000, p. 6).
In another report titled, Guidelines for Educators on Countering Intolerance and
Discrimination Against Muslims: Addressing Islamophobia through Education
suggests including content on Islamic civilization and their contributions over the
centuries in the fields of science, technology, arts, and architecture (Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011). Another organization that offers
resources for public schools is ING “ING Educating For Cultural Literacy and Mutual
Respect” (n.d.). ING also offers many curricula that deal with Muslims and their
contributions to society along with lessons on Muslim history in America.
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An example of applying the different theories studied on multicultural
education along with culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy lies requires
integrating content into the curriculum and training teacher and administrators on
Islam and the problems of Islamophobia in society today. Teachers can develop the
students’ understanding of Islam and Islamophobia by using some of the
aforementioned resources that fit school standards. Content integration includes
pedagogical methods used by teachers like discussing Islamophobia as a concept in a
cooperative learning setting. Teachers can encourage small group exercises and
introduce Muslim history, contributions, holidays, and other related information into
the curriculum. The later part of including information will help Muslim students by
allowing them to see themselves being represented in the curriculum too. This
approach allows students to develop an understanding of Islamophobia as a societal
problem in a way that allows them to discuss the negative impacts of Islamophobia on
Muslims and non-Muslims as well. Content integration and teachers’ pedagogical
methods in teaching are only one aspect of multicultural education. School culture
and teachers’ and administrators’ attitudes toward Muslims are the other main concern
in achieving a multicultural education in public schools. There are many federal and
state laws that have been passed to address recent challenges faced by Muslims as a
result of the increase of Islamophobia.
Legislation Regarding School Needs for Diversity Training
Federal laws such as Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Civil Rights Act of
1964) prohibits discrimination by any public agency that receives government
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funding. This includes any discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national
origin. While Title VI does not explicitly discuss religion as a protected class, some
religious groups can be affected by this discrimination. On October 26th of 2010, the
U.S. Department of Education (Ali, 2010) released a memorandum discussing how
religious groups can be affected by discrimination targeting students’ race or national
origin. More specifically, the memorandum (Ali, 2010) identified how Muslim, Sikh
and Jewish students or any religious group that shares, or is perceived to share,
ancestry, or ethnic characteristics can be targeted and discriminated against. The
Department of Education (Ali, 2010) took steps to clarify the need to protect students
from discrimination by also putting responsibilities upon schools when students are
targeted based on their actual or perceived citizenship or residency in a county whose
residents share a dominant religion or a distinct religious identity. Discrimination
takes many forms in the school setting. While the federal government does not have
anti-bullying laws for schools, anytime harassment in school is based on race, color,
national origin, sex, or disability, it violates the civil rights laws the U.S. Department
of Education’s Office of Civil Rights enforces (Ali, 2010). Bullying or harassment on
the basis of religion would be addressed in the same way discrimination based on
religion is addressed. The Office of Civil Rights (Ali, 2010) states that a school must
take immediate and appropriate action to investigate, prevent and eliminate any form
of harassment directed at students based on the categories mentioned above. While
federal regulations and standards are often meant to ensure equity and justice in the
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school setting, various state legislation and statutes dictate specific policies and
requirements for teacher performance and oversight of classroom equality.
California has taken multiple steps to ensure inclusion and acceptance for its
diverse student population. Some examples of these are various legislative acts over
the past several years. This legislation ranges from anti-bullying laws to
recommendations for diversity trainings on school campuses. For example, California
Assembly Bill 2845, the School Safety: Safe Place to Learn Act (Safe Place to Learn
Act, 2016) was passed to amend sections 234.1 and 234.5 of the California Education
Code, relating to school safety. Existing law requires public elementary and
secondary schools under the state law of California to afford all students “regardless of
their disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, nationality, race, or
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or any other specified characteristic, equal rights
and opportunities in the educational institutions of the state” (Safe Place to Learn Act,
2016, p. 1).
The State Department of Education under The Safe Place to Learn Act is
required to assess local educational agencies to ensure adopting policies that prohibit
discrimination, harassment, intimidation, and bullying, and has publicized that policy
to pupils, parents, employees, agents of the governing board, and the general public
(Safe Place to Learn Act, 2016). Under this bill, California education code 234.1 is
amended to require school personnel are required to intervene when seeing any
student getting bullied, harassed, intimidated, or discriminated against (Safe Place to
Learn Act, 2016, p. 3). They are also supposed to have a timeline to investigate and
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resolve all these complaints under the jurisdiction of the school district (Safe Place to
Learn Act, 2016). AB 2845 increases the focus on student who face bullying or bias
based on their religious affiliation or perceived religious affiliation (Safe Place to
Learn Act, 2016). Additionally, AB 2845 recommends that schools provide at-risk
pupils, which include students who face bias or bullying, with counseling services,
students organizations, and staff who have received anti-bias training to support
targeted students (Safe Place to Learn Act, 2016).
AB 2845 also amends California Education Code, Section 234.5 to require the
Superintendent of public instruction
to post, and annually update, on the department’s Internet Web site and
provide to each school district a list of statewide resources, including
community-based organizations, that provide support to youth and their
families, who have been subjected to school-based discrimination, harassment,
intimidation, or bullying on the basis of religious affiliation, nationality, race,
or, ethnicity, or perceived religious affiliation, nationality, race, or ethnicity.
(Safe Place to Learn Act, 2016, p. 4)
In drafting AB 2845, the Legislature found that students who are Muslim,
Sikh, or of South Asian descent often face verbal, physical, or online harassment
which significantly affects their academic performance and mental health (Safe Place
to Learn Act, 2016). The Legislature also found over 50% of Muslim and Sikh
students in California have reported that they have faced threats or insults,
cyberbullying, or physical assaults (Safe Place to Learn Act, 2016). Due to the
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increased nature of bullying towards Muslim and Sikh students, “the Legislature
encourages school districts, county offices of education, and charter schools to provide
information… and resources to educate teachers, administrators, and other school staff
on the support of Muslim, Sikh, and other pupils who face anti-Muslim bias and
bullying” (Safe Place to Learn Act, 2016, p. 2). While one of the focuses of AB 2845
was to remedy the bullying of Muslim and Sikh students, the Legislature identified
California in the past, with AB 54 of 2003, as being a state that lacked diversity
training and cultural competence amongst school personnel and educators (Farr,
Pereira-Leon, Puckett, Sexton, & Weissman, 2005).
In 2003, the California Legislature passed AB 54, a bill that “required the
California Commission for Teacher Credentialing, in consultation with the State
Department of Education, to contract with an independent evaluator to conduct a study
of the availability and effectiveness of cultural competency training for teachers and
administrators” (Farr et al., 2005, p.4). As a result of AB 54, Rockman et al. and
WestEd authored Study of Availability and Effectiveness of Cultural Competency
Training for Teachers in California to provide advice and direction to the Commission
for Teacher Credentialing (Farr et al., 2005). The study provided several
recommendations including the implementation of professional development with an
emphasis on cultural competence, developing policies for school to follow to ensure
the cultural competence of their staff and the formation of a task force to support the
work of implementing successful cultural competency trainings (Farr et al., 2005, p.
6). Some of the issues identified in cultural competence that were identified to be
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brought to cultural responsive instruction included culture-related activities and
materials such as literature, games, and cultural artifacts (Farr et al., 2005). The study
concluded that educators must emphasize culture’s symbolic aspects such as food,
dress, holidays, and rituals (Farr et al., 2005).
In 2009, in an effort to ensure that educators remain culturally competent, the
Commission for Teacher Credentialing altered their teacher credentialing standards
(Farr et al., 2005). Thereafter, in 2013, the Commission on teacher Credentialing
expanded Teaching Performance Expectations (TPE) number eight requiring
educators to become “knowledgeable about the students’ community context and
socio-economic, culture and language backgrounds” (Commission on Teacher
Credentialing, 2013, p. 15). This new requirement shifts the responsibility from the
student and/or parent to educate the teacher about the student’s culture and now
requires the teacher to proactively learn about their students’ background.
A report from the Council of American-Islamic Relations (Dadabhoy, 2014)
identified solutions for educators to use in addressing issues faced by Muslim students
in the classroom in order to create inclusive environments. Various steps would be
taken for teachers to familiarize themselves with the religious identities of their
students. Additionally, textbook publishers should take steps to ensure that material
discussing Islam and Muslims is prepared and presented in a manner that is not
stereotypical and free of Islamophobic bias. Teachers should also ensure that there is
no obligation for any Muslim student to answer or defend themselves in regards to the
terrorist attacks of September 11. Finally, in line with various other recommendations,
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schools and administrators should also ensure that teachers receive adequate antibullying and anti-harassment training to learn how to handle these situations as they
arise in their classrooms.
Instructional Challenges Teachers Face with Inclusive Environments
Since the terror attacks of September 11, 2011, some educators report that the
topic of Islam has been a difficult one to teach for many reasons, including their
unfamiliarity with the Islamic faith and unfamiliarity with the legalities involved with
teaching about religion (Barack, 2010; Ramarajan & Runell, 2007). Ramarajan and
Runell (2007) mention “one of the greatest challenges in implementing educational
programs that confront Islamophobia and build interreligious understanding is the fear
that many educators have about raising the issue of religion with their students… and
therefore hesitate to address the topic at all” (p. 95). According to Diane Moore,
professor at Harvard Divinity School, teaching about Islam to educators is important
for teachers to overcome their fears of approaching the subject (Barack, 2010). At the
same time, teachers lack an understanding of the legality of teaching about religion
according to the First Amendment. Teaching religion or any aspects of religion
requires a teacher to be familiar with guidelines established by the First Amendment
along with knowledge about the Islamic faith (Haynes, 2008). On the other hand,
teachers also fear the reaction of administrators and parents to them teaching about
Islam (Barack, 2010; Ramarajan & Runell 2007). Some parents have a problem and
hesitation with their kids learning about Islam as a result of extreme prejudice toward
Muslims (Barack, 2010).
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According to a Gallup study, Muslims trigger the most feelings of prejudice
among Americans. “More than four in ten Americans, or 43 percent admitted to
finding a ‘little’ prejudice against Muslims” (Barack, 2010, p. 35). This becomes an
increasingly critical topic when students themselves do not have opportunities to take
a world religions class and teachers are afraid to touch on the topic of Islam (Barack,
2010). Henry Goldschmidt, Program Associate with the Interfaith Center of New
York, which runs professional development trainings every summer says, “there is a
real consensus that public schools need to teach more about religious diversity and
aren’t doing a better job because so many teachers are afraid of touching the topic with
a 10-foot pole” (Barack, 2010, p. 36). Barack (2010) comments that if teachers are
teaching students to be citizens of the world, then they should start with knowing what
is around them. Teachers needs to have a vision both inside and outside of the
classroom in order to facilitate educational contexts where all students have equal
opportunity for success (Beck, Crowell, & Jacobs, 2014). For this opportunity of
success to be available for students, the teachers themselves must be “culturally
responsive, understand leadership skills, be political savvy and have an understanding
of organizations around them” (Beck et al., 2014, p. 577).
Colbert (2010) suggests that professional development for school faculty
include an examination of their cultural backgrounds and biases that affect their
interactions with their students in order to better address cultural diversity. When
teachers realize these differences, they are able to gain an understanding of their
students’ values, beliefs, perceptions, and gain a better understanding of how they are
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expressing themselves in the classroom and using relevant content to the student’s
backgrounds (Colbert, 2010).
Liese (2004) explains how American schools are struggling to promote respect
for diversity and patriotism while fighting the war on “terror” (Liese, 2004, p. 63).
After the September 11 attacks, prejudice toward Muslim and Arab students appeared
more as a result of social stereotypes- beliefs shared among members of a communitythan personal stereotypes that are based on personal experiences. Young people are
not looking at the self, instead looking and blaming the “other”. This creates negative
thoughts that create anxiety among youth.
In a study of Australian professional development instruction with religious
institutions, it was found that a multicultural, religiously diverse society coupled with
the supportive roles of teachers and school plays a significant role in the positive
shaping of their society (Armstrong & Scott, 2014). In taking the Australian society,
the schools were committed to its teaching program being exposed to open dialogue
and critical thought, including both secular and religious programs (Armstrong &
Scott, 2014). In reviewing both the standards of the school, which happened to be a
religious setting, and the standards of the secular society, there is a strong sense of
tolerance and principles that can be established (Armstrong & Scott, 2014, p. 623).
With this approach, and in this multicultural society, the setting of tolerance will
reemphasize the principles of human dignity, respect for persons, tolerance and
understanding (Armstrong & Scott, 2014).
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New teachers report feeling unprepared to work in inclusive classrooms and
need educational reform that will allow them to get the training they need for diverse
classrooms (Flores, 2009; Florian, 2016). This is not unique to only new teachers. In
some instances, experienced teachers who look to make change in the classroom are
often faced with the challenges of adhering to an abundance of top down directives for
academic success (Beck et al., 2014, p. 578). This usually occurs in low performing
schools as the goal is increasing standardized test scores, not establishing tolerance
and inclusion (Beck et al., 2014, p. 578). Individual differences should be
contextualized in the broader mainstream population, and diverse curriculum should
be learned by teachers in order to learn how inclusive curriculum applies to students.
The Inclusive Practice Project (IPP) suggests that the main key element of preparing
teachers is focusing on changing how teachers respond to diversity, then making it
available to everyone (Florian, 2016). There is a need for teachers to be better
prepared with the tools necessary to fight against discrimination (Florian, 2016).
Teachers have reported lacking the training required to help them handle their
diverse classrooms and societies (Flores, 2009). To successfully implement
multicultural education, teacher preparation programs and professional development
programs are required to develop teachers’ attitudes, knowledge, and practices in
different domains (Carpenter, Krutka, & Trust, 2016; Flores, 2009). Effective
professional development is reported to be central to improving the learning
experiences of teachers and students (Carpenter et al., 2016). Minority students
specifically have been victims of teachers not being able to understand the students’
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cultures and the students suffer academically as a result. A school’s commitment is
pertinent to the success of creating positive coexistence in school (Flores, 2009).
The integration of multicultural education content is most commonly discussed
in language arts, history, or social studies (Ford, Harmon, & Moore, 2010). However,
multicultural education can be integrated to other subjects such as “mathematics,
science, language arts, physical education, social studies and history, art, consumer
science, dance, theater, foreign language and more” (Ford et al., 2010, p. 131).
Teachers who demonstrate social responsiveness by decreasing negative beliefs and
attitudes of White students toward minorities and are able to demand respect for
individual differences, while providing the class with culturally relevant content and
methods of teaching in order to provide equal education (Ford et al., 2010). It’s also
important for teachers to continue reading different material concerning the population
they are trying to understand (Flores, 2009).
Characteristics of Professional Development
Studies on teacher leadership preparation begin at the pre-service level and
continue throughout a teacher’s career (Ado, 2016; Arbaugh, Gamson, Knight, LIoyd,
McDonald, & Nolan, 2014). Even though there has not been much research done on
the effectiveness of such preparation, teachers demonstrate skills and knowledge
necessary at this level. “Teachers obtaining pre-service training would be positive for
teaching, learning, and the schools” (Ado, 2016, p. 5). Ado (2016) and Arbaugh et al.
(2014) criticize professional development occurring only after teachers graduate from
college by arguing teachers should obtain knowledge and the skills necessary before
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officially becoming teachers and be engaged in self-study of examining their values
and beliefs and place those in their students’ context when teaching.
Scholars in the field agree that professional development programs should be
ongoing, long-term, social, constructivist, and situated in classroom practice (Ado,
2016; Carpenter et al., 2016; Harwell, 2003). Having a structure that allows for
collaboration, teacher driven, contextualized professional development, and reflective
practice is essential for professional development (Ado, 2016; Florian, 2016; Harwell,
2003). One framework designed by the National Staff Development Council to
discuss some good characteristics found in effective professional development
explains the importance of context, content, and process in order to raise student
performance.
The context, content and process of professional development is necessary to
its success (Harwell, 2003). Professional development can only succeed in settings
that support it, namely from administrators (Harwell, 2003, p. 2). She explains that
administrators whether directors, superintendents, or principals think the professional
development is important and this is critical to the success of the program. With any
change that occurs in schools, there needs to be multiple levels of leadership that
includes school principals, administrators and other leaders being better prepared to
understand and engage in the change needed in school for equity (Beck et al., 2014, p.
594). An example of this is training educators on the basics of the Muslim faith and
understanding Islamophobia and its impact on Muslim students in today’s context is
provided by a report titled, Guidelines for Educators on Countering Intolerance and
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Discrimination Against Muslims: Addressing Islamophobia through Education
(Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011).
The content of professional development must be relevant to the setting it is
serving. It must be a program that is focused and include a long-term strategy that
includes affecting student learning. The goal of the content in professional
development must be to deepen the teacher’s understanding of the subject being
taught, generate or contribute new knowledge to the profession, and sharpen their
instructional skills in the classroom (Harwell, 2003, p. 4). The previous resources
including resources provided by ING can help address the issues of the materials being
provided meeting the schools requirement and standards.
The process of professional development must encourage a cooperative,
teacher-driven, contextualized environment for teachers (Ado, 2016; Harwell, 2003).
This allows instructors to learn over an extended period of time with another what to
teach and have time to discuss how to teach it. Harwell (2003) suggests that teachers
adopt the REACT model to achieve this goal when teaching their students. The
acronym suggests first “Relating” the information taught to life experiences.
“Experiencing” allows students to learn through discovery, exploration, and invention.
“Applying” allows students to have the opportunity to apply the information to reallife situations. “Cooperating” is learning through higher levels of thinking by sharing,
responding, and communicating with other learners. “Transferring” is learning that
takes place at the highest level of cognition and allows students to be able to build on
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prior experiences and new knowledge then transferring that knowledge to new
scenarios and be able to apply that information (Harwell, 2003, p. 6).
Professional development is criticized when they are one-time workshops.
They are ineffective to educators because they fail from allowing teachers to explore
and share what they learned (Ado, 2016; Harwell, 2003). Many professional
development programs focus on the problems that exist in schools and give little time
for opportunities for educators to practice what they learned (Ado, 2016; Carpenter et
al., 2016; Harwell, 2003). There is a need for ongoing, systematic professional
development programs to see how the content taught in trainings would unfold in the
classroom. One way of accomplishing this goal is to have teachers engage in
Professional Learning Networks (PLN’s).
PLN’s have been documented to be an effective method of ensuring teachers’
communication after a workshop has been given. This method allows educators to
acquire and practice the skills they have learned in professional development through
Twitter, Facebook, Edmodo, Ed-chats, and other social media platforms. The online
networking allows teachers to obtain cross-cultural knowledge anytime, anywhere and
provides a platform for educators to exchange opinions, lesson plans, exploring best
practices, and networking with teachers that inspire them with help when needed
(Carpenter et al., 2016, p. 4). PLN’s offer ongoing peer-to-peer learning and meet the
holistic needs of teachers (Carpenter et al., 2016). Changes in teachers’ beliefs occur
in settings in which teachers consider learning a communal activity and have the time
to discuss and interact with another (Carpenter et al., 2016; Harwell, 2003). PLN’s
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show positive effects on changing teachers’ thinking about teaching and modified their
practices in the classroom as a result (Carpenter et al., 2016). There are no examples
of peer-to-peer learning and teaching about Islamophobia, but the curriculum provided
in this research paper aims to provide the idea of developing a community of practice
through professional development for educators and administrators to counter
Islamophobia through education.
Communities of practice (Wenger-Trayner & Wenger-Trayner, 2015) are
defined as “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do
and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (p. 1). Schools are considered
to be a community of practice and its application is mostly in teacher trainings. In
these settings, peer-to-peer professional development activities are common, but
ultimately the end product is learning (Wenger-Trayner & Wenger-Trayner, 2015, p.
5). With this framework, learning opportunities are not only provided by institutions,
but by practitioners in the field including teachers who can share resources and tackle
problems in the classrooms through professional development Networks (PLN’s).
PLN’s allow for teachers to communicate through different social media and Internet
outlets.
Colbert (2010) suggests using activities in professional development for future
educators including a socio-cultural consciousness activity that allows teachers to
realize experiences that shape their identity and consciousness (2010). While doing
so, there should be open dialogue and critical thought, including both secular and
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religious programs (Armstrong & Scott, 2014). This will create principles of
coexistence (Armstrong & Scott, 2014).
Teacher leaders often take a critical look at their own sociopolitical identities
and identify their flaws in them (Beck et al., 2014, p. 580). A teacher leader is one
who leads from within and beyond the classroom by identifying with and contributing
to a community of teacher learners and leaders (Beck et al., 2014). In doing this, they
are able to influence others toward improved educational practice, giving them the
responsibility for achieving the outcomes of their leadership (Beck et al., 2014, p.
577). These realities that shape identity include social class, race/ethnicity, life
experiences, family, and gender. “The mission of CTEDL (Center for Teaching
Excellence and Distance Learning) is to provide faculty-driven, faculty-focused
programs to enhance and improve the teaching/learning process at the University”
(Colbert, 2010, p. 19). The CTEDL focuses on culture and teaching and learning.
They have been known to present many workshops on culture and its impact on
teaching and learning. In an interactive workshop done for faculty, they created a
five-part series assessment of personal and institutional culture. The framework
categorized family, religion, school, politics, and economics as the basic institutions
that influence culturally responsive teaching (Colbert, 2010). Socio-cultural
consciousness aims to educate teachers about their assumptions, values, beliefs,
perceptions, and experiences that shape their identity and consciousness, and this helps
teachers contextualize individuality to the mainstream culture of their students
(Colbert, 2010, p. 17).
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The first exercise that can be given to teachers to accomplish the goal sociocultural consciousness is an exercise that involves how people are grouped based on
certain characteristics or perceptions (Colbert, 2010, p. 20). “It requires them to
examine more closely how they may identify with and/or improve their socio- cultural
awareness” (Colbert, 2010, p. 20).

Figure 1. Socio-cultural Consciousness Exercise.

Another exercise used to create a dialogue between educators to realize the
personal influences they have from their childhood that make them who they are is the
following exercise (Colbert, 2010, p. 20).
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Figure 2. Personal Influences Exercise.

The last exercise that helps teachers realize their own socio-cultural
consciousness about themselves and their students is a group activity that requires
members of each group to share their answers to the following questions with other
members of their group. This exercise triggers discussion about attitudes toward
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dominant cultures, cultural diversity, and culturally different students (Colbert, 2010,
p. 21).

Figure 3. Questions for Discussion.

As teachers are given opportunities to receive professional development
training from their employers and various school organizations, it is perhaps the selfdirected professional development that plays a major role in their ability to bring
change to the classrooms. Minott (2010) explains that self-directed professional
development is the ultimate level of professional development. Minott defines self-
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directed professional development as the process of building practical or work-related
knowledge, which requires a focus on problems at hand and making a conscious habit
of thinking of possible solutions (2010, p. 326). When working with students who
come from language or ethnic minority backgrounds, it is important for teachers to
engage in reflective teaching and work on the needs of the student (Minott, 2010, p.
331). Reflective teaching is a form of instruction that shifts the responsibility of
developing knowledge away from the preceptor, or teacher, and places the focus on
the individual, the student (Minott, 2010). This type of instruction allows the teacher
to engage in their own form of instruction and engagement, in a self-directed
autonomous manner, placing themselves responsible for their own results in the
classroom (Minott, 2010, p. 331). The employment of this reflective teaching will
serve as an ongoing method of professional development for the teacher as they
continually refine their teaching practices and use new strategies on an ongoing basis
(Minott, 2010).
The reflective teaching method of instruction is ever-so-important with
language or ethnic minority background students, where the engagement of the
students and catering to their needs will ensure that the classroom setting is conducive
and supportive of them (Minott, 2010). In one example, Minott identified a student
who was not engaging in the classroom discussion as much as other students, but
through the process of reflection, where the student is the center of focus, Minott was
able to address the difficult situation and create a comforting environment for the
student (Minott, 2010). When the teacher is able to identify the necessary elements of
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developing instruction around the student, they will be able to administer instruction
which is reflective on the situation and familiarizing themselves with the students
(Minott, 2010). With this form of connection, the students who identify as language
or ethnic minority students will be more apt to participation and classroom
engagement (Minott, 2010). Self-directed professional development is not something
that is particular teachers, or unique educators, are involved in. Rather, it is something
that all instructors are involved in somehow via reflective teaching because they are all
interactions with their students in one way another (Minott, 2010).
As teachers move into the classroom-based learning experiences, many
teachers are utilizing professional development to bring equity-centered change to the
classroom. With the emergence issues of discrimination, hostile environments and
inequities relating to students from disadvantaged or minority backgrounds, schools
and their teachers must find a way to increase achievement and maintain high
academic expectations from these students (Beck et al., 2014). At a minimum, there
are students who suffer from the continued inequalities including students of color,
new learners of English, low-income students, LGBTQ students and students with
disabilities (Beck et al., 2014). While there are expectations that the schools and
administrators will solve these inequities and inequalities, the reality is that it requires
teachers to lead the change, effectively making them “teacher leaders” (Beck el al.,
2014, p. 576).
In all situations of the classrooms, teachers play a major role and make a
difference in difficult situations, with exceptional teachers willing playing a crucial
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role to play the leader in the classroom to bring educational change (Beck et al., 2014).
Through their involvement, the teacher leaders will bring an equitable situation to
public schools and the societies they influence, leading to getting rid of societal
ideologies and restrictive structural barriers which negatively affect the society (Beck
et al., 2014). As aforementioned, a teacher leader is one who leads from within and
beyond the classroom by identifying with and contributing to a community of teacher
learners and leaders (Beck et al., 2014). An example of best practices would be
teachers who proactively engage Muslim students outside of school or engage nonMuslims to educate them on Islamophobia. In doing this, teachers are able to
influence others toward improved educational practice, giving them the responsibility
for achieving the outcomes of their leadership. Teacher learners are equity-centered
instructors who facilitate their own version of professional development in relation to
issues of equity (Beck et al., 2014). Teachers take equity-centered of race, class,
culture, gender, disability and sexual orientation and make these important issues
central to their persona practice and vision both inside and outside of the classroom
(Beck et al., 2014). This will facilitate and ensure an academic and educational
context where all students have equal access for success.
Numerous factors will play a role in the success of teacher leaders to enact the
equity-centered change they seek to make. To motivate and encourage change,
teacher leaders need to find themselves in a professional environment and community
that shares the same vision as the teacher (Beck et al., 2014). This academic
community would either share or support the leadership efforts of the teacher, and
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replicate them in the administration. No single or lone teacher can enact this change
alone, but instead must be supported by collaborative leadership on all levels in the
school (Beck et al., 2014). On the other hand, there are limiting factors that can
inhibit the ability of teacher leaders to succeed.
There will always be external measures of accountability that don’t factor in
equity or fairness for students (Beck et al., 2014). These external measures are often
an abundance of “top down” directives, based around increasing academic
performance only and leading to increased stress levels for teachers (Beck et al., 2014,
p. 578). Additionally, the climate of the school also influences teacher leader efforts.
If the school or administrators have a psychological makeup that differentiates it from
other schools, that will influence the behavior of the teachers and the students. Thus,
changing the perception that both teachers and students have for that school (Beck et
al., 2014).
In identifying and encouraging equity, teacher leaders must be culturally
responsive, have a strong understanding of leadership skills and organizations (Beck et
al., 2014, p. 579). This is because the student population is naturally diverse with
students coming from various cultures, economic situations, language abilities, sexual
orientation and ability (Beck et al., 2014, p. 579). Teacher leaders are able to
implement change when they both have a sense of social justice and use their power
inside and outside the classroom to bring about that social justice (Beck et al. 2014).
Perhaps the most direct action a teacher leader can take is when they identify injustice,
whether inside or outside the classroom, and refuse to stay silent (Beck et al., 2014).
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Often times, teacher leaders must take a critical look at their own sociopolitical
identities and comforts in order to recognize the flaws in them. Many observers
expect these kinds of roles and assessments to be done by administrators or school
principals, but all the teachers should do these assessments because it is them who
interact with the students with direct communication (Beck et al., 2014). It is with this
method of teacher involvement that teacher leaders can succeed in their goals, but they
cannot make change by working alone. There must be multiple levels of leadership,
including principals, which are better prepared to understand and engage in the work
for equity and justice (Beck et al., 2014). Upon this taking place, there will be
multiple levels working for equity-centered change in the school.
In summary, professional development is important for teachers to understand
their students’ culture and helping them with their learning experiences (Carpenter et
al., 2016). Teachers especially should understand the culture of the students including
their faith, in this case, Islam (Barack, 2010). However, teachers have reported
lacking the training required to help them handle their diverse classrooms and
societies (Barack, 2010; Flores, 2009). Teachers face challenges in finding the
professional development trainings necessary for their own understanding of Islam
and are afraid of touching on the subject as a result (Barack, 2010).
To successfully implement multicultural education, professional development
programs are required to develop teachers’ attitudes and practices in different areas
(Carpenter et al., 2016). Teachers need to facilitate educational contexts by being
“culturally responsive and have an understanding of different institutions and
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organizations that represent those groups in order for students to have equal
opportunity to succeed” (Beck et al., 2014). One example of teachers developing their
understanding of the communities their students are a part of is by visiting local
mosques and engaging in home visitations. This allows teachers to be familiar with
the communities they are dealing with, and fosters a relationship of trust between
teachers and the student’s family.
Professional development is characterized as ongoing, social, and long-term
(Ado, 2016; Carpenter et al., 2016; Harwell, 2003). Having a structure that allows for
collaboration, teacher driven, contextualized professional development, and reflective
practice is essential for professional development (Ado, 2016; Harwell, 2003; Florian,
2016). It’s also important to allow opportunities for educators to practice what they
learned (Ado, 2016; Carpenter et al., 2016; Harwell, 2003). There is a need for
ongoing systematic professional development programs to see how the content taught
in trainings would unfold in the classroom. One way of accomplishing this goal is to
have teachers engage in (PLN’s) that allows educators to communicate through social
media to share their experiences in the classroom.
Self-reflective professional development is self-directed professional
development that is accomplished through reflective teaching and engaging the class.
Minott explains that self-directed professional development is the goal for professional
development (2010). Minott defines this as a process of building work-related
knowledge, which requires a focus on problems at hand and making a conscious habit
of thinking of possible solutions (2010).
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It is especially important for educators to be engaging in reflective teaching
when working with minority students and determining their needs (Minott, 2010).
This type of instruction allows the teacher to engage in a self-directed manner that
makes them responsible for their own results in the classroom (Minott, 2010). The
employment of this reflective teaching will serve as an ongoing method of
professional development for the teacher as they continually refine their teaching
practices and use new strategies on an ongoing basis (Minott, 2010).
While there are expectations the schools and administrators will solve these
inequities and inequalities, it is important to get their support for professional
development to succeed (Harwell, 2003). The reality is that professional development
requires teachers to lead the change, effectively making them “teacher leaders” (Beck
el al., 2014). Sometimes teachers are not encouraged or given tools to make change
because of policy makers have their own proprieties and agendas. However, teachers
should not be discouraged due to a lack of support from administrators. Teachers can
bring change within their classrooms by not staying silent and creating supportive
environment for all diverse students (Beck et al., 2014). One important characteristic
of teacher leaders is identifying injustice and refusing to stay silent about it wherever
it may take place (Beck et al., 2014).
Materials for Educators Countering Bullying and Improving
School Environment
Liese (2004) explains how negative thoughts can activate anger-related
feelings and aggressive behavior that increase stereotypes about Muslims. Thus, it is
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natural for Islamophobia to be rising in schools as a result on the “war on terror”. An
example of this is observed when one principal banned an Iraqi child from bringing
his flag to the school’s parade during the war on Iraq. This sent a message that the
student should be ashamed of his country of origin or should align his ideology with
America against it. This also sends a prejudicial message to other students of MiddleEastern descent and promotes an atmosphere of verbal and physical violence on
campus. Students who are treated this way are more likely to join gangs. However,
because the principal avoided addressing stereotypes and prejudices people have, this
unsafe and prejudicial atmosphere was created and prejudices can take many forms.
Liese (2004) explains that there are several levels of prejudice students have against
Muslim. They include the first and most common form of racism, verbal slurs.
Verbal slurs are often used to dehumanize the other person. A 16-year-old
high school girl reports the following, “If they are not terrorists themselves, they are
probably related to one” (Liese, 2004, p. 66). The second level that is commonly used
at schools is avoidance. This is a result of many students wanting to stay in their
comfort zone. A high school student describing why she hasn’t talked to a new
Palestinian student who wears the headscarf relates the following, “it’s not that I have
anything against her, I don’t even know her. But I don’t feel comfortable talking to her
because she seems so different” (Liese, 2004, p. 66). The third type of prejudice is
higher level of prejudice, discrimination. A 17-year-old Muslim student relates, “they
were probably just joking around, but the boys pulled off my headscarf when I was
walking down the hall. Other kids told them they weren’t right to so what they did, but
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I still felt embarrassed” (Liese, 2004, p. 66). This is often the response of students
feeling fearful that they would stand out more. The fourth type of prejudice is the
most extreme version that includes violence and murder. In many schools, racial
fights occur as an example, so the question becomes how teachers can develop these
strategies to prevent and dismantle stereotypes and Islamophobia in schools? How do
we promote respect in a culture of fear?
When combating prejudice and discrimination, it is important to address the
issues of diversity effectively to allow students to learn to respect one another. This
can be challenging because schools can face hurdles when trying to promote cultural,
racial and religious understanding. When a teacher is faced with the instruction of
ethnic and minority students, the teacher must create an environment conducive for
them to learn based on language, symbols and information that makes sense and
creates meaning (Minott, 2010). This applies to all students including Muslim
students. Teachers using discussion techniques so that all students will be encouraged
to be actively engaged in classroom discussion is an effective tool for making
conducive environments for students (Minott, 2010). This example is also true when
addressing Muslim students and non-Muslim students as well.
Many materials are available for teachers and students to learn about Islam and
serve the K-12 classrooms. These materials allow students to get to know their
Muslim classmates and reduce ignorance. A significant resource for teachers was
produced by Harvard Divinity School. The school offers a class for public school
teachers on Islam and its goal is to empower teachers with the knowledge necessary to
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reduce their fears of broaching this topic (Barack, 2010). For students, New York’s
Morningside Center for Teaching Social Responsibility has a “teachable moment”
section on their website, which includes the subject of Engaging the Muslim World.
One of the topics covered on the website includes a guide to a discussion on U.S.
Muslim relations titled, NYC Muslim Community Center: Why There? Why Not? Such
resources have been accessed by many teachers nationwide and have been effective
sources (Barack, 2010). Other resources mentioned in Appendix C can also be used.
School wide anti-bullying policies by youth and teachers are effective to
counter all forms of prejudices. Though very few educators are trained to deal with
Islamophobia, the following are some strategies for educators to dismantle prejudice
and discrimination (Liese, 2004, p.73).
1. Develop a zero tolerance policy, meaning mandatory opportunities for
education, such as peer mediation and/or dialogue groups that allow students to
explore their fears and feelings as well as listening to other viewpoints.
2. Promote cultural identity pride: not putting others down or students saying
they are better than them.
3. Establish a diversity club: promote respect and understanding for cultural
differences while providing young people with opportunities to develop
authentic pride.
4. Using inclusive methodologies like cooperative learning methods when
teaching.
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5. Using a project initiated by Southern Poverty Law Center, Mix It Up lunch
program is a program that promotes student interaction with other students
during lunch to expand their relations with other groups that they are not
normally a part of (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2014). Thus allowing
students to meet other culturally diverse students they can communicate with.
There are also grants allocated to encourage this initiative by training teachers
to support their students. Other organizations like the National Conference for
Community and Justice (NCCJ) (n.d.) that is a human relations organization
that promotes inclusion and acceptance by providing education and advocacy
while building communities that are respectful for all. The NCCJ provides
many programs including a year-long program that launches with a weeklong
social justice residential experience focusing on prejudice reduction,
community building and leadership for high school age youth. The NCCJ also
provides a two-day anti-bullying, prejudice, self-esteem building program for
Middle and High school students and is currently running in 40 cities in the
U.S.
6. Using “A World of Difference” program by The Anti-Defamation League.
This program “provides hand-on training to help students and staff challenge
prejudice and discrimination and to learn to live and work successfully in an
increasingly diverse world (www.adl.org). It also offers curricula for schools,
universities and community based organizations” (Liese, 2004, p. 76).
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A publication titled Addressing Islamophobia through Education was a joint
effort by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), the Council of Europe, and Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) that provides the guidelines for educators to follow when countering
intolerance and discrimination against Muslims in the classroom and how to prevent
and respond to them (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011, p.
12). This guideline was intended for pre-service and in-service training for educators,
and it was produced to counter all forms of discrimination and intolerance in order to
promote mutual understanding and respect for diversity in today’s society. This topic
is an increasingly important topic in the international community to maintain peace on
the local and regional levels. Since conflict often arises between different
communities as a result of deeply rooted stereotypes and misconceptions, educators
play a pivotal role in shaping student’s perceptions and understanding of different
cultures.
The international community has recognized the role of education in
countering discrimination as early as 1969 and had the following conventions that
served this goal: The 1969 UN Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Racial
Discrimination, The 1974 UNESCO Recommendation Concerning Education for
International Understanding, Co-Operation and Peace and Education Relating to
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, The 2005 Ljubljana Decision of the OSCE
Ministerial Council, The “White Paper on Intercultural Dialogue” launched by the
Council of Europe in 2008, The 2010 Council of Europe Charter on Education for
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Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education. All of these conferences
address the issues of discrimination, intolerance, and promoting educational
approaches to achieve cultural competence and peace.
The international approaches in dealing with discrimination and intolerance
against Muslims are designed for a wide audience, including education policymakers
and officials, teacher trainers, teachers, principals, and head teachers, staff in teacher
unions and professional associations, members of NGO’s, and primary and secondary
school education settings. The international frameworks in the guide include the UN
World Program for Human Rights Education and the Council of Europe Charter on
Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education. There are six
common stereotypes that are reoccurring in public discourse about Muslims:
1. They are all the same: Muslims are viewed as being the same regardless of
nationality, ethnicity, social class, political outlook, or whether or not they
are observant of their faith or not.
2. They are all motivated by religion: There is a misconception about
Muslims being motivated by their faith to conduct certain acts including
violence.
3. Viewed as “Other”: Muslims are viewed as having different interests,
values, and need than the general public. As a consequence, non-Muslims
may view Muslims as not having skills, or insights they can learn from.
4. Culturally and morally inferior: Muslims are viewed as morally inferior
people who are prone to violence and ill treatment of their women.
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Muslims are also viewed as intolerant of world-views that are different
than their own and disdaining the West for no good reason.
5. Threat: Muslims are viewed as a global threat that is experiencing a clash
of civilization with the rest of the world, and wherever they live as a
minority, they are viewed as supporters of international terrorism and bent
on “Islamization” of the countries they live in.
6. Co-operation is impossible: As a consequence of these five stereotypes
about Muslims, there could be no co-operation or partnership between
Muslim and people of other religious or cultural backgrounds.
In order to counter some of these stereotypes, the audience should be educated
about how these misconceptions are false. Then look at a few approaches that should
be implemented by teachers and the school body. The first approach is by using a
participatory approach. A participatory approach examines teachers and students
changing their behaviors by learning and experimenting (Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe, 2011). This involves approaches inside and outside the
classroom. For example, involving students in school governance activities, creating
opportunities for debate on school, and participating in community-based events and
activities.
Another factor to look at in the participatory approach is developing
curriculum related to religious minorities like Muslims (Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe, 2011). The materials developed in this process should
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involve Muslims as active participants to ensure accuracy of information and
sensitivity. Resources listed in Appendix J are examples of this.
The second approach used by UNESCO (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, 2011) is for educators to play a role in fighting Islamophobia is
opening space for discussion. Schools should see or find opportunities to discuss
stereotypes about Muslims. This discussion can be in the classroom or outside of the
classroom by inviting expert speakers. These discussions can explore the root of
negative stereotypes from historical or cultural perspectives. For example, discussing
the history of Islamophobia, and the negative portrayal of Muslim women. However,
teachers should be aware of stereotypes students have, so that students are not
introduced to stereotypes that will stick with them.
Some strategies suggested by the UNESCO report (Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe, 2011, p. 31) include reacting immediately to situations
that involve discrimination, violence, and other serious incidents. This means not
assuming the problem will solve itself. Schools must deal with the situation, and then
explain what they can do to help such victims. Schools can listen to the victims,
provide safe spaces, validate their feelings, and take document what took place.
Further action may be required depending on the severity of the situation and this may
involve parents in the picture. To avoid students getting bullied, schools must try to
take preventative measures to avoid hostility or intolerance in the future.
Some preventative measures schools can take to counter Islamophobia
(Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011, p. 33) include providing
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content about Muslims in positive ways in school whether it be through stories or
different curricula provided in Appendix J. Also, allowing students to form different
student clubs that allow for them to express their identity and strength it. Improve
school and home communication and relationships. Providing schools with
information about Muslim student accommodations in schools and information about
Muslims and having discussions in schools about sensitive topics. Other resources are
also listed in Appendix D.
Benjamin Bloom
The researcher will use Benjamin Bloom’s (Krathwohl, 2002) taxonomy to
define objectives used in this professional development curriculum. Krathwohl (2002)
describes Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy, known as Bloom’s Taxonomy, as a
framework used in education to classify objectives intended or expected to teach
students. Bloom’s (Krathwohl, 2002) learning objectives are categorized into three
main domains, cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills. Each of Bloom’s domains
have a list of categorical objectives in each domain that are arranged in a hierarchal
order, moving from lower levels of thinking to higher levels of thinking (Krathwohl,
2002). The objectives are listed in six categories in the lower levels of thinking start
with comprehension that includes remembering and understanding, then to move up to
application, analysis, and evaluation, and the highest form of thinking and of the
hierarchy is creating. The goal of using Bloom’s Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002, p.
218) is using is as a guideline to organize objectives and to get the audience for the
curriculum to include objectives that will move beyond the basic comprehension
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category of Bloom’s and to allow the audience to apply the information to scenarios
they face and to create solutions that will help them in the future. An example of the
cognitive domain is given below.
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Figure 4. Bloom’s Taxonomy.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Within the field of education, there are many frameworks that will be explored
including multicultural education, culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy.
Multicultural education is defined as a reformation of schools and other educational
institutions as a whole so that all students experience educational equality regardless
of gender, ethnicity, race, religion, or background (Banks 1993; Grant & Sleeter,
2007; Nieto 2004). On the other hand, Ladson-Billings (2013) and Gay (2000) define
culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy as using students’ culture, prior
experience, frames of reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students
to make learning encounters more relevant and effective for students.
The goal of multicultural education according to Banks (1993), Grant and
Sleeter (2007), and Nieto (2004) is to impact student attitude and behavior, counter
racism, countering structural conditions in schools regarding schools culture, teacher
attitudes, and improve learning for students (Nieto, 2004, p. 345). Schools are
ultimately social institutions that should focus on praxis to achieve a society that
promotes social justice and democracy (Nieto, 2004, p. 346).
The goals of culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy (Gay, 2000; LadsonBillings, 2013) also have similar goals with more emphasis on teacher attitudes,
expectations toward diversity, using culturally congruent pedagogical methods that
value student diversity and using them as a tool for academic achievement.
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All of these multicultural education frameworks are needed to achieve a
solution for Islamophobia in society. Schools are social institutions that are
responsible for implementing school policies that support diversity, and schools
should help empower students to achieve social justice outside of school. The goals
demonstrated in the aforementioned multicultural education theories meet the
requirements schools need to achieve inclusive school environments that improve
teacher attitudes and pedagogical methods that in turn improve students’ academic
success. Thus, making student agents of social justice that will help reduce
reproducing the same cycle and system of oppression against Muslims in society.
The purpose of this project is to provide a curriculum for pre-service and inservice educators and administrators in dealing with the challenge of Islamophobia in
their own practice as educators and providing a supportive school environment that
includes Muslim students and works to fight the negative rhetoric in the media.
Methods and Data Collection
Information for this project was gathered from different publications. Some of
these publications included different e-journals related to multicultural education,
Islamophobia, professional development, and equity studies. Some information was
also gathered from published news and education reports, books, curricula, and federal
websites related to education. The information gathered was looking at Islamophobia
and its negative impact on Muslims in America since 9/11 that resulted in prejudices
and discrimination (Abu El-Haj, 2007; Bonet, 2011; Eck, 2001; Kurzman, 2011;
Saylor, 2014; Wingfield, 2006). Muslim students in public schools more specifically
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have been victims of Islamophobia as a result of teachers’ and students’ perceptions,
attitudes and understanding of Islam (Bonet, 2011; Jandali, 2013; Moore, 2006;
Phelps, 2010; Zine, 2001). The content gathered to decide what will go in the
curriculum was gathered by first looking at the requirements highlighted by
multicultural education theories (Banks, 1993, 2004; Nieto, 2004; Grant & Sleeter,
2007; Leistyna & McLaren, 2002; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2013; Gay, 2000, 2013).
The second aspect was looking at legislation regarding school needs including federal
and state laws and TPE’s. The third aspect examined was the challenges facing
teachers when teaching inclusive environments. The researcher looked at different
theories of multicultural education that would establish the requirements for student
equity and improve school culture as a whole to ensure academic achievement and
produce a democratic society. This includes curriculum changes, training for
educators, and changes in school culture. The researcher also looked at characteristics
of professional development along with other resources such as Bloom’s (Krathwohl,
2002) to guide the needed components of an effective professional development
workshop.
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Islamophobia

Multicultural Education
Theories

Content of Curriculum:

Legislation and TPE's
Challenges Teachers Face
When Teaching About
Islam
Characteristics of
Professional Development

Design:
Bloom's Taxonomy

Figure 5. Components of an Effective Islamophobia Professional Development.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework of this curriculum is based on exploring different
aspects of multicultural education (Banks, 1993, 2004; Nieto, 2004; Grant & Sleeter,
2007; Leistyna & McLaren, 2002; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2013; Gay, 2000, 2013).
The researcher defined each theory along with its description and goals. Some of the
most common themes that emerged were prejudice reduction amongst educators and
students, empowering school culture, and content integration. The end goal of
multicultural education is to provide equal opportunities for all students by both using
their backgrounds as strengths to their educational experience and empowering them
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with tools of social justice to aid in ensuring academic achievement, thus producing a
more democratic society.

Table 1
Dimensions of Multicultural Education
Multicultural Education
Dimensions of Multicultural Education (Banks, 1993, 2004)
Approaches

Description

1. Content Integration and Inclusive curriculum
required in schools in
Knowledge
across subject areas.
Construction

Goals
-Fair representation of
minorities and
pedagogical
approaches teachers’
use.
-Reduces prejudice,
discrimination, and
improves
understanding
between students.
-Students take social
action.

2. Prejudice Reduction

-Examining racial
attitudes and identities -Positive attitudes
amongst students.
about other students
through curriculum.
-Includes prejudicial
interventions, such as -Making new positive
connections to
curriculum
intervention, positive students’ negative
reinforcement studies, perceptions and
reshaping them.
and cooperative
learning.
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-Better relationships
amongst students.
-Closing the
achievement gap.
-Teachers adapt their
pedagogical teaching
methods to student
needs.
3. Equity Pedagogy

4. Empowering School
Culture

-Closing the
achievement gap

-Cooperative learning.

-Change in school
culture by improving
relationships and
stereotypes have about -Reduces teacher and
school prejudice
their students.
toward minorities.
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Table 2
Characteristics of Multicultural Education
Multicultural Education
Characteristic of Multicultural Education (Nieto, 2004)
Approaches

1. Antiracist
education

Description

Goals

-Examining
curriculum content

-Develop deeper
understanding of
minority experiences
and ensuring correct
representation of
diverse students.

-Discrimination
affects all people
involved.

-Understand the
dangers of the cycle
of hatred.

-Produces democratic
society.

-School culture
-Critical pedagogy
-Curriculum, learning
values, styles, and
content.
2. Pervasive
education

-Teacher relationships
with students, parents,
and community
through home visits
and teacher activism.

-Preparing students
for social justice.
-Stronger
relationships lead to
improved
understanding.
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Table 3
Approaches of Multicultural Education
Multicultural Education
Approaches of Multicultural Education (Grant & Sleeter, 2007; Leistyna
&McLaren, 2002)
Approaches

1. Human
Relations

Description

Goals

-Nondiscriminatory
interaction between
students.

-Respect for oneself
and others nationally
and internationally.

-Cooperative learning
setting.

-Positive studentstudent relations.
-Elimination of
stereotypes.

-School culture

2. Multicultural
Education

-Parent-community
involvement.
-Exploring curriculum
content.

-Affirms cultural
pluralism and
inclusion.
-Fosters home-school
relationship.
-Equal opportunity
for all students.

-Schools are social
institutions for social
justice.

-Students taking
action for social
justice matters and
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-Dialogue amongst
students.

affirming human
worth.

3. Social Justice
Education

-Informed teachers
must know what social
justice matters exist
-Affects student
and what tools to use
attitudes about
to teach students.
national and
international matters.

Table 4
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy – Ladson-Billings
Multicultural Education
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2013)
Approaches
1. Content integration

Description

Goals

-Representation of
diverse students in
curriculum.

- Critical curricular
consciousness from
students.
- Connecting home to
school culture and
seeing minority
representation in the
curriculum.

-Reducing prejudice
amongst students.
2. Empowering school culture
-Reducing prejudice
and bias teachers have
by improving their
understanding of their
students and being
aware passionate
about social justice
issues.

-Teachers embrace all
students better and
produce students with
critical thinking
skills.
-Students make
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-Supporting
representation of
diverse students in
school curriculum and
changing pedagogical
methods of teaching
to meet student’s
culture.

connections between
themselves and
others.
-Academic
performance
improved.

-Students learn
collaboratively and
are assets to the
community.

3. Prejudice Reduction

-Teachers realize their
own racism.
-Improved academic
success.
-Teachers are
empathetic.
-Teachers are
culturally competent.
-Teachers believe in
success for all their
students.
-Building a
community of
learners.
-Teachers
encouraging students
to be agents of
change.
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Table 5
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy – Gay
Multicultural Education
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (Gay, 2000, 2013)
Approaches
1. School culture

Description

Goals

-Teachers encourage
academic
competence.

-Empower student
agency.

-Changing teachers’
attitudes and
perceptions to
improve cultural
competence in preservice setting.

-Reduced anxiety
amongst teachers
teaching diverse
populations.
-Improves academic
achievement.

-Teachers recognize
students’ strength and -Creates community
amongst students and
enhance them with
pedagogical process. teachers.
-Cooperative learning
environment.

2. Content integration

-Using students’
frames of reference.
-Relative content to
students’ cultural
background.

-Culturally diverse
students
representation in
school.
-Improving academic
performance of
students in school.
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School Culture
Authors of multicultural education, culturally responsive and relevant
pedagogy all agree on empowering school cultures to achieve a multicultural
education environment (Banks & Banks, 2004; Gay, 2000; Grant & Sleeter, 2007;
Ladson-Billings, 2013; Nieto, 2004). They describe best schools cultures are those
that are supportive to their students and support diverse representation of other
cultures in their schools. This representation allows for teachers and students to
develop better relations, and can help with students’ academic success and improve
the achievement gap. For example, schools enforcing policies that prevent bullying
and encourage learning about diverse communities by starting clubs, having an overall
supportive attitude about diversity, and creating a safe haven in school. Student clubs
representing Muslim students in schools can help reduce school bullying and helping
students build relations with one another. In addition to the effort to help Muslim
students belong on campus, steps have been taken to also ensure a safe environment
for immigrant families in many school districts. Various California schools, including
Sacramento City Unified School District, established themselves as safe havens
meaning that they will not cooperate with or permit the sharing of documentation with
the federal government or Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to take part in
crackdowns on immigrants (Sacramento City Unified School District Board of
Education, 2016). Under this new standard, ICE cannot enter school premises without
the permission of superintendent (SCUSDBOE, 2016).
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Studies show that students perform better when teachers have high
expectations of their students and teach them the skills they need to learn to succeed
regardless of their backgrounds. In other words, the school and staff should be
empowering minority students instead of repeatedly contributing to the cycle of
academically rewarding White students, thus reproducing a White culture outside of
school. In order for this step to be fully accomplished, teachers also need training on
reducing their own prejudices about their students including Muslim students. While
much of the discussion revolves around the role of teachers, there is also much to be
said about student behavior towards each other.
The United States Department of Health and Human Services defines bullying
in school as the unwanted, aggressive behavior towards other students in ways such as
making threats, spreading rumors, physical or verbal attacks, or intentional exclusion
from a group (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, n.d.). California has
additional anti-bullying laws that ban and punish acts of bullying included in federal
law, but also protect more classes of students based on disability, gender, gender
identity, gender expression, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion, and sexual
orientation (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2016). California law
protects students who fall into these categories, and also students who are perceived to
fall into these categories (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, 2016).
Teacher Prejudice Reduction
In the dimensions of multicultural education, Banks and Banks (2004)
discusses the importance of prejudice reduction amongst educators and students to
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create a democratic society in schools by exploring their own identities and attitudes,
and using different interventions to reduce their prejudices and racial attitudes.
Prejudice reduction amongst educators and students is also shared by Ladson-Billings
(2013) in her theory of culturally relevant pedagogy, as she explains the importance of
educators getting to know their students, and being critical thinkers who are aware of
different forms of racism and attitudes toward their students. Gay (2000) examines
the importance of teacher preparation programs to serve their diverse student
population in her theory of culturally responsive pedagogy and especially pre-service
teachers who are preparing to face some of the challenges regarding teaching in
diverse environments. Nieto (2004) stresses the importance of teacher relationships
with students and parents to improve understanding of their student population by
building stronger relationships with them. According to Grant and Sleeter (2007)
teachers should be aware about social justice matters to influence student ability to
take action on matters affirming human worth.
The curriculum produced will look at ways to reduce prejudice amongst
educators, administrators, and students regarding the Muslim population and the
problem of growing Islamophobia in the country. Amongst educators, dialogue and
social consciousness must occur for educators to understand their identities and their
students’ to be prepared to teach in 21st century classrooms (Gay & Howard, 2000).
The literature reviewed in multicultural education and culturally responsive
and relevant pedagogy also suggests that teachers change their pedagogical methods
and encourage teaching in ways that will reduce prejudice amongst students by
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cooperative-learning settings to be an effective method of reducing prejudice and
respecting other cultures (Banks & Banks, 2004; Gay, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 2013;
Leistyna & McLaren, 2002; Nieto, 2004). Cooperative learning environment are also
useful for reducing prejudice amongst students too by allowing students to foster
relationships among one another.
Student Attitudes and Content Integration
One of the most effective methods of reducing student prejudice, improving
the minority academic achievement gap, and developing better cross-cultural
friendships according to Banks and Banks (2004) and Ladson-Billings (2013) is for
students to learn in cooperative learning environments. Curriculum intervention
allows teachers to provide students with more information about Muslims, and allow
students to be critical thinkers to take social action in society.
Multicultural theories (Banks & Banks, 2004; Grant & Sleeter, 2007; Nieto,
2004) along with culturally responsive and relevant pedagogy suggest that students of
other cultures be represented in school curricula in positive ways, while also examine
curriculum that is used (Banks & Banks, 2004; Gay 2000; Ladson-Billings, 2013).
For example, many times the curriculum is framed in us vs. them, making it
increasingly important for teachers to use interventions to reduce prejudices students
have against Muslims. Curricular intervention is one way of reducing prejudices
students have and this is an avenue that has been explored with regards to Muslims
(Barack, 2010). Grant and Sleeter (2007) adds that it is also important to empower
students with the tools that will aid them in being agents of social change. Banks and
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Banks (2004), Gay (2000), and Ladson-Billings (2013) all suggest curricular
intervention can foster positive racial attitudes, and can take different forms. One
method of curriculum intervention is training students to look at pictures of minority
faces, and watching positive videos about minority students who make positive
associations with others. With the right teacher training, teachers can accomplish this.
Another intervention method used to reduce prejudice among student or that can help
reduce of their prejudice with other minorities is by students’ contact with minority
students. However, this could be difficult to accomplish since Muslims make up two
million to ten million Muslims (Desilver, 2013; Phelps, 2010). The table below
demonstrates the commonalities of multicultural education and culturally responsive
and relevant pedagogy theories.

Table 6
Common Themes: Multicultural Education/Culturally Responsive and Relevant
Pedagogy
Common Themes
Multicultural Education/Culturally Responsive and Relevant
Pedagogy
Banks (1993,
2004)

Nieto
(2004)

Grant &
Sleeter (2007)
Leistyna
&McLaren,
2002)

Ladson-Billings Geneva Gay
(1995, 2013)
(2000, 2013)

Common
Themes
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1.Content
1.Antiracist
Integration and education:
knowledge
-Curriculum
construction:
content.
- Inclusive
curriculum
that is
critically
2.Pervasive
examined by
education:
students.
-School
2.Prejudice
culturereduction:
relationship
with parents.
-Racial
attitudes and -Curriculum
and
identities
amongst
cooperative
learning.
students.
-Cooperative
learning
environment.
3.Equity
pedagogy:
-Cooperative
learning
-Pedagogical
teaching
methods.
4.Empowering
school culture:
-School
culture.
-Improving
student
relationships.
-Improving
teachers’
stereotypes
about their
students.

1.Human
relations:

1.Content
integration:

1.School
culture:

1. School
culture

-Cooperative
learning setting
foster relations
in class.

-Diverse
students in
curriculum.

-Changing
teachers’
attitudes.

-School
environment
and connection
to home and
community.

2.Multicultural
education:

2.Empowering
school culture:

-School
culture.

-Reducing
teacher
prejudice and
bias.

-Curriculum
content.
-Parent and
teacher
community
involvement.

3.Social justice
education:
-Dialogue and
tools for
students to
fight for social
justice.

-Students learn
collaboratively

3.Prejudice
reduction:
-Teachers are
empathetic and
encourage
students to be
agents of
change.

-Cooperative
learning
environment.

2.Content
integration:
-Relative
content to
students’
cultural
background.

2. Teacher
attitudes
-Reducing their
prejudice and
stereotypes
toward
students.
-Improving
pedagogical
approach
(cooperative
learning
environments).
3.Student
attitudes and
content
integration.
-Reducing
student
prejudice.
-Making them
agents of
social justice.
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Chapter 4
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
Introduction
Recently, it’s been noted that mosques have been targeted and attacked more
than previous times as a result of the changing perceptions of Islam and Muslims in all
aspects of society (Criss, 2017). Negative perceptions and discrimination against
Muslims and the rise of Islamphobia in schools resulted in the creation of this
professional development curriculum. This curriculum is designed to counter
Islamophobia in public schools. There is a need for cultural understanding of Muslims
as a result of the effect of public discourse on Muslims, and increase in Muslim
students getting bullied by students and teachers in schools (Ochieng, 2017). The
Institute for Social Policy and Understanding (ISPU) shows that 42% of Muslims in
K-12 schools are bullied because of their faith, and this is higher than bullying against
any other faith group (Ochieng, 2017). The same study also reveals that teachers and
school officials have participated in one in four bullying incidents involving Muslim
students (Ochieng, 2017). This professional development curriculum is a useful tool
for teachers and administrators to begin to understand, analyze, and solve issues facing
Muslim students. To achieve this goal, this curriculum provided and understanding of
Islamophobia, Islam, and producing prejudice free classes that promote diversity and
inclusivity.
This curriculum is divided into six sessions that are approximately one hour
each. The first session is an introduction to Islamophobia, its impact, origins, and
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cycle in society. The second session is on reducing teacher bias and developing a
sociocultural consciousness. The third session is on the Islamic faith, holidays,
practices, and common misconceptions related to Muslim identity, Muslim women,
Jihad, and common cross-cultural values with others. The fourth session provides
guidelines to religion in schools, including instruction, teacher beliefs, and students’
expression of their faith. The fifth session provides solutions to Islamophobia in
school culture including teacher attitudes, Muslim student experiences, and providing
safer environments. The sixth session provides curriculum solutions and methods for
reducing prejudice in the classroom to create pluralistic schools. The purpose of this
professional development curriculum is provide pre-service and in-school service
trainings that will promote understanding and solutions through non-traditional
methods of peer-to-peer collaboration. Upon completion of these trainings, the
teachers will understand the origins of Islamophobia, its effects in the classroom and
society, and will be provided with skills to combat Islamophobia in their schools.
Author’s Note
This curriculum is designed as a guide for people interested in conducting
professional development trainings for secondary schools and educators. This
curriculum is designed to be engaging and to encourage peer-to-peer work, which is
expected to be an ongoing effort after the workshop is over. The purpose of this
curriculum is to start the discussion on countering Islamophobia. However, it is
expected that there will be ongoing outreach between the presenter and the audience
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after the sessions are over to allow for some follow-up on how the information was
used in school cultures, teacher practices, and fighting discrimination against Muslims.
The activities and stories listed are some suggestions to achieve the goals of
this workshop, but other undertakings and handouts can be updated as new
information, legislation and requirements emerge for teachers and students. The
information used is only a sample of some possibilities. The goal of the curriculum is
to provide some basic elements to educators, allowing them to achieve inclusive
environments and develop their understanding of what is happening in the Muslim
community. This is important in achieving the long-term goal of social justice in the
community. In providing instruction on Islam, educators should be objective and act
in accordance with the standards of the First Amendment (Haynes, 2008).
Additionally, the educator, or anyone following this guide, should have a basic
understanding of Islam and some understanding of the political climate in which
American Muslim community is living. Finally, to fully grasp the curriculum, one
should have a basic understanding of how to use the internet, computer presentation
tools, and various online platforms.
Before beginning this workshop, the instructor must introduce the format of
the workshop. This workshop is designed to use Professional Learning Networks
(PLN) for communication and encourage cooperative learning. By using social media,
Google documents, or other methods of online communication, there will be peer-topeer communication and easy document access to workshop resources. The purpose
of this method is to create a safe platform for asking questions, discussion and
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collaboration. Some of the challenges in understanding the training include learning
the collaborative work process, partaking in new group learning methods, and
receiving critical feedback from others. Some of the logistic challenges can be
gaining access to electronic resources and navigating online sites to access newer
research and materials.
When starting this session, the presenter will collect the contact information all
attendees with their names, email addresses, and phone numbers. The contact list will
be uploaded to a shared Google document or a created Edmodo classroom that
everyone will be able to access later on. The purpose of the contact information is to
encourage peer-to-peer learning and for easy access to all materials in this workshop.
Providing all attendees with all materials is necessary for revision and empowering
teachers to be more confident about their basic knowledge of this subject.
Summary
In conclusion, this professional development curriculum to counter
Islamophobia is an effort to obtain reflections on the instruction on Islamophobia and
its effectiveness in the long term. These reflections could be based on whether people
shift their views about Muslims, understand Islam, and confidently teach about the
issues pertaining them. Following the trainings, the teachers would be able to will
have acquired and developed the skills, knowledge and insight to align themselves
with the goal of establishing a strong multicultural learning environment.
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Assessment
The assessment that will be utilized for the pre and post evaluation of teacher
knowledge will be an Anticipation Guide. The Anticipation Guide is made up of a
series of questions relating to what the teachers’ knowledge, as shown in Appendices
B and C. The guide is a list of statements and questions with true and false options
regarding an understanding of Islamophobia, Islamic beliefs, issues pertaining to
religion in public schools, methods of countering discrimination in schools and
providing inclusive environments (see Appendices B and C). The purpose of the
guide is to gauge changes of the participants’ views, understanding, and applications
following the professional development workshop.
Some strengths of the anticipation guide include the guide being capable of use
in many different fields of study, the simplicity being liked by students, and it gives
participants an opportunity to measure their opinions and progress over time, as their
comprehension or understanding of a concept has changed (Kozen, Murray, &
Windell, 2006). Some weaknesses of the anticipation guide are that there is no
mandated follow-up with the participants to ensure application of what was learned,
nor does the project extend to any time past when the subsequent statements are made.
Limitations
A limitation of this project is the limited amount of research used to design an
effective professional development curriculum to counter Islamophobia. It was
necessary to gather information from several resources to design this curriculum. This
curriculum also does not include issues pertaining to the psychological impact of
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Islamophobia on primary and secondary school kids (Clay, 2017). Recent studies
show that there are many psychological effects on vulnerable groups, and studies are
just now being done to discover this impact of anti-Muslim bias and designing
interventions to ensure adequate treatment and well-being of Muslims (Clay, 2017).
Forms of inadequate treatment can also lead to internalized oppression issues which
have a negative impact on a person’s professional and personal life. Additionally, this
project does not include tools for teachers to deal with severely traumatized Muslim
students who have come from war torn countries, such as Syria or Iraq, or teaching
these students methods of assimilation into American society. Combined with the
growing sense of xenophobia in America, this will be a necessary point to address in
the future. Another limitation of this project is that it neither includes feedback from
an evaluator nor recommendations of either fiction or history books that are free of
anti-Muslim bias, nor does it provide a manner to analyze the curriculum to
investigate anti-Muslim bias rhetoric in other books. Due to the time constraints of
preparation of this project, there is no presentation of resources directly related to the
curriculum and content standard of the U.S. Department of Education.
Recommendations
The participants should have an understanding of religion or organized systems
of belief. Zine (2004), finds it problematic that including the term Islamophobia in
discourse in education. Zine mentions that in educational discourse, the notion of
“Islamophobia” doesn’t have any currency at all by those in multicultural education
and anti-racist pedagogy (p. 112). To fully understand this, one must understand the
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anti-Muslims views that existed historically in the Crusades, the expulsion of the
Muslim Moors in 16th century Spain, and European colonization of Muslim lands
(Zine, 2004, p. 116). It is crucial to understand how current Islamophobic campaigns
use history and the views of Muslims during these times to legitimize military
invasion (Zine, 2004).
It is necessary for students to have deeper understanding of these issues to
disrupt the cycle of global militarism and imperialism. There should also be an
examination of literature to measure the historical recommendations, such as in a
fictional book titled Amina’s Voice (Gandhi, 2017). To support an accurate
representation, efforts are underway by a GoFundMe campaign by the West
Philadelphia Coalition Against Islamophobia to produce books featuring Muslims and
distributing them to public school. A similar project to the West Philadelphia
Coalition Against Islamophobia was completed by NOOR kids in where elementary
level books were produced and distributed. In some regions, such as the San
Francisco Bay Area, religious literacy is taking place online (Vargas, 2017).
Some programs exist that require educators to travel, for 2-3 week intervals, to
gain a better understanding of Islam. These programs are taught by scholars in their
field who are very academic in their approach, thus making attendance in high
demand, and spacing being limited. The special thing about this program is that it is
taught by scholars who are academic in their approach, but it has limited seating. One
example is in-depth training for religious understanding titled Teacher’s Training is
provided by daralislam.org. Educators learning about different religions should be
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mandatory in college so that instructors can understand their students better. Ideally,
professional development regarding Islam and Islamophobia would be included as a
requirement for instructors.
In Canada, a program called MENTORS (Muslim Educational Network,
Training, and Outreach Services) is taught as an 18-month project, and it is the first
ever comprehensive curriculum with multimedia resources for primary and secondary
school. MENTORS has completed 75 workshops against Islamophobia. MENTORS
was awarded by J.S. Woodsworth Human Rights Award and the Ontario Elementary
Teacher Federation Anti-Bias Curriculum Award for its achievements. However, the
MENTORS program ended and access to the material and resources is not available.
Educators can use modern ways with videos and productions, like the works of
Unity Productions Foundation and the Secret life of Muslims provided by Altmuslimah
website, http://www.altmuslimah.com/2017/04/secret-life-muslims-nominatedpeabody-award/
The following list is proposed in Examining Islamophobia in Ontario Public
Schools to counter Islamophobia specifically (Hindy, 2016).
1. Board level equity policies should mention Islamophobia explicitly
2. Offer anti-Islamophobia workshops to all teachers. It should be a requirement
for all teachers.
3. Schools should offer curricula that is not stereotypical and provides students
with information and tools to counter Islamophobia.
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4. Place and space in school for Muslims to express their identity, and provide a
space for non-Muslim students to ask them questions.
5. More research needed to discover the Muslim student experiences.
Other final recommendations to ensure cultural competency include:
1. Schools and school districts should offer training to educators in public schools
and provide tools to create inclusivity and safer environments in the classroom.
As a result of recent studies that show the influences of internalized
Islamophobia by many kids who preferred to hide their Muslim identity from
their classmates (Aaser, 2016). This can also affect students who have been
targeted or harassed as a result of xenophobia.
2. Schools and school districts should engage in data collection to study the
effectiveness of present curriculum being taught.
3. Governing bodies should pass necessary regulations making it mandatory to
learn about different faith groups and guidelines about religion in credentialing
programs, in accordance with the First Amendment guidelines.
4. Schools, school districts and governing bodies should add religious diversity
study and training in pre-service and in-service training. This can include
educating teachers about Islam, Muslim communities, the roles of Muslim
women and misconceptions held about Islam.
5. School districts should prioritize and implement the creation of safer
environments for all students. One initiative in regards to Muslim students is
the prevention of bullying and making available resources to promote diversity
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and education for teachers, students, parents and the community at large. An
example of this is Elk Grove Unified School District’s Culturally Responsive
Positive PBIS (Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports) which provides
tools for community members.
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Pre-Anticipation Guide
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Please check the box that you feel applies to each statement.
Question
1. Muslims promote violence.
2. Muslim women have no rights.
3. Muslim women are forced to wear a
headscarf.
4. Muslims have prearranged marriages.
5. I do not know much about the Muslim
culture.
6. I know how to make my Muslim students
feel welcome in the classroom.
7. I am fearful of Muslim people
8. I know how to support Muslims feeling
alienated in school.
9. I am aware of the constitutional laws
regarding religion in public schools.
10. I know how to create an inclusive
environment for my Muslim students
11. I know how to teach in cultural responsive
way to positively represent the Muslim
population.
12. I can confidently say that I know where to
find the resources I need to help me learn more
about the Muslim culture
13. I am aware of definition of Islamophobia.

Agree

Disagree
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14. I understand the impact of Islamophobia on
society and Muslim and non-Muslim students
15. I have the tools to reduce prejudice students
have about one another in the classroom.
16. I know where to find curricula presenting
Muslims in positive ways.
17. I know what challenges Muslim students are
facing in school.
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APPENDIX B
Post-Anticipation Guide
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Please check the box that you feel applies to each statement.
Question
1. I do not believe Muslims promote violence.
2. I believe Muslim women have no rights.
3. Muslim women are not forced to wear a headscarf.
4. I do not believe Muslims have prearranged
marriages.
5. I have an understanding of the Muslim culture.
6. I do not know how to make my Muslim students
feel welcome in the classroom.
7. I am not fearful of Muslim people
8. I do not know how to support Muslims feeling
alienated in school.
9. I am not aware of the constitutional laws regarding
religion in public schools.
10. I do not know how to create an inclusive
environment for my Muslim students
11. I do not know how to teach in cultural responsive
way to positively represent the Muslim population.
12. I can not confidently say that I know where to find
the resources I need to help me learn more about the
Muslim culture
13. I am unaware of definition of Islamophobia.
14. I do not understand the impact of Islamophobia on
society and Muslim and non-Muslim students.

Agree

Disagree
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15. I have the tools to reduce prejudice students have
about one another in the classroom.
16. I do not know where to find curricula presenting
Muslims in positive ways.
17. I do not know what challenges Muslim students
are facing in school.
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Resources for Educators

Islamophobia Resources:
The following are resources to learn about the history of Islamophobia in America,
access to database relating to Islamophobia, and the latest publications and research
concerning Islamophobia in America.
•

Islamophobia in America: The anatomy of intolerance. Carl W. Ernst.
Immigration and the new religious pluralism: a European Union-United States
comparison. Jose Casanova.
https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/publications/immigration-and-the-newreligious-pluralism-a-european-union-united-states-comparison

•

The Islamophobia Research and Documentation Project (IRDP),
https://irdproject.com

•

Islamophobia Consortium, www.islamophobiaconsortium.org/

•

Addressing Islamophobia through Education,
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0021/002152/215299e.pdf

•

The Fear of Islam: An Introduction to Islamophobia in the West. Todd Green.

Resources on Islam:
The following are resources for educators, administrators, and school personnel to
learn more about the Islamic faith, its history, and links to research regarding
Muslims.
An Educator’s Guide to Islamic Religious Practices, NCCM- National Council
of Canadian Muslims,
https://issuu.com/amirael/docs/nccm_singlepage_educator
ING educator webinar: Supporting Your Diverse Classroom and Resources for
Teaching about Islam, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo5YnlwnB30
Islamic Network Groups (ING), https://ing.org
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•

Pew Findings FAQ: http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2017/02/27/muslims-and-islam-key-findings-in-the-u-s-and-around-theworld/

•

The Pluralism Project by Harvard University, http://pluralism.org

•

Who speaks for Islam? What a billion Muslims really think. John Esposito &
Dalia Mogahed.

•

A new religious America: How a “Christian country” has become the world’s
most religiously divers nation. Diana L. Eck.

•

Religion and immigration: Christian, Jewish, and Muslim experiences in the
Unites States. Yvonne Haddad, Smith, & John Esposito.

•

Being a Canadian Muslim Woman in the 21st Century- http://ccmw.com/beinga-canadian-muslim-woman-in-the-21st-century/#-

•

Muslims in America: A short History. Edward Curtis.

•

Golden Age of Islam,
https://cmes.uchicago.edu/sites/cmes.uchicago.edu/files/uploads/National%20
Gallery%20of%20Art_Islamic%20Art%20and%20Culture%20%20A%20Resource%20for%20Teachers.pdf

•

Teacher’s Institute is a two week program for in-depth training for religious
understanding, http://daralislam.org/programs/education/teachersinstitutes.aspx

•

Karama Now offers many lesson plans including one for 10-12 graders titled
Islamophobia in the shadow of 9/11,http://www.karamanow.org/resources.html

Curriculum and Materials for Students on Islam and Muslims:
ING educator webinar: Supporting Your Diverse Classroom and Resources for
Teaching about Islam, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo5YnlwnB30
Fame and Fidelty- A comedy about a Muslim,
http://www.webserieschannel.com/fame-fidelity/
I am Rohingya- An ethnographic play that will be released soon,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jhpJxQ5O48
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Little Mosque on the Prairie- A comedy about Muslims,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZQSRmM6K_s&list=PL2PWaYdNL42
AxHlUkt5gVZiNTk25tSLGc
Muslim writers collective,
https://www.facebook.com/muslimwriterscollective/

Teachers pay teachers website, https://www.teacherspayteachers.com
•

PBS learning media provides over 600 learning lessons about Muslims,
Architecture, History, and Art. https://ca.pbslearningmedia.org

•

Teaching Tolerance –
http://www.tolerance.org/?source=redirect&url=teachingtolerance

•

Unity Production Foundation for documentaries, https://www.upf.tv

•

Altmuslimeh, provides videos on Muslim narrativeshttp://www.altmuslimah.com

•

Tandis- http://tandis.odihr.pl/content/documents/pi/00149.pdf

•

Saint Joseph, U.C. Davis- http://sjoseph.ucdavis.edu/ewic-public-outreachresources/ewic-outreach-resources/web-resources-pdf

•

Islam in The Classroom: Teachers and Parents Alike Are Unsure About The
Topic, but It’s Never Been More Important. Lauren Barack https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ922987

•

LEARNING ABOUT STEREOTYPES: HOW THEY FORM AND HOW TO FIGHT THEM,
Joan Brodsky Schur- http://www.islamproject.org

•

Being a Canadian Muslim Woman in the 21st Century- http://ccmw.com/beinga-canadian-muslim-woman-in-the-21st-century/#-

Bridging Cultures, http://bridgingcultures.neh.gov/muslimjourneys/
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South Central Library,
http://programming.scls.info/sites/programming.scls.info/files/documents/Adul
t/IslamandInclusionResourceList-Jochem.pdf
Curriculum on Islamophobia:
Expelling Islamophobia http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/TT55_Expelling_Islamoph
obia.pdf
•

Salaam Reads, book representing Muslims and people of other faithshttp://salaamreads.com

•

Women against Islamophobia and Racismhttps://wairwomen.wordpress.com/resources_publications-on-islam-muslimyouth-and-anti-islamophobia-education/

•

Tandis- http://tandis.odihr.pl/content/documents/pi/00149.pdf

•

Show Racism the Red Card
http://www.srtrc.org/uploaded/ISLAMOPHOBIA%20ED%20PACK%20FINA
L%20PDF.pdf
Combating Islamophobia action sheet- http://www.mapsredmond.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/Combating-Islamophobia-Action-Sheet-Jan-2017.pdf

Other Sources and Readings:
Bridge Initiative Team- http://bridge.georgetown.edu/about-us/
•

Syria explained- http://blog.ed.ted.com/2017/04/13/syria-what-students-needto-know/

•

Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. Middle East Programhttps://www.wilsoncenter.org/program/middle-east-program

•

Helping Students Deal with Trauma Related to Geopolitical Violence and
Islamophobia: A Guide for Educators- https://www.nccm.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2016/08/ED-GUIDE-ENGLISH-BOOK.pdf
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•

Institute for Social Policy and Understanding (ISPU) - http://www.ispu.org

Community Initiatives:
•

Tanenbaum, learning about Religious Prejudice- https://tanenbaum.org

•

Home visits project - http://www.pthvp.org

•

Mislabeled-CAIR study on Muslims getting bulliedhttps://ca.cair.com/sfba/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/CAIR-CA-2015Bullying-Report-Web.pdf
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Session 1: Introduction to Islamophobia
Overall Objectives of the workshop:
1. To define Islamophobia, its sources, impact, and cycle in society.
2. To create a sociocultural consciousness of teachers and students.
3. To examine the Muslim faith, practices, and common misconceptions
contributing to Islamophobia.
4. To apply guidelines relating to religion in public school.
5. To create solutions to Islamophobia in school culture and produce safer,
pluralistic schools.
Objectives for Session 1:
5. To understand the basic definition of Islamophobia.
6.

To examine sources of Islamophobia and the most common views that drive
it.

7. To analyze the impact of Islamophobia on the community, teachers, and
students.
8. To infer that Islamophobia has a cycle in society.
Q 1: What is your definition of Islamophobia?

Q 2: What can be done to end the cycle of Islamophobia?
1. School culture:

2. Curriculum in school:

Teacher behavior:
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Session 2: Developing a Socio-Cultural Consciousness
Objectives:
1. To examine biases through developing a socio-cultural consciousness.
2. To compare our cultural consciousness to our Muslim students’.
3. To create solutions to gaps between Muslim students and teachers.
Activity Context:
The FBI reported that hate crimes against Muslims have reached an all time
high since the aftermath of 9/11 (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,” 2016). The FBI
reported a 67% surge of hate crimes against Muslims. In 2014, the FBI reported 154
incidents in 2014 as oppose to 257 incidents in 2015. The Council on American
Islamic Relations (CAIR) also reported witnessing a spark in the number of hate
crimes against Muslims and this number is expected to further increase after Donald
Trump mainstreamed Islamophobia (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,” 2016).
These attacks have been a concern to Muslims and non-Muslims alike and the
question is what role do schools play in countering Islamophobia and understanding
their Muslim students?
Task 1: (15 - 20 mins) Do the following exercise examining the influences that
make up our socio-cultural consciousness alone, then share the map you created
and the influences that impacted you with other group members. After this step,
share the answers to the following two questions:
Q1: Think about a time when you felt very proud to be a member of a certain
group circle.
Q2: Think about a time when it felt very painful to be a member of a certain group
circle.
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Task 2: (5 -7 min) Read the following story and identify 5 circles, from the
previous chart, that the following Muslim student can fit into. Read the following
scenario, then compare this Muslim student’s circles of influences to your own
circles of influence and then answer the questions that follow.
Serena has a Middle Eastern, Muslim father and a White Christian mother.
Serena’s teacher doesn’t understand why Serena wears the hijab or practices Islam
proudly. Serena is an intelligent student, who is bilingual and has strong family
ties. On campus, she has experienced some bullying as a result of her Muslim
identity, and has complained to the school administration multiple times, to no
avail.
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Q1: Think of what influence makes Serena feel very proud to be a member of
a certain group circle.
Q2: Think about a time when it feels very painful for Serena to be a member
of another group circle.
Task 3: (7-9 mins) What role do you play in bridging the gap between Muslim
student identity mentioned in the scenario in task 2 and your own?
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Session 3: Introduction to Islam and Common Misconceptions
1.
2.
3.
4.

To understand the Muslim population worldwide and in the U.S.
To create a new understanding of the diversity of the Muslim identity
To relate the commonalities between Islam and other monotheistic faiths
To Understand common misconceptions and relating viewpoints that drive
Islamophobia, Muslim women, Muslim violence
5. To create a new understanding of the Muslim identity and its contribution to
civilization.

Q1: What are some commonalities between the Muslim faith and other monotheistic
faiths?

Q2: What accommodations might some Muslim students need in terms of some of
their practices in terms of prayer, fasting, holidays, and dietary restrictions?

Q3: Give examples of extremists who have used the their religion to justify terrorism.

Q4: Mention some of the common characteristics and contributions Muslims share
with others.
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Session 4: Guidelines for Talking about Religion in Public Schools

Objectives:
1.To understand the guidelines related to religion in public schools, according to the
First Amendment, as a result of the demands of Islamophobia in schools.
2. To evaluate some established guidelines of religion in school with the definition in
the First Amendment.
3.To apply some of the guidelines related to religion in public schools to different
scenarios.
Context:
Islamophobia is defined as:
A contrived fear or prejudice fomented by the existing Eurocentric and
Orientalist global power structure. It is directed at a perceived or real Muslim threat
through the maintenance and extension of existing disparities in economic, political,
social and cultural relations while rationalizing the necessity to deploy violence as a
tool to achieve “civilizational rehab” of the target communities (Muslim or otherwise).
Islamophobia reintroduces and reaffirms a global racial structure through which
resource distribution disparities are maintained and extended. (para. 6)
The FBI reported that hate crimes against Muslims have reached an all time
high since the aftermath of 9/11 (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,” 2016). The FBI
reported a 67% surge of hate crimes against Muslims. In 2014, the FBI reported 154
incidents as oppose to 257 incidents in 2015. The Council on American Islamic
Relations (CAIR) also reported witnessing a spark in the number of hate crimes
against Muslims and this number is expected to further increase after Donald Trump
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mainstreamed Islamophobia (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,” 2016).
Islamophobia has had great consequences on Muslim students who are constantly
bullied for their religious beliefs by their peers and sometimes discriminated against
by their teachers as a result of common misconception of them being part of a faith
that terrorizes people (Dadabhoy, 2014). One of the solutions to Islamophobia is to
discuss this problem in the classroom, and the other is to discuss the religion of Islam
as part of the curriculum of learning about different faiths in the classroom.
Some teachers and administrators see the need to talk about religion but are
unaware of the guidelines of discussing religion in school A Teacher’s Guide to
Religion in Public School (Haynes, 2008). This activity will help deal with some of
these challenges and provide materials that are useful for future encounters.

What is the First Amendment? The First Amendment consists of 5 rights:
“ Congress shall make no law (1) respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or (2) abridging the freedom of speech, or (3) of
the press; or (4) the right to people peaceably to assemble, and (5) to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.” (U.S. Const. amend. I)
For the purpose of this lesson, the focus will be on the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment, which refers to the first clause of the First Amendment as it
relates to religion. The First Amendment applies to any and all government agencies
of federal, state and local levels. In the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment,
the reference to Congress refers to the federal government, but because of the
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Fourteenth Amendment, citizens of all states are entitled to receive the privileges that
are granted by the federal government. This means that no state can pass or write a law
restricting or prohibiting a right or privilege granted by Congress or written in the U.S.
Constitution. With the First Amendment applying to public and government
institutions, it will be applied to public schools at all levels.
Analyzing the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment will require that it be
divided into two sections as follows: Congress shall make no law:
3. Respecting the establishment of religion, or
4. Prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
By saying that Congress shall make no “law”, this means that this includes any
law, ordinance, regulation, or statute on a federal, local or state level. The first part of
the Establishment Clause is that “Congress shall make no law respecting the
establishment of religion”. In this sentence, “respecting” can mean “regarding” or “in
regards to” (U.S. Const. amend. I). Additionally, “establishment” can be interpreted to
mean supporting, endorsing, preferring, favoring or promotion (U.S. Const. amend. I).
In looking at the first section of the Establishment Clause, it’s clear that there can be
no law or policy that allows a public school to favor or promote the practice of
religion.
Some examples of this impermissible or unconstitutional conduct includes a
public school district making a rule allowing Muslim students to take part in weekly
prayer services on campus, while not allowing Christian students to do the same. This
may be viewed as an endorsement of the Muslim students’ faith by the public school
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district. Another example is the state government setting aside funds for student
religions groups on campus, while not allocating any funds for sports clubs. This can
also be viewed as the government promoting religion.
A more relevant example for educators can relate to the roles of teachers in
public schools. Some educators can be considered a representative of the government
if they hold themselves out as public school teachers or officials while taking part in a
community activity. A public school teacher is not permitted to publicly endorse
religious causes or support religious movement by using their official title to further
that religious interest. An example of this is when a public high school principal
officially endorses a local clergyman to lead a congregation, and this endorsement is
made in their capacity as a public high school principal. When outside of school,
public school officials must act as private citizens when taking part in affairs of
religions. In being religious on campus, teachers are allowed to engage in their own
religious beliefs in a non-obstructive way, such as wearing religious jewelry or attire.
However, they may not take part in proselytizing behavior in their role as a public
school official as mentioned in guideline 11 (Haynes, 2008).
The second part of the Establishment Clause states that “Congress shall make
no law restricting the free exercise of religion” (U.S. Const. amend. I). This means that
no government agency, including public schools and school districts, can pass any
law, statute or school rule restricting or burdening the practice of religion by students.
While public schools cannot endorse or promote religion, they cannot make it difficult
for students to practice their religion either. Accordingly, students may public
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express their religious views and perform religious acts on public school as mentioned
in guideline 13 and 14 (Haynes, 2008). Additionally, public schools should make it
possible for students to be excused from school if necessary for religious purposes or
occasions as mentioned in guideline 15 (Haynes, 2008). For Muslim students, it may
be common for them to leave school on Friday afternoon to attend their weekly
congregational prayers. In day-to-day affairs, schools should also be able to
accommodate students who have special requests to practice their religion as
mentioned in guideline 16 (Haynes, 2008). This includes quiet prayer breaks or a
separate dress code for physical education classes, in accordance with religiouslyappropriate attire.
In not restricting students from practicing their religion, school should also not
restrict students from forming and joining religious clubs to express their religion
practices, as long as these clubs do not interfere with normal school procedures and
policies as mentioned in guideline 17 (Haynes, 2008). Finally, it is common, and
permissible, for students to distribute literature on their religion in public school, as
long as the school allows other material unrelated to curriculum to be distributed.
School may not allow some unrelated literature and disallow religious material from
students as mentioned in guideline 18 (Haynes, 2008).
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Task 1: All groups read the context of this activity individually in your groups. (10
mins)

Task 2: Each group will look at the guideline provided by the A Teacher’s Guide to
Religion in Public School and categorize it to the definition provided by the First
Amendment (Haynes, 2008). Feel free to review the definition provided to you to help
with this task. (Recall, Understanding level) (5-7 min)

Group 1: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
School, guidelines 1-8 (Haynes, 2008). These guidelines are related to methods of
discussing or teaching religion in school.
Group 2: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
School, guidelines between 11 or 12 (Haynes, 2008). These guidelines are related
personal religious beliefs of teachers.
Group 3: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
School, guidelines 13-18 (Haynes, 2008). These are related to religious expression of
students.

Task 3: Read the following scenarios demonstrating an issue related to religion in
public school. Decide if this example is with accordance with the First Amendment
guidelines or not, then explain your answer. (Processing, Analyzing level) 10 min.
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Group 1 scenario: Students at Elk Grove High School decide to have a hijab day for
all females on campus in support for the Muslim students and community as a result of
all the backlash they have been receiving. Students are really excited and putting
flyers all over school. To support the students, some teachers decided to partake in an
effort to bring unity on campus.
Group 2 scenario: An English teacher is very upset about a lot of Islamophobic
rhetoric in classroom, so decides that it would be wise to bring a Muslim guest speaker
to address the class and inform them about Islam. She contacts the nearest mosque and
they arrange for their spiritual leader to address the class. The guest speaker does not
have an academic background and begins preaching his religion to the classroom.
Group 3 scenario: A Muslim student requests to be excused from the classroom for 10
minutes each day to perform their prayer in the allotted time, and the teacher agrees.
One student inquires about the student leaving. The teacher responds and says that she
thinks that praying is good for the student.
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Session 5: School Culture
Objectives:
1. To understand school culture influences on Muslim students identity and their
safety in school.
2. To analyze the challenges facing Muslims in school regarding bullying, teacher
attitudes, and school policy.
3. To create inclusive environments that are safer and supportive to Muslim
students.
Context of Activity (Readings Listed in each Task).
Task 1: (15min) All groups read the assigned readings in this activity, pages 1-10 by
Hindy (2016). They will also receive readings on anxiety Muslim students face caused
by Islamophobia (Islamic Social Services Association & National Council of
Canadian Muslims, 2016, p.7). After the reading all materials, they will answer the
following as a group.

Q: What are the three main issues facing Muslims in this reading?

Task 2: (6-9 mins) All groups, Read Liese (2004) pages 72-75, and 31-42 listed in
report (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011).
Name 3 interventions from each reading related to school policy, teacher behavior,
and promoting safer and more inclusive environments.
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Task 3: Name three solutions for each scenario in the role of administration and
teachers for interventions and create a preventive measures for the future (10 mins).
Group 1:
Ali is a newly settled refugee from Syria. Ali and his mother moved to Sacramento to
live with his uncle. Ali understands English, but is too shy to try to communicate with
his new classmates. Ali is afraid that being an Arab from Syria will make his fellow
classmates hesitant to befriend him, as he is already culture shocked. As his teacher,
how to you ensure that he is accepted and welcomed amongst his peers?
Group 2
Sarah recently moved to Sacramento. She is 15 years old and was born and raised in
Seattle. In Seattle, she experienced cases of bullying from her fellow classmates. She
was teased for being Muslim and wearing her headscarf. She has been called name
such as “Princess Bin Laden” and the “Daughter of ISIS”. Because of her experience
with bullying, Sarah finds herself sitting alone during lunch. You quickly notice this.
How do you help?
Group 3
Nancy attended a private, Islamic school her entire life. She excelled at academics
and was very popular amongst her classmates. She was known to be a talented artist,
with calligraphy being a passion of hers. When she reached high school at age 14, her
parents took her out and put her in public school. She has had little interaction with
people who were not Muslim because of her close-knit environment. Nancy is
struggling to make friends and has a hard time fitting in. What advice can you give
her to help her assimilate into the student body?
Group 4
You are a principal at a small high school. You have a female substitute teacher that
wears the headscarf at your school who is Muslim. In between classes, the substitute
teacher has to offer her prayers, and begins to pray in class during break. A student
sees her, and goes to the hallway and shouts, “ISIS, TERRORIST! She is going to kill
us!” How do you address this situation with the teacher? How do you address this
situation with the student?
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Group 5:
A blonde Muslim student in the 7th grade by the name of Tom is setting in class while
a social science teacher discusses the Islamic faith. While the teacher is explaining the
lesson, she says, “Did you all see how those Muslims are responsible for the killings
in Dallas because of the competition on drawing Prophet Mohammed?” Tom gets very
upset and embarrassed and complains to the administration about the teacher. If you
were the principal how would you deal with the situation?
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Session 6: Curriculum tools and Content Integration on Islamophobia and Islam

Objectives:
1.To understand Muslim student needs in the classroom.
2. To develop respectful environments in the classroom that celebrate our pluralistic
society.
3.To explore some tools that can be used in the classroom to reduce prejudice amongst
students and help them be advocates of change.
Context: Readings by Zine (2000), curriculum by Batiste (2000), RED CAR
Curriculum (Show Racism the Red Card, 2008)
Task 1: (15 mins) All groups, read Zine and identify the main themes that are
concerning the Muslim community.
Task 2: (20-25 min)
Group1- Read and explore the Red Card curriculum (Show Racism the Red Card,
2008) as a sample to fight Islamophobia, then identify what solutions these
curriculums have in terms of reducing prejudice and creating a better classroom
environment.
Group 2 – Read Unit 1 Building a Strong Foundation (Batiste, 2000, p.4).
This Lesson is to develop a common language to understand the definition of
discrimination. Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing
prejudice and creating a better classroom environment.
Group 3 –Read Unit 2 Cultural Identities and Values (Batiste, 2000, p.5).
This Lesson introduces students to their culture and who they are, in comparison to
others. Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice and
creating a better classroom environment.
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Group 4 - Read Unit 3 Analyzing Information (Batiste, 2000, p.7).
This Lesson has students examine various sources of information and how the
misrepresentation, or omission of facts, that can lead to less than complete events and
issues.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice and creating
a better classroom environment.
Group 5 –Read Unit IV Identifying and Examining Bias (Batiste, 2000, p.7).
This Lesson examines ways that students can consider the relationship between
stereotypes and biased behavior, and to consider how stereotypical thinking limit their
experiences.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice and creating
a better classroom environment.
Group 6 –Read Unit VI Social Action - (Batiste, 2000, p.5).
This Lesson gives students an opportunity to understand activism and develop social
action.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice and creating
a better classroom environment.
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Curriculum Manual: Professional Development To Counter Islamophobia In Public
Secondary Schools
Session 1: Introduction to Islamophobia
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Lecture
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Goals:
One of the goals of school culture is for the school environment to have a
connection with the home and community. To understand the struggles that
Muslim students go through in school and in the community, educators must
have a comprehensive understanding of Islamophobia, its resources, and its
impact on society.
Targeted Audience:
A middle-class group of majority white educators and administrators aged
21- 60. Each professional development workshop is expected to be attended
by between 20 and 40 educators and administrators of predominantly nonMuslim backgrounds. This curriculum is also designed as a pre-service
course for college students in education.
Lesson Objectives:
1. To understand the basic definition of Islamophobia.
2. To examine sources of Islamophobia and the most common views
that drive it.
3. To analyze the impact of Islamophobia on the community, teachers,
and students.
4. To infer that Islamophobia has a cycle in society.
Session Outline:
-

Introduction: (3 - 5 min):
Begin by introducing the overall objectives of the entire workshop
including the objectives for session 1 highlighted in Appendix D.

-

Body: (45 - 55min)

-

Ask the audience to answer the definition of Islamophobia in the
space provided in Appendix D.

-

Discuss some of the answers they provided for engagement.

-

Provide a basic definition that of Islamophobia and explain that
their understanding of the term will expand as they gain more
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insight on this term. Islamophobia definition: a hatred or fear of
Muslims or their politics or culture” (Islamophobia, 2016).
-

Share a story on the most extreme impact of Islamophobia on
Muslim lives as a result of violence. The story I mention is the
story of the Chapel Hill shooting that caused the death of three
Muslims as a result of extreme prejudice along with viewing a
picture of the executed students on the projector through
multimedia and visual presentation.
Chapel Hill (Violence) - Violence is the biggest effect of
Islamophobia and it is displayed in the story of the three Muslim
students in Chapel Hill.
The following story can be told: At the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, there were 3 Muslim students studying in
the university. Deah was a student in dental school, and his newly
wed wife Yusor was to join him the following year in the dental
program. In February 2015, the young couple, along with Yusor’s
sister, Razan, who was visiting them in their apartment, was killed
by their neighbor. While the neighbor claimed the matter was over
a parking dispute, further investigation showed that he had made
numerous Islamophobic remarks on his Facebook page about
Muslims and how Muslims don’t belong in America. Yusor also
reported to her mom that he repeatedly showed his hatred towards
them and she wasn’t comfortable living there. One day, while all
three people were in the apartment, the neighbor entered their
apartment and shot all three in the head execution-style. The
killer them regardless of the endless contributions that the young
Muslim family offered to the local community.

-

State that the killer had some kind of prejudice toward Muslims
and it led to a violent result making the work of countering
negative perceptions against Muslims through education very
important.

-

Share other photos that show vandalism to mosques and attacks
(Criss, 2017). There have also been several attacks on nonMuslim people as a result of increased xenophobia and being
mistaken for being “Muslim”, as did Asians, Sikhs, and other
minority groups become targets after 9/11 (Eck, 2001). An
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example that can be used is a recent attack on two non-Muslim
Indian engineers that were sitting at a bar in Kansas when a man
yelled “go back to your country”, then he shot both men resulting
in killing one and injuring the other (Blinder, Eligion, & Najar,
2017).
-

Recently 60% of Muslims have reported to experience
discrimination in the last year (Allam, 2017).

-

Share some statistics surrounding non-Muslims’ perceptions and
feeling toward Muslims and some of the sources of such
misconceptions.
o Feelings toward Muslims are the most negative (Kalkan,
2017).
According to a Gallup study, Muslims trigger the most
feelings of prejudice among Americans. “More than four
in ten Americans, or 43 percent admitted to finding a
‘little’ prejudice against Muslims” (Barack, 2010, p.35).
o SPLC facts on the rise of anti-Muslim groups. Share
picture that shows this graph in materials.

-

Sources and history of prejudices toward Muslims have a history
as a result of many people having interests in perpetuating
stereotypes about Muslims for political interests. Begin by
speaking about the historical origins of Islamophobia that began
prior to 9/11.Between the 17th and 20th centuries (1690-1947)
during the colonial period when Christians came into contact with
the Muslim world and the Ottoman Empire, and especially during
Britain’s colonization of India (Ernst, 2013). European colonizers
who had to justify their conquest of the land by labeling and
demonizing the people they conquered were doing so for political
gains. Many of the European colonizers described Muslims as
barbaric, intolerant, sexist, violent, and regressive (Ernst, 2013).
This was similar to the portrayal of the Native Americans by their
colonizers. The rhetoric that was used was publicized by many
Christian missionaries who were tying to convert many of the
Muslims in India and published their own views in the Missionary
Herald publication for all missionaries throughout the world
(Ernst, 2013). Note when referring to Letter of Hume, note that
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Mohammadans (followers of Mohammed) is what they used to
call Muslims. Find the letter of Hume in the Materials.
-

Point to the most common views highlighted by the Runnymede
Trust which is the first organization to study Islamophobia (The
Runnymede Trust, 2010).
1. Islam is a Monolithic faith: This suggests that all Muslims are
the same and are one homogenous block of people. This
entails that if one person has thoughts of violence, then all
Muslims share the same belief and attitudes. It also implies
that Muslim are all from the same place, Arabia. These beliefs
will be proven later to be very incorrect misconceptions.
2. Islam oppresses women: This idea that Muslim is backward
and in need of Western intervention for liberation of women.
This also idea will be explained later.
3. Islam conflicts western values: Islam does not have any
common religious values with other faiths and Muslims are
not “American”. A refutation of this will be presented later.
4. Islam is violent: Islam is inherently violent. Muslims are
mostly terrorists and so forth. The definition of Jihad will be
given later along with statistics surrounding this.

-

Oral question, ask what similarities exist between Hume’s
message and the most common viewpoint about Muslims. Note
the bolded words to draw some similarities between the two
messages. The similarities between the Letter of Hume that was
written in 1850 and the common viewpoint from the Runnymede
Trust Report in the 1990’s are that Muslims are all the same
(Monolithic), hate others and intolerant (violent). These are some
similarities that are important to mention because it signifies that
these missionaries were colonizing parts of India or many
Muslims lived. The views held by many British colonizers in
British India were in the position of a Eurocentric view and many
of these techniques of demonizing the “other” were necessary to
dehumanize the occupied people to gain political power (Ernst,
2013). These views are still held by many today, but it is
important to understand the context of some of origin of Muslim
rhetoric.
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-

Provide a newer definition of Islamophobia by IRDP and explain
that the fear of Muslim is a result of global power structure and it
uses the media and other sources to constantly portray Muslims
negatively to justify waging war and taking over Muslim lands.
For example, the war in Iraq started under the banner of “fighting
terror” and dismantling weapons of mass destruction, but there
were no weapons and a lot of research showed that this was a
method to take over oil in the Middle East. However, for this to
happen, demonization and fear of Muslim was a necessary tool to
justify colonization.

-

Islamophobia is a contrived fear or prejudice fomented by the
existing Eurocentric and Orientalist global power structure. It is
directed at a perceived or real Muslim threat through the
maintenance and extension of existing disparities in economic,
political, social and cultural relations while rationalizing the
necessity to deploy violence as a tool to achieve “civilizational
rehab” of the target communities (Muslim or otherwise).
Islamophobia reintroduces and reaffirms a global racial structure
through which resource distribution disparities are maintained and
extended. (para. 6)

-

Other sources of Islamophobia are produced by the Islamophobia
network that is made up of 37 US-based anti-Muslim, fearmongering network that is reported to have spent $119 million in
the years 2008 to 2011 (Islamophobia and its Impact in the United
States, 2015) One of the leading Islamophobes that has been
running ads to promote hatred of Muslims is Pamella Geller. One
of the advertisement ads she has promoted can be viewed in the
materials section. This advertisement is showing a barbaric gorilla
causing many deaths to suggest Muslims are barbaric. For more
information, see a report on Islamophobia and its impact (Clay,
2017).

-

Media and school curriculum have played contributing factors in
maintain Islamophobia as well. One study shows that 82% of the
media portrays Muslims in a negative light. This included TV
shows, movies, and the news. Some books, like Shabanu, that
teachers use as a supplemental material to their curriculum have a
very stereotypical message to the reader. The book talks about a
12 year-old girl from a nomadic tribe that is forced to marrying a
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50 year-old man. This portrays Muslims in that they are all
coming from a desert and that women are oppressed in Islam. This
book was widely used in public schools and created many
criticisms (Crocco, 2005)
-

Review the Effects of Islamophobia on School Campus. Share
some results of the CAIR report on Muslims getting bullied by
other students and discrimination faced by teachers (Dadabhoy,
2014). Bullying report by CAIR shows a random sample of 621
Muslim students was taken for a bias-based study. 55% of Muslim
students reported getting bullied. 27% of females reported that the
discrimination comes from the teacher. Share latest study showing
that Muslim are more likely (42%) to be bullied than any other
religious group (Iversen, 2017). View this video link in the
materials section for an example of a teacher using a Muslim
student in her class as a terrorist.
-Play the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlyHs4ZSFuM

-

Ask for engagement- how is Islamophobia affecting Muslims and
non-Muslims? Outside of school and inside of schools?

-

Show cycle of Islamophobia chart (see materials). Point out that
Islamophobia starts with prejudice that leads to discrimination that
leads to exclusion then violence. Thee influence both Muslims
and non-Muslims. They influence Muslims for the reasons
mentioned above like arson and violence that kills innocent
people. It influences non-Muslim who “Look Muslim” and causes
fear of Muslims, immigrants and this leads to another problem of
xenophobia. These attitudes and oppose democratic values that
require respect for diversity.

-

Activity: Look at question 2 in Appendix D. Pair with one person
and orally discuss how Islamophobia can be disrupted in the areas
provided in the question. After discussing with your partner, they
should write answers on the handout.

-

Discuss answers for a few minutes and move to conclusion.

-

Conclusion (3 min): conclude by going over the objectives of the
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session and suggest further reading on Islamophobia and the latest
studies from Appendix C.
Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
Edmodo, Google Doc, Appendix D., pencils, and Internet.

1. Picture of Chapel Hill shooting (Ose, 2015).

2. Arson in Houston (Criss, 2017).
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4. Two Indian non-Muslim victims as a result of Xenophobia
and Islamophobia (Blinder, Eligion, & Najar, 2017).

4.Pew Research (Kalkan, 2017).
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5. The Letter of Mr. Hume (Commission for Foreign Missions, 2016, p.350)

6. Advertisement by Pamela Geller (Levinson, 2012).
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7. Cycle of Islamophobia (The Runnymede Trust, 2010).

.
Anti-Muslim Groups (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2016).

Video on Muslim student being discriminated by his teacher:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlyHs4ZSFuM
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Session 2: Developing a Socio-Cultural Consciousness and Understanding
Muslim Students
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Collaborative work
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Goals:
The goal of this session is for educators and administrators to develop an
understanding about their biases and develop a socio-cultural consciousness
about themselves and their Muslim students. A shared goal of multicultural
education, culturally responsive and relevant pedagogy is the emphasis of
teachers reducing their own biases.
Lesson Objectives:
1. To examine biases through developing a socio-cultural consciousness.
2. To compare our cultural consciousness to our Muslim students’.
3. To create solutions to gaps between Muslim students and teachers.
Session Outline:
1. Introduction (3-5 min): Briefly recap session 1 and introduce the
objectives listed in this session.
2. Body: (45-60 min)
Describe the activity in general: The audience will be asked to do an
exercise that requires the audience to stand up in a linear line, and then they
will be asked to share some oral reflection to the exercise. The second part of
this activity requires the audience to be divided into several groups. All
groups will be given handouts with objectives, contexts, and tasks in
Appendix E. The instructor will begin by reading out the objectives of this
collaborative work, and then each group will be given instructions on
performing tasks given with time limits. Finally, when the groups complete
their tasks, the instructor will ask each group to share what each group has
discussed with their groups and then conduct a discussion with that
information and conclude the lesson.

A. Roles and rules of audience interaction delineated:
All tasks are to be discussed in a group after reading the context of the
activity and task at hand independently.
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B. Describe group interactions, as you want them to occur:
1. There will be a time limit to each task.
2. Describe how the audience will interact: The audience will read their
contexts alone and then read each task and discuss them in their groups. The
instructor will serve as a monitor during this time. After everyone completes
their tasks, the instructor will ask each group to share answers to the tasks they
performed. After all groups share their answers, the instructors will conduct a
discussion on all of the results as a group.
3. What are the interactions intended to teach?
The outcomes expected from this activity are for the audience to gain
an understanding of teachers’ sociocultural consciousness and
comparing it to their Muslim students’ background. After realizing
these differences, this will allow teachers and educators to realize
some of the different needs their students face.
First group activity: (10-15 mins) Stand in a linear line and take the
following activity from Colbert (2010).

Ask the following two questions:
Q 1: Ask three people to share their reflection about themselves and
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identity?
Q2: Ask three people to name three other characteristics that were not
mentioned that could categorize their students.
Collaborative Exercise:
Ask the audience to divide in groups of 3-6 members and give them activity
from Colbert (2010).
Activity Context:
The FBI reported that hate crimes against Muslims have reached an all
time high since the aftermath of 9/11 (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,”
2016). The FBI reported a 67% surge of hate crimes against Muslims. In 2014,
the FBI reported 154 incidents in 2014 as oppose to 257 incidents in 2015.
The Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) also reported witnessing
a spark in the number of hate crimes against Muslims and this number is
expected to further increase after Donald Trump mainstreamed Islamophobia
(“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,” 2016). These attacks have been a
concern to Muslims and non-Muslims alike and the question is what role do
schools play in countering Islamophobia and understanding their Muslim
students realities?
Task 1: (15 - 20 mins) Do the following exercise examining the
influences that make up our socio-cultural consciousness alone, then share
the map you created and the influences that impacted you with other group
members. After this step, share the answers to the following two
questions:

Q1: Think about a time when you felt very proud to be a member of a
certain group circle.
Q2: Think about a time when it felt very painful to be a member of a
certain group circle.
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Task 2: (5 -7 min) Read the following story and identify 5 circles, from
the previous chart, that the following Muslim student can fit into. Read the
following scenario, then compare this Muslim student’s circles of
influences to your own circles of influence and then answer the questions
that follow.

Serena has a Middle Eastern, Muslim father and a White Christian mother.
Serena’s teacher doesn’t understand why Serena wears the hijab or
practices Islam proudly. Serena is an intelligent student, who is bilingual
and has strong family ties. On campus, she has experienced some bullying
as a result of her Muslim identity, and has complained to the school
administration multiple times, to no avail.
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Q1: Think of what influence makes Serena feel very proud to be a
member of a certain group circle.

Q2: Think about a time when it feels very painful for Serena to be a
member of another group circle.

Task 3: (7-9 mins) What role do you play in bridging the gap between
Muslim student identity mentioned in the scenario in task 2 and your
own?

Discussion questions with all groups after Tasks are completed: (15 min)
Q1: What groups does Serena belong to? How are her influences different
than your own?
Q2: What can be done by schools to bridge the gap between challenges
faced by Muslims and school culture?
3. Conclusion (3 mins):
Conclude with going over the objectives of session 2 and concluding remarks
from the final discussion that groups shared. Highlight that one of the major
influences on Muslim students is their religion and an understanding of the
faith will allows for better understanding of the Muslim community. The next
session will address this issue and help educators gain an understanding of
Muslims and refute the four most common views held by Islamophobes.
Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
Appendix E., pencils.
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Session 3: Introduction to Islam, Muslim Women, and Misconceptions
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Lecture and
Discussion
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Goals:
The goal of this session is for educators and administrators to develop a better
understanding about Islam, Muslim women, and the misconceptions they may
hold. This will help resolve misunderstands and false beliefs educators have
about their Muslim students and the communities they come from.
Lesson Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To understand the Muslim population worldwide and in the U.S.
To create a new understanding of the diversity of the Muslim identity
To relate the commonalities between Islam and other monotheistic faiths
To understand common misconceptions and relating viewpoints that
drive Islamophobia, Muslim women, Muslim violence
5. To create a new understanding of the Muslim identity and its contribution
to civilization.
Session Outline:
1. Introduction (5 min):
This session is composed of two modes of instruction, (i) a lecture about
Islam and (ii) a discussion about Muslim women. Go over the objectives
and recap the main points from the previous session about the sociocultural differences teachers have from their students and the importance
of gaining an understanding of Islam.
Begin this lesson by reviewing the cycle of Islamophobia from the
previous session, discussing its causes and effects on society. The next
step is to review the goals of this session and relate it to the overall goals
of the workshop. Also explain that this session will address some of the 4
most common viewpoints highlighted in Session 1 that contribute to
Islamophobia. They are (1) Islam is a monolithic religion, (2) Islam is a
sexist religion that oppresses women, (3) Islam does not share common
values with other cultures, and (4) Islam is a religion of violence. Explain
that the objectives in this lesson will dispel many of these misconceptions
and will help them develop a new understanding on these topics
(Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011).
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2.Body (75 - 85 min):
Start off with an exercise that shows a picture of ethnically diverse Muslims in
different career paths, and ask the audience to identify who they would identify
to be a an “American”. Normally, people point out to the people with colored
eyes and fairer skin, however, they will find out that all the people in the poster
are Muslims who take various roles in society. An example of this exercise can
be viewed in a premade poster that shows the diversity of the Muslim population
and the roles they play in society (Muslim Educational Network Training and
Outreach Service. n.d.). This can be found in materials.
- Begin by viewing statistics by Pew Research on the population of Muslims
worldwide, noting that Muslims make up 1.6 billion of the world population,
equaling to 25% of the world or 1 in 4 people on the planet (Business Tech,
2015). Muslims live in 57 countries were they make the majority or a substantial
majority of the population (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.3). That being said,
Muslims come from very diverse backgrounds with different languages. Looking
at the world map in materials, a common misconception is that most Muslims are
Arab. In reality, Muslims from North Africa and the Middle East only make up
20% of the world’s Muslim population. Most Muslims live in the Asian Pacific
region, with the most populated Muslim county being Indonesia with 200 million
Muslims. An image that can be shared is a map of the world showing the
different countries Muslims are found in (Business Tech, 2015). Also, after this
make a pie chart showing the percentage of the Muslim population found in
different regions Conclude with Muslims being the most ethnically diverse
religion in the U.S.
-The History of Muslims in America: Muslims make up about 3-6 million of the
American population (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007). Most people think that
Muslims all immigrated to America, when in reality, historians point out that
Muslims first came to America as slaves as early as the 18th and 19th centuries.
As many as 20% of the slaves from Africa were Muslims. Some of the Muslims
who came in the slave trade were forced to convert to Christianity. Despite this,
some would continue practicing Islam in secrecy. A famous Muslim who came
as a slave was Abdul Rahman Ibrahima, an African prince prior to his
enslavement. A highly educated man, Ibrahima spent 40 years as a slave in early
America. Following his release, he was able to return to his homeland, only to
die shortly after.
-Early American Muslims: Some Americans embraced Islam after exposed to the
religion. One of the first known American converts to Islam was Mohammad
Alexander Russell Webb. Webb published a book called Islam in America, and
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represented Islam at the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1883. Until
1965, when immigration to the United States expanded greatly, Muslims around
the world had slowly, but steadily, trickled to America. As any immigrant, these
Muslims came for better economic opportunity and freedom in America. They
worked in a variety of fields, included trade, labor and even as street vendors.
-Wrap up this session by asking how a person may counter a common viewpoint
that Islam is monolithic. Meaning that Muslims all share the same identity. Other
questions can be probed to have the audience reflect on the diversity of Muslims
around the world as they have just learned.
-Tenets of Faith: Muslims have 6 basic beliefs required for them to accept Islam
(Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.7). Which are similar to those of other
monotheistic faiths. Muslims believe in the following six tenets: (i) the oneness
of God, (ii) the existence of Angels, (iii) the Prophets of God, (iv) the Holy
Books and Scriptures, (v) the Afterlife, and (vi) Divine Predestination. The core
belief of Islam is that God, commonly referred to by the Arabic name Allah, is
the sole deity and God of the universe. Muslims believe that God has no
affiliated beings or persons. Muslims believe that God sends the Angels to earth
to handle affairs for Him and execute His commands. Muslims connect with
God through the teachings of God’s Prophets and Messengers. Some of these
Prophets are Adam, Noah, Jacob, Solomon, David, Abraham, Isaac, Ismail, Job,
John, David, Jesus and Muhammad. Many of these Prophets brought revelations
and scriptures that Muslims also follow the teachings of. These include the
Torah, Bible and Quran. Muslims believe that upon the end of the world, God
will judge them accordingly on the Day of Judgment and eternally place them
into their final abode in the Afterlife. Finally, the concept of Devine
Predestination, or fate, is that God predetermines all things, and all matters occur
only with the permission and intent of God.
Think Pair and Share: with a partner, discuss what commonalities you observe
with these 6 tenets of belief of Islam and the beliefs in others faiths, maybe your
own and write them down under Q 1 in Appendix F.
-Pillars of Islam (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.10). In addition to Muslims
having their basic beliefs, they also have 5 actions which they must take part in
to practice their religion fully. These are
(i)

Profession of faith that there is no deity worthy of worship except
God, and Muhammad is the Final Messenger of God. In the heart of
Islam, this means that no being or material item (money, ambition or
ego) is deserving of being a priority in the life of a believer. This
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encompasses all aspects of a Muslim’s life in the sense that God sees
everyone on the same light and all should see God as the ultimate
being. The second part of this profession acknowledges or specifies
Muhammed being the final messenger of many messengers. Similar
to the idea of prophethood in other religion, Muslims view
Mohammed as a messenger of Islam in addition to the belief in other
prophets and messengers who came before him.
(ii)

Ask if anyone has seen anyone pray before you begin this segment on
prayer. Muslims take part in 5 obligatory prayers throughout the day.
The 5 prayers are at various parts of the day including before sunrise,
at noon time, in the late afternoon, at sunset, and in the night. These
prayers are the main act of physical worship that Muslims partake in
and allows them to have a strong, spiritual connection with God. This
is similar to Orthodox Jews who pray 3 times a day. The Islamic
prayers usually last between 5 to 10 minutes, depending on the length
of the Quranic verses recited. Before prayer, Muslims clean their
bodies with water in a symbolic purification before facing God.
Muslims clean their hands, face, arms, head and feet. Look at
Appendix F for an image of how the Islamic prayer looks, or the
presenter can act out the movements of prayer.

(iii)

Fasting during the month of Ramadan. This month is a time for
reflection and prayer. In addition to the expectant behavior
throughout the year, Muslims generally increase their good deeds
during the month of Ramadan. From sunrise to sunset, Muslims
abstain from food, drink, sex, smoking and other temptations. There
are many reasons behind this. The main purpose of this is worship,
but a major element of is to establish and instill focus on spirituality.
Additionally, the restriction from food and drink allows Muslims to
empathize with the needy in society. Other religions observe other
types of fasting, such as Christians also observe Lent and Jews who
fast on Yom Kippur.
To ensure they have energy during the day, Muslims will awake
before sunrise to have a meal. It is common that Muslim students
will have less energy during these days or might not want to
participate in sports during this period.

(iv)

Contributing a portion of your wealth to charity or those in need, at a
minimum of 2.5%.
This money can be given locally or internationally to an organization
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or a family of the person’s choice. The purpose of giving this money
is to redistribute wealth into society and purify ones money by doing
themselves the favor.
(v)

Pilgrimage, or Hajj, to the holy sites in the city of Mecca in Saudi
Arabia retracing the path of Muhammad, the Final Messenger of God.
Hajj is required for every Muslim who is physically or financially
capable to perform, once in a lifetime. Every year, more than 2
million people from across the world travel to the city to the Kaaba,
first house of worship believed by Muslims to have been built by
prophet Abrahim and his son prophet Ishmael. Similar to other
pilgrimages in other religions, Christians retrace the steps of Jesus in
the Holy Land for spiritual purposes. Muslims partake in this journey
to ask God for forgiveness and reflect on prophet Abrahim’s journey
and willingness to sacrifice for God. However, God sent a command
to allow him to save his son and instead sacrifice a lamb. It is during
this time that Muslims who are not partaking in the Hajj celebrate the
second holiday called Eid Al-Adha, the festival of sacrifice that will
be discussed in the holiday section.
There are many documentaries available about this pilgrimage.

Note: Mention that Islam, similar to other faiths, has a variety of groups in their
practices and sects. For example, there are Muslims who practice Islam in a more
mystical way and focus on giving up worldly things for the Hereafter, known as
Sufism. The Sunni sect makes up 85% of religion, with the Shia and many other
smaller sects make up 15% (Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.2). It’s important to
know that regardless of what denomination or sect followed in Islam, Muslims
can fall into many classification of adherence to their faith. Some can be
observant, conservative, secular, fundamentalist, reformist, or extreme. (Esposito
& Mogahed, 2007, p.3).
These beliefs and practices are only some of the most commonly found
principles in Islam. It is important to know that Muslims, like members of any
religious group, have many factors that influence their religious practices or
interpretation of the faith, such as cultural, economic, social, and political
backgrounds. In looking at this, one can see that the idea of Islam being
monolithic is contrary to the reality lived by many Muslims.
-Recap that Islam has many beliefs and practices similar to other monotheistic
faiths, and also similar to other faith, Muslims around the world have some
commonalities, but they have other factors that influence the practice of their
faith or their understanding of it are very ethnically and racially diverse.
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- Muslim holidays: Muslims observe 2 major holidays throughout the year. The
first holiday is called Eid al-Fitr, or the Day of Feast, which lasts for 3 days. This
day celebrates the end of the month of Ramadan in which Muslims fasted daily
from sunrise to sunset. The second holiday is called Eid al-Adha, or the Day of
Sacrifice, which lasts 4 days and commemorates the occurrence of when God
commanded Abraham to sacrifice his son Ismail out of obedience to God. When
God saw that Abraham was going to submit to God’s will, He allowed Abraham
to replace his son with a sacrificial lamb. On this day, Muslims sacrifice a lamb
and distribute a portion of it to the needy in observance of this. On both holidays,
many Muslims are forced to take a day off of work because this is not a national
or state holiday, with the exception of the state of New York, that has passed a
law to make both Muslim holidays state holidays where students are given the
days off of school. Similar to Christians during Christmas, Muslims enjoy these
holidays as time off from school and work. During these major celebrations,
Muslims spend time with family, exchanging gifts, and dressing in their best
clothing.
-Dietary Restrictions – In Islam, foods are generally divided into permissible,
halal, or prohibited, haram foods. Muslims are not allowed to eat pork, deeming
it a haram food, due to the unsanitary life that pigs have. This restriction also
extends to any derivative of pig products. Muslims do not drink or use any
alcohol products because of the effects it has on their mind and how alters the
ability to control their own actions. For meat to be considered halal, the animal
must be slaughtered in accordance with Islamic standards. These standards
include that the animal not be tortured or treated inhumanely prior to slaughter in
the name of God. This is similar to the dietary restriction of Jews and their
kosher guidelines.
Note: There is a difference of opinion amongst Muslims as to what level of
precaution to be taken when eating meat considered halal. Some believe that any
meat that is not haram, such as pork, is permissible, regardless of method of
preparation. Others believe that meat must be carefully slaughtered in
accordance with Islamic rites.
Think Pair and Share: Ask Q 2 in Appendix F., What accommodations might
some Muslim students need in terms of their practices, relating to prayer, fasting,
holidays, and dietary restrictions?
Women in Islam: Begin with starting a conversation on why women wear the
headscarf in Islam. The headscarf is a common identifier of Muslim women;
therefore, it is one of the most apparent features of Muslims. Muslims believe
that the hijab must be worn because God commanded women to wear it. The
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hijab, Arabic term for covering, is worn by Muslim women upon reaching the
age of puberty. It is commonly understood that the hijab is to be worn in front of
men in general, with an exception to men in the family. The exceptions are
brothers, fathers, grandparents, uncles, sons, nephews, husbands, father in laws,
and other males of immediate relation. Muslim women are not required to wear
the hijab in front of other women.
It is important to note that the hijab should be a personal choice and not
something that should be forced upon by others. There are some instances where
the standard or expectation of women wearing hijab varies and is based on
cultural guidelines that sometimes have only little relation to the religion. Again,
this aspect of whether women wear the headscarf or not can be related to many
different factors. Some Muslim women take this command in its concept of
general modesty and not necessarily wearing a physical headscarf, while other
apply it in physical application. This topic is dependent on many factors
mentioned earlier, such as a person’s interpretation of the religion, social
background, economic status, and cultural practices. Different examples of
various experiences can be used to demonstrate this concept. One example that
can be used is that some elite Muslim families find it socially unacceptable for
women to wear the headscarf.
Men also have some restrictions on their dress and appearance. For example,
men should avoid wearing gold, silk, and any jewelry intended for women.
Generally, Muslim men should wear loose fitting clothes. It is a common sight
in many Muslim countries to find men wearing long, loose fitting gowns and also
growing facial hair and beards. Though Muslim men usually adhere to this dress
code, it is not often a point of discussion because it is not always apparent in the
public’s view.
Muslim women’s dress, educational level and social participation in society vary
for various reasons mentioned such as political, economical, cultural reasons
(Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.3). For example, women in some countries like
Saudi Arabia, women are required to wear the hijab by law and are not allowed
to drive cars. Although this enforcement and compulsion does not have a rooting
in the teachings of Islam, the government uses its power to instill their cultural
norms in the country. To many Muslims, this is viewed as an overly conservative
approach and Muslim women in many other Muslim countries do not have the
same circumstances. In other countries some Muslim women are more
progressive in terms of women’s rights and the roles they play in society.
Muslim women have served as heads of state in countries like Turkey, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Indonesia. Pictures of some of these women can be pointed out.
Also, in some countries like the United Arab Emirates and Iran, Muslim women
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make up the majority of university students, while in other countries that are less
economically developed, Muslim women lag behind in basic literacy.
The narrative of Muslim American women requires a deeper discussion that can
begin with the following video titled Mighty Muslims Women (found in
materials).
After viewing this video, discuss the following questions by using different
methods of probing the audience and encouraging participation. These are some
of the questions that can be asked with possible expected answers. Each question
is intentional in the level of thinking moving from lower levels of thinking from
Bloom’s Taxonomy, such as recall, to a higher level of thinking, such as
synthesis (Krathwohl, 2002).
Input (knowledge)
1. Question: In the video, recall what stereotypes Muslim women faced. (Recall)
A: Forced marriage, not educated, expecting a certain look or culture, not having
a career, no choice, oppressed by the men in the family.
Input (knowledge)
2. Question: What is the reality of the role that Muslim women play in America?
(Recall)
A: professionals. Well educated. Well integrated in societies, school and the
workforce. Don’t look “Muslim” or have men oppressing them.
Input (knowledge)
3. Question: Identify and discuss the sources of misconceptions Muslim women
face.
A: Media, movies, shows. Muslim women are often stereotyped as being victims,
no agency.
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Processing (Analysis)
4. Question: Are stereotypes about Muslim women a problem in society? If yes,
how? If no, why? (Analysis)
A: Yes, it’s a problem, because such stereotypes can create fewer opportunities
for Muslim women to work, or be represented in society. They can also
create less interaction between Muslim women and others as a result of
increased discrimination.
Processing (Application)
5. Question: In what way are stereotypes about Muslim women perpetuated and
maintained?
A: Media, political figures perpetuate stereotypes. Family influences and
schooling that play a role in maintaining fear or ignorance. Not
challenged!
Output (Synthesis)
6. Question: Propose a solution to confront perpetual stereotypes about Muslim
women.
A: discussions like this in college classrooms, schools, work, and community
settings. Sharing videos realities Muslim women face. Engaging with
Muslim women directly as oppose to hear the narratives instead of
hearing them through different media outlets.
- Conclude this discussion with mentioning some stereotypes Muslim women
experience and distinguishing those from the realities of the roles Muslim
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women play in society. This shows how stereotypes about Muslim women are
produced and maintained. As a result of discussing these issues, a new narrative
of Muslim women was created that causes negative stereotypes to be corrected.
Muslim violence: One of the most common stereotypes about Muslims is the
concept of Jihad. The Arabic word for struggle, Jihad takes many meanings.
The term Jihad is two types, lesser Jihad (physical struggle) and greater Jihad
(spiritual struggle). Lesser Jihad refers to Muslims partaking in physical defense
against oppression and war, while the greater Jihad means to fight against ones
own desires, temptations, ego, and the struggle of being the version of oneself.
Spiritual Jihad is considered to be more rewarding than physical Jihad in the
eyes of God. The physical Jihad to mainstream Muslims is a fight that is
partaken to defend one’s land or life. This is considered to be a last resort if other
peaceful means are unable to secure the rights of those who are oppressed
(Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p.17). As in every religion, some have taken the
concept of physical Jihad out of context and used it to justify violence. Some
have taken the concept Jihad to justify their aggression and violence towards
civilians, and they have alleged that this is a struggle that they are committing in
defense of Islam and Muslims. In reality, the vast majority of the victims of the
terrorists, who misinterpret Jihad, are Muslims. In recent events, it has been
learned and revealed that many terrorists who commit these acts are in fact not
practicing Muslims. Over the past decades, all mainstream Muslim organizations
have spoken out against these acts of terror and the false flag of Jihad.
“Whoever kills a person, it is as though he has killed all mankind. And whoever
saves a life, it is as though he had saved all mankind.” (Qur’an, 5:32)
-In times of war, Islam has very strict rules of engagement. Muslims are not
allowed to harm non-combatants, women, children, seniors, places of worship
(synagogues, churches, or temples), or harm any plants or animals.
-The teachings of terror groups, such as ISIS, are contrary to the true teachings of
Islam. These terror groups have primarily targeted Muslims, raping women, and
doing other unspeakable acts of violence.
The US government's National Counter-Terrorism Center (NCTC) said: "In
cases where the religious affiliation of terrorism casualties could be determined,
Muslims suffered between 82 and 97% of terrorism-related fatalities over the
past five years” (Global Research, 2016)
-Many Muslim scholars and leaders have denounced terrorism and other acts of
violence, but the Islamophobia networks continue to press this narrative that
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Islam is a violent religion.
Think Pair and Share: Q 3 in Appendix F. Ask to give examples of extremists
who have used the their religion to justify terrorism. Some examples are the Ku
Klux Klan in America, Lord’s Resistance Army in Africa, the Nazi Party in
Germany, and the Jewish Defense League.
Common Values with Americans: Identify Muslim contributions to society and
common American values.
-Read some of the following examples of American Muslim and their
contributions to society along with some of the inventions the Muslims have
historically came up with.
- Famous American Muslims - Congressmen Keith Ellison and Andre Carson,
Athletes Mohammed Ali, Ibtihaj Muhammad, and Hakeem Olajuwon, Media
Personalities Dr. Mehmet Oz, Huda Kotb, Fareed Zakaria and Dean Obeidallah,
Actors Omar Sharif, Dave Chappelle and Mahershala Ali, Musicians Yusuf
Islam (Cat Stevens), Ice Cube, and DJ Khaled, Social Justice Advocates Dalia
Mogahed and Linda Sarsour
Contribution – Over the years, Muslims have contributed greatly to society. In
the field of sciences, Muslims created algebra led the world in fields of
astronomy, philosophy, and they were the first to establish a university of higher
education, the University of Qarawiyyin that exists until today in Morocco
(Esposito & Mogahed, 2007, p. 24).
Some commonalities that can be drawn from the above examples include the
roles that Muslims play in the public eye and the professions that they exhibit.
Additionally, the contributions of Muslims show that they are active in the field
of education, a common value that all aspire to share.
Think Pair Share, Q 4 in Appendix F., Mention some of the common
characteristics and contributions Muslims share with others.
3. Conclusion (3 min): In order to understand Islam and dispel the assumptions
and common incorrect viewpoints of Islam, one must identify and dispel the
incorrect misconceptions rooted in Islamophobia. This is done by describing the
diversity of Muslims in the world and in America, creating a new narrative of
Muslim women, identifying the similarities between Islam and other cultures,
and distinguishing the teaching of Islam and mainstream Muslims from the
advocacy of violence.
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Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHEdAmBnKR4
(Muslim Educational Network Training and Outreach Service. n.d.).

B
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Business Tech. (2015)
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Session 4: Guidelines of Talking About Religion in School
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Collaborative work
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Goals:
To comprehend the basic elements of the First Amendment and the guidelines
related to discussing religion in the classroom. By knowing how to discuss
religion in the classroom, educators will be able to handle the in-class discourse
on Islam and Islamophobia. This part is related to reducing student prejudice and
teachers knowledge of what they can stand up for, thus creating safer
environments in schools.
Lesson Objectives:
1.To understand the guidelines related to religion in public schools, according to
the First Amendment, as a result of the demands of Islamophobia in schools.
2. To evaluate some established guidelines of religion in school with the
definition in the First Amendment.
3.To apply some of the guidelines related to religion in public schools to
different scenarios.
Session Outline:
1. Introduction (3 - 5min):
Begin this session by giving out the handout in Appendix G and the material A
Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public School (Haynes, 2008). After distributing
the handouts, divide the audience into groups of 3-6 people in each group.
2.Body (45-55 min)
Describe the activity in general:
The audience will be divided into several groups. All groups will be given
handouts with objectives, contexts, a guideline from “Teaching Religion in
Public School”, a scenario, and tasks listed in Appendix G. Each group will have
a recorder assigned so that they can report what their group has discussed. The
instructor will begin by reading out the objectives of this collaborative work, and
then each group will be given instructions on performing tasks given with time
limits. All tasks should be completed on easel paper, so that pictures can be taken
of each group’s work and preserved to be shared later with everyone via Edmodo
or Google documents. Finally, when the groups complete their tasks, the
instructor will ask each group to share what each group has discussed, then
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conduct a discussion with that information and conclude the lesson.
C. Roles and rules of audience interaction delineated:
All tasks are to be discussed in a group after reading the context of the
activity and task at hand independently. The only rule is a constant reminder
to all to stay focused on the task and avoid getting side tracked into other
subjects.
B. Describe group interactions, as you want them to occur:
1. There will be a time limit to each task and the audience will be asked to
focus on tasks at hand to in their groups to avoid wasting time or becoming
distracted.
2. Describe how the audience will interact: The audience will read their
contexts alone and then read each task and discuss them in their groups, while
one person from each group will record the information discussed. The instructor
will serve as a monitor during this time. After everyone completes their tasks, the
instructor will ask each group to share answers to the tasks they performed. After
all groups share their answers, the instructors will conduct a discussion on all of
the results as a group.
2. What are the interactions intended to teach?
The outcomes expected from this activity are for the audience to gain an
understanding of the meaning of the First Amendment in the context of knowing
the guidelines of religion in public schools. The activity will also help them
analyze and apply other scenarios pertaining to discussing religion in school.

Objectives:
1.To understand the guidelines related to religion in public schools, according to
the First Amendment, as a result of the demands of Islamophobia in schools.
2. To evaluate some established guidelines of religion in school with the
definition in the First Amendment.
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3. To apply some of the guidelines related to religion in public schools to
different scenarios.
Context:
Islamophobia is defined as:
A contrived fear or prejudice fomented by the existing Eurocentric and
Orientalist global power structure. It is directed at a perceived or real Muslim
threat through the maintenance and extension of existing disparities in economic,
political, social and cultural relations while rationalizing the necessity to deploy
violence as a tool to achieve “civilizational rehab” of the target communities
(Muslim or otherwise). Islamophobia reintroduces and reaffirms a global racial
structure through which resource distribution disparities are maintained and
extended. (para. 6)
The FBI reported that hate crimes against Muslims have reached an all
time high since the aftermath of 9/11 (“FBI: Hate crimes against Muslims,”
2016). The FBI reported a 67% surge of hate crimes against Muslims. In 2014,
the FBI reported 154 incidents as oppose to 257 incidents in 2015. The Council
on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) also reported witnessing a spark in the
number of hate crimes against Muslims and this number is expected to further
increase after Donald Trump mainstreamed Islamophobia (“FBI: Hate crimes
against Muslims,” 2016). Islamophobia has had great consequences on Muslim
students who are constantly bullied for their religious beliefs by their peers and
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sometimes discriminated against by their teachers as a result of common
misconception of them being part of a faith that terrorizes people (Dadabhoy,
2014). One of the solutions to Islamophobia is to discuss this problem in the
classroom, and the other is to discuss the religion of Islam as part of the
curriculum of learning about different faiths in the classroom.
Some teachers and administrators see the need to talk about religion but
are unaware of the guidelines of discussing religion in school A Teacher’s Guide
to Religion in Public School (Haynes, 2008). This activity will help deal with
some of these challenges and provide materials that are useful for future
encounters.

What is the First Amendment? The First Amendment consists of 5 rights:
“ Congress shall make no law (1) respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or (2) abridging the freedom of speech, or
(3) of the press; or (4) the right to people peaceably to assemble, and (5) to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” (U.S. Const. amend. I)

For the purpose of this lesson, the focus will be on the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment, which refers to the first clause of the First
Amendment as it relates to religion. The First Amendment applies to any and all
government agencies of federal, state and local levels. In the Establishment
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Clause of the First Amendment, the reference to Congress refers to the federal
government, but because of the Fourteenth Amendment, citizens of all states are
entitled to receive the privileges that are granted by the federal government. This
means that no state can pass or write a law restricting or prohibiting a right or
privilege granted by Congress or written in the U.S. Constitution. With the First
Amendment applying to public and government institutions, it will be applied to
public schools at all levels.
Analyzing the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment will require
that it be divided into two sections as follows: Congress shall make no law:
1. Respecting the establishment of religion, or
2. Prohibiting the free exercise thereof.
By saying that Congress shall make no “law”, this means that this includes
any law, ordinance, regulation, or statute on a federal, local or state level. The
first part of the Establishment Clause is that “Congress shall make no law
respecting the establishment of religion”. In this sentence, “respecting” can
mean “regarding” or “in regards to” (U.S. Const. amend. I). Additionally,
“establishment” can be interpreted to mean supporting, endorsing, preferring,
favoring or promotion (U.S. Const. amend. I). In looking at the first section of
the Establishment Clause, it’s clear that there can be no law or policy that allows
a public school to favor or promote the practice of religion.
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Some examples of this impermissible or unconstitutional conduct includes
a public school district making a rule allowing Muslim students to take part in
weekly prayer services on campus, while not allowing Christian students to do
the same. This may be viewed as an endorsement of the Muslim students’ faith
by the public school district. Another example is the state government setting
aside funds for student religions groups on campus, while not allocating any
funds for sports clubs. This can also be viewed as the government promoting
religion.
A more relevant example for educators can relate to the roles of teachers in
public schools. Some educators can be considered a representative of the
government if they hold themselves out as public school teachers or officials
while taking part in a community activity. A public school teacher is not
permitted to publicly endorse religious causes or support religious movement by
using their official title to further that religious interest. An example of this is
when a public high school principal officially endorses a local clergyman to lead
a congregation, and this endorsement is made in their capacity as a public high
school principal. When outside of school, public school officials must act as
private citizens when taking part in affairs of religions. In being religious on
campus, teachers are allowed to engage in their own religious beliefs in a nonobstructive way, such as wearing religious jewelry or attire. However, they may
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not take part in proselytizing behavior in their role as a public school official as
mentioned in guideline 11 (Haynes, 2008).
The second part of the Establishment Clause states that “Congress shall
make no law restricting the free exercise of religion” (U.S. Const. amend. I).
This means that no government agency, including public schools and school
districts, can pass any law, statute or school rule restricting or burdening the
practice of religion by students. While public schools cannot endorse or promote
religion, they cannot make it difficult for students to practice their religion either.
Accordingly, students may public express their religious views and perform
religious acts on public school as mentioned in guideline 13 and 14 (Haynes,
2008). Additionally, public schools should make it possible for students to be
excused from school if necessary for religious purposes or occasions as
mentioned in guideline 15 (Haynes, 2008). For Muslim students, it may be
common for them to leave school on Friday afternoon to attend their weekly
congregational prayers. In day-to-day affairs, schools should also be able to
accommodate students who have special requests to practice their religion as
mentioned in guideline 16 (Haynes, 2008). This includes quiet prayer breaks or a
separate dress code for physical education classes, in accordance with
religiously- appropriate attire.
In not restricting students from practicing their religion, school should also
not restrict students from forming and joining religious clubs to express their
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religion practices, as long as these clubs do not interfere with normal school
procedures and policies as mentioned in guideline 17 (Haynes, 2008). Finally, it
is common, and permissible, for students to distribute literature on their religion
in public school, as long as the school allows other material unrelated to
curriculum to be distributed. School may not allow some unrelated literature and
disallow religious material from students as mentioned in guideline 18 (Haynes,
2008).

Task 1: All groups read the context of this activity individually in your groups.
(10 mins)

Task 2: Each group will look at the guideline provided by the A Teacher’s Guide
to Religion in Public School and categorize it to the definition provided by the
First Amendment (Haynes, 2008). Feel free to review the definition provided to
you to help with this task. (Recall, Understanding level) (5-7 min)

Group 1: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
School, guidelines 1-8 (Haynes, 2008). These guidelines are related to methods
of discussing or teaching religion in school.
Group 2: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
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School, guidelines between 11 or 12 (Haynes, 2008). These guidelines are
related personal religious beliefs of teachers.
Group 3: Choose one guideline from the A Teacher’s Guide to Religion in Public
School, guidelines 13-18 (Haynes, 2008). These are related to religious
expression of students.

NOTE: Distribution of guidelines provided from these categories can be
duplicated with a larger number of groups, ensuring that all categories of
guidelines are covered. Guideline 9 is related to resources available for teachers
about religion. Guideline 10 is related to the common values between religion
and education goals.

Task 2: Read the following scenarios demonstrating an issue related to religion
in public school. Decide if this example is with accordance with the First
Amendment guidelines or not, then explain your answer. (Processing, Analyzing
level) 10 min.

Group 1 scenario: Students at Elk Grove High School decide to have a hijab day
for all females on campus in support for the Muslim students and community as
a result of all the backlash they have been receiving. Students are really excited
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and putting flyers all over school. To support the students, some teachers
decided to partake in an effort to bring unity on campus.
Answer: The students partaking in this initiative is allowed, however teacher
partaking in this effort does not follow the First Amendment guidelines. The
reasoning behind this is that teachers are public school representatives and this
can be viewed as an endorsement of religion.

Group 2 scenario: An English teacher is very upset about a lot of Islamophobic
rhetoric in classroom, so decides that it would be wise to bring a Muslim guest
speaker to address the class and inform them about Islam. She contacts the
nearest mosque and they arrange for their spiritual leader to address the class.
The guest speaker does not have an academic background and begins preaching
his religion to the classroom.

Answer: This is an incorrect decision by the teacher because the religious leader
does not know about the restriction of inviting a speaker who is unfamiliar with
guidelines established by the First Amendment. Teachers should check for
speakers who have objectives views or necessary training on how to talk about
religion.
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Group 3 scenario: A Muslim student requests to be excused from the classroom
for 10 minutes each day to perform their prayer in the allotted time, and the
teacher agrees. One student inquires about the student leaving. The teacher
responds and says that she thinks that praying is good for the student.

Answer: This is an incorrect reaction by the teacher because they are endorsing
religious behavior by saying her opinion (prayer is good). The teacher should
allow the student to pray, but is supposed to respond by saying the student has
the right to pray or just gave a factual statement that says the student simply went
to pray.

Discussion (25- 30 min)
- All groups should take turns reading their guidelines and sharing answers to
Tasks 1 and 2.
- After sharing all the answers and taking pictures of every group’s contributions
to be shared and discussed with peers online, a discussion should be made as to
what lessons can be drawn from these activities regarding literacy on religion
and solutions for the future.

Conclusion (3 min):
Go over the objectives of this lesson and concluding remarks from the discussion
as a guide for future action.
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Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
-Materials needed for this lesson are handout in Appendix G., A Teacher’s Guide
to Religion in Public School (Haynes, 2008). White board or easel paper, timer,
and a camera to take pictures of each group’s work.
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Session 5: Solutions To Islamophobia in School Culture
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Collaborative
Activity
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Goals:
The goal of this lesson is for educators to learn solutions to Islamophobia in
school culture, in order to prevent bullying of Muslim students and create
safer environments that promote academic success. Learning about Muslim
students and the challenges they face is a necessary goal for school culture to
improve and create a stronger connection between the school and home.
Lesson Objectives:
1.To understand school culture influences on Muslim students’ identity and
their safety in school.
2. To analyze the challenges facing Muslims in school regarding bullying and
school culture.
3.To create inclusive environments that are safer and supportive to Muslim
students.
Session Outline:
1. Introduction (3-5 min):
Begin this session by giving out the handout in Appendix H. and the material
chosen for this session. After distributing all handouts, divide the audience
into groups of 3-6 people in each group.
2. Body (55 – 70 min)
Describe the activity in general: The audience will be divided into several
groups. All groups will be given handouts with objectives, readings, a
scenario, and tasks listed in Appendix H. Each group will have a recorder
assigned so that they can report what their group has discussed. The instructor
will begin by reading out loud the objectives of this collaborative work, and
then each group will be given instructions on performing tasks given with
time limits. All tasks should be completed on easel paper, so that pictures are
taken of the work each group and preserved to be shared later with everyone
via Edmodo or Google documents. Finally, when the groups complete their
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tasks, the instructor will ask each group to share what each group has
discussed with their groups and then conduct a discussion with that
information and conclude the lesson.
A. Roles and rules of audience interaction delineated:
All tasks are to be discussed in the group after reading the readings
assigned independently.
B. Describe group interactions, as you want them to occur:
1. There will be a time limit to each task, and the instructor should
monitor and listen to what groups are discussing, then help groups with
questions.
2. Describe how the audience will interact: The audience will read their
readings and then read each task and discuss them in their groups,
with one person from each group recording the information discussed.
The instructor will serve as a monitor during this time. After everyone
completes their tasks, the instructor will ask each group to share
answers to the tasks they performed. After all groups share their
answers, the instructors will conduct a discussion on all of the results
as a group.
3. What are the interactions intended to teach?
The outcomes expected from this activity are for the audience to gain an
understanding of the challenges facing Muslim students regarding school
culture, while helping teachers and administrators to explore some solutions
to these problems.
Objectives:
1.To understand school culture influences on Muslim students identity and
their safety in school.
2. To analyze the challenges facing Muslims in school regarding bullying,
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teacher attitudes, and school policy.
3.To create inclusive environments that are safer and supportive to Muslim
students.
Context of Activity (Readings Listed in each Task).

Task 1: (15min) All groups read the assigned readings in this activity, pages
1-10 by Hindy (2016). They will also receive readings on anxiety Muslim
students face caused by Islamophobia (Islamic Social Services Association &
National Council of Canadian Muslims, 2016, p.7). After the reading all
materials, they will answer the following as a group.
Q: What are the three main issues facing Muslims in this reading?
Task 2: (6-9 mins) All groups, Read Liese (2004) pages 72-75, and 31-42
listed in report (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011).
-Name 3 interventions from each reading related to school policy, teacher
behavior, and promoting safer and more inclusive environments.
Possible Answer from Liese (2004):
Though very few educators are trained to deal with Islamophobia, the
following are some strategies for educators to dismantle prejudice and
discrimination (Leise, 2004, p.73).

7. Develop a zero tolerance policy, meaning mandatory opportunities for
education, such as peer mediation and/or dialogue groups that allow
students to explore their fears and feelings as well as listening to other
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viewpoints.
8. Promote cultural identity pride: not putting others down or students
saying they are better than them.
9. Establish a diversity club: promote respect and understanding for
cultural differences while providing young people with opportunities
to develop authentic pride.
10. Using inclusive methodologies like cooperative learning methods
when teaching.
11. Using a project initiated by Southern Poverty Law Center, Mix It Up
lunch program is a program that promotes student interaction with
other students during lunch to expand their relations with other groups
that they are not normally a part of (Southern Poverty Law Center,
2014). Thus allowing students to meet other culturally diverse
students they can communicate with. There are also grants allocated
to encourage this initiative by training teachers to support their
students. Other organizations like the National Conference for
Community and Justice (NCCJ) that is a human relations organization
that promotes inclusion and acceptance by providing education and
advocacy while building communities that are respectful for all. The
NCCJ provides many programs including a year-long program that
launches with a weeklong social justice residential experience
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focusing on prejudice reduction, community building and leadership
for high school age youth. The NCCJ also provides a two-day antibullying, prejudice, self-esteem building program for Middle and
High school students and is currently running in 40 cities in the U.S.
12. Using “A World of Difference” program by The Anti-Defamation
League. This program “provides hand-on training to help students and
staff challenge prejudice and discrimination and to learn to live and
work successfully in an increasingly diverse world (www.adl.org). It
also offers curricula for schools, universities and community based
organizations” (Leise, 2004, p. 76).
Task 3: Name three solutions for each scenario in the role of administration
and teachers for interventions and create a preventive measures for the future
(10 mins).
Group 1:
Ali is a newly settled refugee from Syria. Ali and his mother moved to
Sacramento to live with his uncle. Ali understands English, but is too shy to
try to communicate with his new classmates. Ali is afraid that being an Arab
from Syria will make his fellow classmates hesitant to befriend him, as he is
already culture shocked. As his teacher, how to you ensure that he is
accepted and welcomed amongst his peers?
Group 2
Sarah recently moved to Sacramento. She is 15 years old and was born and
raised in Seattle. In Seattle, she experienced cases of bullying from her
fellow classmates. She was teased for being Muslim and wearing her
headscarf. She has been called name such as “Princess Bin Laden” and the
“Daughter of ISIS”. Because of her experience with bullying, Sarah finds
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herself sitting alone during lunch. You quickly notice this. How do you
help?
Group 3
Nancy attended a private, Islamic school her entire life. She excelled at
academics and was very popular amongst her classmates. She was known to
be a talented artist, with calligraphy being a passion of hers. When she
reached high school at age 14, her parents took her out and put her in public
school. She has had little interaction with people who were not Muslim
because of her close-knit environment. Nancy is struggling to make friends
and has a hard time fitting in. What advice can you give her to help her
assimilate into the student body?
Group 4
You are a principal at a small high school. You have a female substitute
teacher that wears the headscarf at your school who is Muslim. In between
classes, the substitute teacher has to offer her prayers, and begins to pray in
class during break. A student sees her, and goes to the hallway and shouts,
“ISIS, TERRORIST! She is going to kill us!” How do you address this
situation with the teacher? How do you address this situation with the
student?
Group 5:
A blonde Muslim student in the 7th grade by the name of Tom is setting in
class while a social science teacher discusses the Islamic faith. While the
teacher is explaining the lesson, she says, “Did you all see how those
Muslims are responsible for the killings in Dallas because of the competition
on drawing Prophet Mohammed?” Tom gets very upset and embarrassed and
complains to the administration about the teacher. If you were the principal
how would you deal with the situation?
Discussion (25 - 30 min)
- All groups take turns to go over task 1, 2, and 3.
-After sharing all the answers and taking pictures of each group’s
contributions to be shared and discussed with peers online, a discussion
should be made as to what conclusion can be drawn from these activities
regarding interventions, teacher trainings and better connection to home
culture, school policies, and creating safer environments.
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Conclusion (3 min): Go over the objectives of this lesson and concluding
remarks from the discussion as a guide for action in school.
Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
Pages 72-75 from Liese (2004)
Page 7 from the Islamic Social Services Association & National Council of
Canadian Muslims (2016).
Pages- 31-42 (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, 2011).
Appendix H.
Hindy (2016)
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Session 6: Fighting Islamophobia with Curriculum and Reducing
Prejudice in the Classroom
Lesson Plan

Mode of Instruction: Collaborative
Activity and Discussion
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Goals:
The goal of this session is to explore ways students can reduce prejudice
among themselves and their peers in the classroom. To meet this goal, they
must learn about the problems facing Muslims in school and the community,
and learn how to fight for social justice alongside their Muslim peers. One of
the goals of multicultural education and culturally responsive and relevant
pedagogy is to content integration and empowering students with knowledge
to be advocates of social justice.
Lesson Objectives:
1.To understand Muslim student needs in the classroom.
2. To develop respectful environments in the classroom that celebrate our
pluralistic society.
3.To explore some tools that can be used in the classroom to reduce
prejudice amongst students and help them be advocates of change.
Session Outline:
1. Introduction (3 - 5min):
Begin this session by distributing the handout in Appendix I, readings from
Zine (2010), curriculum from Batiste (2000) and reading from RED Card
(Show Racism the Red Card, 2008). The groups will be given readings and
then be divided into groups of 3 - 6 people in each group.
2. Body (55 - 65 min)
Describe the activity in general:
The audience will be divided into several groups. All groups will be given
handouts with objectives, readings and some curriculum. Tasks will be
assigned with time limits and each group will have a recorder assigned so
that they can report what their group has discussed. The instructor will begin
by reading out loud the objectives of this collaborative work, and then each
group will be given instructions on performing tasks given with time limits.
All tasks should be completed on easel paper, so that pictures are taken of
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the work each group and preserved to be shared later with everyone via
Edmodo or Google documents. Finally, when the groups complete their
tasks, the instructor will ask each group to share what they have discussed
within their groups and then conduct a discussion with that information and
conclude the lesson.
A. Roles and rules of student interaction delineated:
All tasks are to be discussed in a group after reading the readings
independently.
B. Describe group interactions, as you want them to occur:
1. There will be a time limit to each task and the audience.
2. Describe how the audience will interact: The audience will read their
readings alone and then read each task and discuss them in their
groups, while one person from each group will record the
information discussed. The instructor will serve as a monitor during
this time. After everyone completes their tasks, the instructor will ask
each group to share answers to the tasks they performed. After all
groups share their answers, the instructors will conduct a discussion
on all of the results as a group.
3. What are the interactions intended to teach?
The outcomes expected from this activity are for teachers and school
administrators to educate students on how to respect differences, reduce
prejudices, and help them to fight for social justice outside of school.
Objectives:
1.To understand Muslim student needs in the classroom.
2. To develop respectful environments in the classroom that celebrate our
pluralistic society.
3.To explore some tools that can be used in the classroom to reduce
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prejudice amongst students and help them be advocates of change.
Context: Readings by Zine (2001) on Muslim youth in Canadian schools,
curriculum by Batiste (2000), RED CAR Curriculum (Show Racism the Red
Card, 2008)
Task 1: (15 mins) All groups, read Zine and identify the main themes that
are concerning the Muslim community.
Task 2: (20-25 min)
Group 1- Read and explore the Red Card curriculum (Show Racism the Red
Card, 2008) as a sample to fight Islamophobia, then identify what solutions
these curriculums have in terms of reducing prejudice and creating a better
classroom environment.
Group 2 – Read Unit 1 Building a Strong Foundation (Batiste, 2000, p.4).
This lesson is to develop a common language to understand the definition of
discrimination. Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of
reducing prejudice and creating a better classroom environment.

Group 3 –Read Unit 2 Cultural Identities and Values (Batiste, 2000, p.5).
This lesson introduces students to their culture and who they are, in
comparison to others. Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of
reducing prejudice and creating a better classroom environment.
Group 4 - Read Unit 3 Analyzing Information (Batiste, 2000, p.7).
This lesson has students examine various sources of information and how
the misrepresentation, or omission of facts, that can lead to less than
complete events and issues.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice
and creating a better classroom environment.
Group 5 –Read Unit IV Identifying and Examining Bias (Batiste, 2000, p.7).
This lesson examines ways that students can consider the relationship
between stereotypes and biased behavior, and to consider how stereotypical
thinking limit their experiences.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice
and creating a better classroom environment.
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Group 6 –Read Unit VI Social Action - (Batiste, 2000, p.5).
This lesson gives students an opportunity to understand activism and
develop social action.
Identify what solutions this curriculum has in terms of reducing prejudice
and creating a better classroom environment.

Discussion: (20-25 min)
- All groups should share their discussion answers for Tasks 1 and 2.
- After sharing all the answers and taking pictures of each group’s
contributions to be shared and discussed with peers online, a discussion
should be made as to what conclusions can be drawn from these activities
and resources listed.
Conclusion (3 min):
Go over the objectives of this lesson and conclude with resources for the
future in Appendix C. These resources include videos, books, curricula, and
other resources to counter Islamophobia.
Activities Planned and Visuals and Equipment Needed:
Batiste (2000) –
Building a Strong Foundation - Unit I, Page 41 - Lesson to develop a
common language to understand the definition of discrimination
Cultural Identities and Values - Unit II, Page 5 - Lesson introduces
students to their culture and who they are, in comparison to others
Analyzing Information - Unit III, Page 7 - Lesson has students
examine various sources of information and how the
misrepresentation, or omission of facts, that can lead to less than
complete events and issues.
Identifying and Examining Bias - Unit IV, Page 7 – Lesson examines
ways that students can consider the relationship between stereotypes
and biased behavior, and to consider how stereotypical thinking limit
their experiences.
Confronting Bias - Unit V, Page 5 – Lesson allows students to
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examine how personal behavior can combat bigotry, and gives them
tools to fight discrimination in schools and communities.
Social Action - Unit VI, Page 5 – Lesson gives students an
opportunity to understand activism and develop social action.
Red Card curriculum (Show Racism the Red Card, 2008)
Muslim youth in Canadian schools: Education and the politics of religious
identity by Zine (2001)
Appendix I.
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